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CODY

Now the veil has been lifted

from around this intriguing

figure, thanks to the first book

on Morgan.... This stikingly

handsome book is illustrated

with rare period photos .. . . The

bre at htaki n g c o nt e mpo r ory

color images by San Francisco

p hoto grap he r R ic hard B arne s

make it a magniftcent intoduc-

tion to the work of a major

Califurnia architect.

-The 
Oakland Tribune

a

Sara Holmes Boutelle's long-

awaited biography, J U LI A

MORGAN: ARCHITECT, is the

first full-length study of this great

Calfornian. We're lucky to have

it.. . . The book is packed with

information, some of it new, and

the rest hardly known, except to

scholars.... it has been beautifully

illustrated by Richard Bqrnes'

postcard-perfect color photo-

graphs.

-San 
Francisco Chronicle
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De-Gon Kills Rab and Most Pomos Too!

In this election year, among the intertextual
sublimations of DBR's "Chicago" issue is
the reminder of that fateful convention
twenty years ago. At that point, the Han-

cock Center, subject of "After Architec-
ture," and the other Miesian boxes of the
windy city seemed like ominous fences

hemming in the rebellious generation being
herded through the streets by stampeding

cops. Today these straightforward steel and
glass structures seem less threatening,

refreshingly mute in the chatty new age of
architecture parlante. Their quietness

approximates the current political wisdom
of our anti-charismatic presidential can-

didates, who might envy the technocratic

certitude of Bruce Graham when he claims
in our interview: "You can't argue against

this building on pragmatic terms!"
Architecture, as Thomas Bender notes

in his essay, "Architecture and the Journal-
ism of Ideas," was once so heavily imbri-
cated in American politics and culture as to
be a major source of intellectual activity.
That he locates the decline of its discourse

in the specialization and fashion conscious-
ness bred by the Museum of Modern Art's
1932 "Modern Architecture" exhibit has a

special irony in light of that institution's
recent "Deconstructivist Architecture" exhi-
bit, which has proven to be the architectural
mediaeventofthe year, and also has proven
just how few bricks are left in the wall. As
Raymond Gastil reports, the apotheosis of
De-Con has not only squelched the stylistic
competition of its rationalist and historicist
postmodern rivals, but inthe reluctant union
of its participants, its self-avowed misno-
mer has offed itself! Such mental onanism
is a poor substitute for the intercourse be-
tween buildings and power of the sort once
practiced in Chicago. In our "Dialogue,"
the new director of the SOM Foundation's
Chicago Institute for Architecture and
Urbanism, John Whiteman, outlines a pro-
gram for research that will encourage re-
flection about what can be accomplished in
the "grip" of that power.

Thatvery same powereventually lost its
patience with Chicago's two greatest inno-
vators: Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd
Wright. Their subsequent re-vindication by
historians has more than compensated their
local reputations, resulting in a form of hero
worship usually reserved for baseball play-
ers. Hagiography and modernistbiases have

long characterized the treatment of Wright
and Sullivan, but there are signs of intelli-
gent revisions, indicated in Norris Kelly
Smith's judgments on the recent Wright
biographies, Anthony Alofsin's assessment

of the monographs on the Larkin and

Johnson Wax buildings, and Terrance

Goode's review of the current interest in
Sullivan's ornamentalism.

Ifthere is such athing as "deconstruction"

in architecture, surely it will be found more

among the narrative paradoxes in the proj-
ects of Lars Lerup, whose book Planned
Assaults is reviewed from two points of
view, or in the hermeneutic escapades of
Philippe Duboy' s Leq ueu, than it will in rhe

revival or supposed violation of Constructiv-
ism.

On another note, we are proud to an-
nounce that DBR has been awarded an

NEA grant to pursue "After Architecture"
and the "Dialogues." The grant comes to us

through the auspices of the Pacific Center
for the Book Arts. The money will help us

to defray some of the costs associated with
these special projects. Frances Butler, a
member of our editorial board, was particu-
larly helpful in arranging for the Pacific
Center's sponsorship. We owe this recog-
nition both to the loyalty ofour readers and

to the commitment of our writers, to whom
we are ever grateful.

DESIGN BOOK REVIEW
wishes to thank the following

sponsors for their
generous support of
After Architecture

THE JOHN HANCOCK CENTER

Bruce Graham,

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill/
Chicago

Ezra Stoller, ESTO

Timothy Hursley, Photographer

The Pacific Center for the Book Arts
The National Endowment

for the Arts

and an anonymous donor

Special thanks to the participating
companies of the

Frank Lloyd Wright
Decorative Designs Collection

for their contribution to the feature
on Frank LloydWright.

A full-color catalogue of the collection
features 75 authorized reproductions of
Wright's work, including fumiture from
Atelier IntemationaVCassina; art glass

windows from Oakbrook-Esser Studios;
fabrics, wallcoverings, and rugs from
Schumacher; and china, crystal, and

silver from Tiffany & Co. Available for
$6 (checks payable to "FLW Catalogue")
from: FLW Catalogue, P. O. Box 4736,
Chicago, IL 60680.

Richard Ingersoll
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LETTERS

o
To the Editors:

I am writing in regard to Martin Pawley's Fall
1987 review of Sustainable Communities (Sim
Van der Ryn and Peter Calthorpe, editors). In it,
he makes some snide remarks about a chapter I
contributed to this book and juxtaposes two
quotes out of context, which prompts me to
write this letter.

In an early section of this chapter, I discuss

the increasing need for child care: "... it's pre-

dicted that by 1990 eighty percent of all pre-

school children will be in day care which means

not only more provisions for day care, but more

work opportunities in or close to residential

neighborhoods for both men and women, more

possibilities of part{ime and flex-time work,

and greater accessibility to public transport." (p.

122) Six pages later, in a section on attempts to

create safer and more livable cities, I describe

the Dutch experiments with "Woonerf': "An-
other successful form of street 'reclamation' is

the Dutch 'woonerf.' A joumalist whose child
had been killed by a car got together with other

bereaved parents and started an organization

lobbying for safer cities. It was called'Stop the

Child Murders.'The result was a form of rede-

velopment ofstreels which is now very success-

ful in Holland, and which has spread to other

West European countries. In a 'woonerf,' cars

and people freely mix, but on a very controlied

basis." (p.128)

Here is how Mr. Pawley refers to these

quotes:

"Clare has a way with simple ideas: for ex-

ample, 'By 1990, 80 percent of all preschool

children will be in day care' or 'Stop the child
murders.' Is there a connection between chil-
dren in day care and child murder, or is it all a

matter of housing layouts?"

Not only does Mr. Pawley juxtapose two
quotes that had nothing to do with each other (a

cheap tactic not uncommon among reviewers),

but then there is the matter ofform ofaddress. It
seems scarcely conceivable that in the late 1980s

there should be such a clear example of sexist

attitudes either expressed or published in the

review of a book. When discussing the various

authors represented in this book, Pawley consis-

tently employs either the full name or (subse-

quent to first mention) the surname of each

author. Except, that is, for myself-the only

female contriburor-whom after initial identifi -

cation is referred to several times merely as

Clare.

I find this condescending and sexist attitude
quite unacceptable. Considering the world-
weary, seen-it-all tone of Mr. Pawley's review,
perhaps he should better spend his time educat-

ing himself in non-sexist vocabulary and forms

of address.

Clare Cooper Marcus

Professor of Architecture and

Landscape Architecture

University of Califomia, Berkeley

T

ProfessorCooper Marcus is quite rightto object

to my familiarity in referring to her by her

Christian name in my review o/ Sustainable

Communities, while using the surnames of the

male contributors to the anthology. I can now

see that this was offensive and I unreservedly

apologize.

However, if it is a cheap tactic of reviewers

to take quotations out of context, so is it a knee-
jerk reaction ofthose who speak or write rashly

to claim that this has been done. I might with
equal justice object to Professor Cooper

Marcus's omission of my reference to Charles

Manson's "family" in the passage from the

review that she quotes.

"World weary" or not, I found the argu-

ments, even the title of "Design as if People

Mattered," naive, se lf-validating, and c ontra-

dictory. What is the point of providing play

areas that can be supervisedfrom the home, if
the home is unoccupied during the "very dffi-
cult time between2:00 and6:00 p.m." ? What is

new about communal kitchens and shared en-

trances? The first hns been the subject of unsuc-

cessful experimentationfor 80 years ; the second

was the norm in l9th-century housing long

before it gave public housing a bad name. Is
Professor Cooper Marcus actually saying any-

thing at all when she claims that 4-6 households

sharinganentry "can work," while l0-12 "may

lead to conflict"? Should she endorse, espe-

cially at second hand, a claim that any housing

layout will "Stop the Child Murders"---<spe-

cially when it is clear that, in the case in ques-

tion, the Dutch journalist' s child was not " mur-

dered," but killed by accident?

The most important thing the housing lay-

outs Professor Cooper Marcus describes have

in common is that they are all isolated examples

that runcounter to the long-termmultifuld ffend
toward social fragmentation that is reflected in
decreasing household size and increasing house-

hold formation in all Western countries. This,

plus the economic opportunity attendant upon

massive demand,explains all the "waiting lists"
to which she refers, without the need to drag in
and glorify minor design variations.

Martin Pawlel

a
To the Editors:

Nezar AlSayyad's 2,000 word essay ["Arab
Muslim Cities," DBR 14) attempts to discuss

seven books, including my Arabic-lslamic Cit-
ies: Building and Planning Principles (1986).

The reviewer allocates 40 percent of the article

to it, presumably because it is in his words "the
most controversial and most ambitious of all the

new books." He poses a number of questions

and issues which require my response.

The reviewer starts with a preconception that

the literature on this topic should be categorized

into distinct ideological camps according to the

approach inherent in the work. This attitude is

unfortunate and biased, as it predetermines

appreciation and understanding. In fact, the thrust

of my work was to achieve the opposite of what

he contends. (Compare, for instance, the reac-

tion ofJanet Abu-Lughod in her short review of
the book in MESA Bulletin t2ll87), and the

recent review by Amos Rapoport in Journal of
Architectural Education l4l 12, W nter 19881.)

With respect to specific issues raised:
. The reasons for the title ofthe book and the

categorization of "Arabic-Islamic Cities" is

explained adequately in the Introduction.
. The time period from which sources were

obtained for Tunis is from the early twelfth to
the late nineteenth centuries, as indicated in the

book.
. Regarding treatment of the city in a formal-

ist and static manner, information on change and

$owth was difficult to assemble; however, when

data was available it was incorporated, as in fig.
16,p.73.

. The quantitative data on Tunis was in fact

used to compare with other cities, as indicated

on pp. I 14-117.
. AlSayyad argues that I have not adequately

substantiated my contention that traditional cir
ies in the Arab and Muslim world are similar to

Tunis in that they share an Islamic identity that

6
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could be directly linked to the application of
Muslim law. Since 1984, however, I have accu-

mulated adequate data to prove without any

doubt that this is so. I hope to publish this evi-
dence in the future.

. As to my finding that climate was not a
majorfactor indetermining the shape of Muslim
cities, I have assumed that the reader is familiar
with the abundant literature about this interpre-

tation and felt it was unnecessary to refute that in

the book.
. Regarding AlSayyad's questioning of dates

of completion and publication, I completed

writing the book in July 1979, but it was not

published until 1986. This was due to: (a) the

generally slow process involved in finding a
suitable publisher, (b) a number of moves and

other personal circumstances which prevented

me from accelerating the process, and (c) the

manuscript remaining with the publisher for
two-and-one-half years before it was published.

Yes, it was published essentially as it was

when I completed it in mid-1979, primarily

because I felt that no new material had appeared

in the interim that would have justified revision

of the work. As for Al-Hathloul's Ph.D. disser-

tation, which the reviewer mentions, I was fully
aware of it. I believe my work influenced him

and others who followed. This was mainly due

to two visits I made to MIT. The first was in

April 1977 when I shared my findings with some

faculty at MIT and Harvard and was asked to

discuss their ramifications with a number of
graduate students, including Al-Hathloul. I also

made them aware of the signiltcance of Ibn al-

Rami's 1 4th-century manuscript, "Kitab al-1'lan

bi-Ahkam al-Bunyan" ("The Book forCommu-

nicating Building Solutions").(This is one of the

most important sources I have found. Although

mentioned earlier by Robert Brunschvig inhis

article "Urbanisme Medieval et Droit
Musulman," R ev ue de s Etude s I slamique s lY ol.

XV, 19471, I believe I was the first after him to

use it extensively.) The second visit was in Feb-

ruary 1981, when I presented my completed

findings through numerous seminars and a public

lecture. Since then I have continued to lecture

and publish a number of articles on this topic.

(The most comprehensive and recent article,

which in a way supplements what I have in the

book, is published in Vol. 3 of the Encyclopedia

of Architecture lWiley, 1988].)

Besim Hakim, AlA, AICP

King Faisal University

I
I started my review by mentioning that Hakim's
bookwas an important additionto the literature
and I ended it by saying that its publicationwas
a sign that scholarly research on Muslim urban-

ism is witnessing a healthy revival. I believe that

no scholarly work on a cultural subject, like the

Muslim city, could be free of an inherent ideol-

ogy. It is naive to think otherwise. Most contem-

porary authors recognize this and some would

even attempt to identifi their ideological posi-

tions or state their scholarly biases dt the outset.

An author who does not do so leaves it up to the

readers to interpret or classify the work, and

should not complain when they do just that.

I indicated that we need a better explanation

of the category "Arabic-lslamic Cities" be-

cause the one that Hakim olfers (that Islam

emerged in Arabia and that Arabic was the

language of the Quran) is too simplistic. Yet he

insists that the reasons for the title were ade-

quately explained in his introduction. Even if
this is the case, how can a author justify calling

the book "Arabic-lslamic Cities" when it is only

a case study ofTunis?
Although H akim ac know ledge s that is sue s of

change and growth were dfficult to incorpo-

rate, he nevertheless refers us tofig. 16,which
primarily illustrate s the " development( al ) se -

quence of Khutba mosques in Tunis." Does a

small map showing the location and chronology

ofafew mosques adequately address the com-

plex process of urban formation? I don't think

so.

By his own confession, the contention that

the traditional cities of the Arab Muslirn world

are similar to Tunis is not substantiated in the

book.The issue ofclimate is not addressedatall.

Why thendoes Hakimrefer us to his unpublished

work or private data, 'tehich he claims will
"prove without any doubt" his theories? And

where do we find this "abundant literature"

which supports his "finding" that climate was

not a major factor in determining the shape of
Muslim cities? If this is true, then he should have

elaborated on the sources of his "interpreta-

tion."
With regard to the discrepancy benoeen the

dat e s of c omp le t io n and publ i c ation of t he b ook,

I do understand the problems involved in pub-

lishing a work on the history of Muslim cities.

But to soy that no new material in thc interim

could have changed matters reflects Hakim's

disregardfor many of his colleagues, including

the editors and authors ofthe other books which

were included in my review.

I still have faith in and regard for Hakim' s

scholarship, and he was very brave to have

undertaken such an endeavor. My review, how-

ever, was not about him but about his book.

Nezar AlSayyad, Ph.D.

Adjunct Professor & Research Associate

U niversity of C alifornia, Berkeley

Diana Woodbridge

REPARATION

Dell Upton's "Where the Heart Is" (DBR 14, pp.

69-76) suffered from some unfortunate errors in

editing for which DBR would like to apologize.

In particular, on page 74 in the concluding

sentences of the second paragraph, the quotation

marks were deleted from a passage of James

Gowans's The Comfortable House, making it
appear to be Upton' s rather than Gowans ' s point

of view. The paragraph should read as follows:
"Certainly some of the poor others were

trying to become middle class , but many middle-

class people were trying hard to keep them out.

The others' disturbing lifeways were the threat

against which the comfortable house asserted

'security in the sense of defense against the

world; roots in the past, especially a colonial and

English past; and virtue in the sense of family

stability,' and against them stood the suburbs

that Gowans loves: 'Unfortunately, from a doc-

trinaire ideological standpoint, these suburbs

worked as humane and livable environments on

principles of enlightened self-interest, that

wicked old Adam Smithish doctrine. In sum,

post-Victorian suburbs were altogether too indi-
vidualistic, too inegalitarian, for architectural

opinion in the 1960s. But for the decades from

1890 to 1930, they were perfect-perfectly
comfortable.'"
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IN THE SHADOW OF MIES:
Ludwig Hilberseimer-Architect, Educator, and Urban Planner
Richard Pommer, Dauid Spaetb, Keuin Harringtoa. The first thorough mono-
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11" x 10". 115 illus. Paperback: 0931-5. $19.95

RICARDO BOFILL/TALLER DE ARQUITECTURA:
Buildings and Projects 1960-1985
Edited by Warren A. lames. A catalogue raisonn6 and definitive monograph on
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in chronological order and illustrated with new photographs. 280 pages.81/2,,
x 11". Over 300 illus., 100 in color. Hardcover: 0739-8. $4.5. paperback:

0740-1. s29.95

ANTONIO SANT'ELIA: The Complete Works
Luciano Caramel and Alberto Longatti. The first volume to documenr the work
of this intriguing Italian architect, recognized as one of the most important in
the early period of Modern architecrure. This book includes his Manifesto of
Futuristic Architecture andthe extraordinary drawings for 357 unrealized projects
that called for a new way of building through technology and industrialiim. 372
pages. 9" x 12". 471 illus., 447 in color. 0954-1. $65

JOSEPH MARIA OTBRJCH ARCHITECTURE
lntroduction by Peter Haiko and Bernd Krimmel. Olbrich's seminal architectural
drawings, originally published in 1901 in Berlin in 3 volumes, are available now
for the first time in a single magnificent volume. A pupil of Otto Wagner, Olbrich
was probably the most creative of the Vienna Jugendsril designer-architects. His
extensive designs for furniture, carpets, and wrought iron were considered an
intregalpartofarchitecture.256pages.g" x 13".515 illus.,15incolor. 0971-4.
$9s

HENRY VAN DE VELDE
Klaus-Jargen Sembacb. The first full-length study in English of the celebrated
Belgian architect known for his teaching of free design. Van de Velde designed
many private houses with all their contents, including hardware, furniture, cur-
tains, and tableware, conforming to an organically uniform environment. 200
pages. SVz" x 17V2".200 illus., 12 in color. 0858-0. $50

IVAN LEONIDOV
Andrei Gouk and Andrei Leonidou.This thorough volume fully documenrs the
famous buildings and projects of rhis unique Russian avant-garde archirect.
Leonidov is famous for his design of rhe Lenin Institute and his bold vision of
vast scale and spatial planning. Translated into English for the first time, this
volume covers all of Leonidov's recorded work, letters, plans, and drawings. 21d
pages. 11" x 11". Over 300 illus.,80 in color.0951-X. $60

COTQUHOUN, MILLER E. PARTNERS
Alan Colq.uhoun and John Miller. Essay by Kenneth Frampton.This monograph
on one of the most respected British architectural firms explores the paiallils
between the firm's history and recent social, political, and economic trends in
Europe. 144 pages. 83/+" x 9V+".215 illus., 15 in color, 0953-5. Paperback:
$25

HENDRJK PETRUS BERLAGE
Sergio Polano. A large, well-documented volume on the works of this major
Dutch architect who saw architecture as a spatial art to be designed from the
inside out. Numerous drawings and photographs display such masterpieces as

his Amsterdam Stock Exchange and the Municipal Museum in the Hague. 255
pages. llth" x 771/t".426 illus., 52 in color. 0901-3. $55

RIZZOLI INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATION S
597 Fifth Avenue/New York, NrY 10017/ISBN prefix: 0-g47g

ln the Shadow of Mies

Ludwig Hilberseimer
Ar(hitcd, Edu<alor, and Urban planner
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Architectural History and Criticism
ARCHITECTURE OF EXILE
Stanley Tigermaa. An internationally known Chicago-based architect offers this
unique examination of architecture in terms of issues that have long preoccupied
the Western theological, philosophical, and artistic imaginarion. ?An original,
idiosyncratic and learned journey into our own past, guided by one of orrhort
imaginative architects and educators."-lnterior Design. 192 pages.8th" x
11'. 350 black-and-white illus. 0902-1. $35

I

MODERN CLASSICISM
Robert A.M. Stem.The preference of many Modern architects for building in
the Classical style is discussed here by a major practitioner and rheoretician of
Post-Modernism. Stern presents an important discussion of the issues and ideas
that lie behind the tradition and the "new" forms of Classicism. 272 pages. 10"
x 10".320 illus., 190 in color.0848-3. $45

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE AMERJCAN SUMMER:
The Flowering of the Shingle Style
Vincent Scully. America's pre-eminent architectural historian provides a carefully
researched overview of the American Shingle Style, from its beginnings after the
Civil War to its entry into the mainstream of the American tradition of domestic
building around the turn of the century. 1 92 pages. 8' x 1 0'. 200 illus. Hardcover:
0769-X. $25. Paperback: 0782-7. $14.95

THE EDUCATION OF AN ARCHITECT
Editors: John Hejduk, Elizabeth Diller, Diane Lewis, Kim Shkapich. This large,
heavily illustrated volume shows 10 year's work by students at Cooper Union,
one of the finest architecture schools in the country. The book contains written
contributions by the distinguished faculry and covers the first four vears o{ design
study, and the final thesis year. 352 pages. 9' x l2'.829 illus., 129 in color.
Hardcover: 0959-2. $50. Paperback: 0970-5. $35

ARCHITECTURE AND BODY
Edited by Scott Marble et al. A collecri,on of essays, exhibitions, and proiects by
noted artists, architects, and theoreticians who analyze how the human body
affects and is affeaed by architecture. The book sheds light on a subject that
urgendy needs aftention in the architectural world. 288 pages. 81/2" x 10V+".
Over 300 illus., 30 in color. 0947-1. $35

ARCHITECTI]RAI COMPOSITIONS
Rob Krier. This new book by the influential European architect is a major achieve-
ment in the discovery of fundamental architecrural truths. Krier is also the author
of the widely acclaimed work, IJrban Spaces (Rizzoli, 1,979), and is widely
recognized for his highly influenrial criticism. 344 pages. 9" x 9V2". Over 500
illus., 32 in color. 0955-X. $50

NEW AMERICAN DESIGN
Hugh Aldersey-Williams. An exciting profile of 21 of America's leading young
industrial and graphic design firms, whose trendsetting ideas have become cultural
and social phenomena. Through in-depth interviews and an abundance of color
illustrations, the author explores the backgrounds, the influences, working
methods, and views of today's most important young designers. 192 pages. 10"
x 10".220 illus., mostly in color. 0992-7. $35

SOTTSASS ASSOCIATES
Essays by Ettore Sottsass,Herbert Muschamp,BarbaraRadice,etal. This colorful
volume shows the highly original, eccentric designs of Ettore Sottsass and his
associates. The contemporary designs for such prestigious clients as Knoll, Esprit,
and Fiorucci range from residential architecture, to graphics, furniture, lighting,
and commercial showrooms. 255 pages. 9" x 12",170 illus., 155 in color.
Hardcover: 0892-0. $45. Paperback: 0893-9. $29.95

RIZZOLI fi,{TE RN ATI OI,{ AL PU B LIC ATI O IV S

THE ARCHITECTURE
OF THE

AMERICAN SUMMEH
Vincent Scully

597 Fifth Avenue/New York, I\rY 10017/ISBN Prefix: 0-8478
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For a catalog of books
that architects and

. CHICAGO

. CINCINNATI

. PITTSBURGH

. THE CATHEDRAL OF ST. PETER
AND ST. PAUL

Conact Howell Press, 2000 Holiday
Charlottesville, VA 22901, 804-977 or
TOLL-FREE 1 -8OO - 532 -0 1l 2 (Authorization
55-34591), and mention Design Book Reuieut.

All Art Books
All Design Books

All Architecture Books
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All Technical Books
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Presents lts Fqll lW Sel,ecti,ons

The first in
a

anew senes...
HUGH NEWELL JACOBSEN, ARCHITECT
This unique coffee-table book celebrates one of
America's finest architects. Beautifully illustrated
with photographs by Robert Lautman; designed and
edit€d by Massimo Vignelli; photographs, drawings,

descriptions of over 50 award-winning projects, plus a
glossary of the architect's celebrated construction details

with notes in Jacobsen's distinctive hand; introduction by Vincent Scully.
352 pages, 421 photos, floor plans, sections, rend.erings, chrorwlagy, bibliography. 9x 12" (R719)

ISBN G913%2-97-X $il cloth October 1988

PENNSILVANIA AYENI]E:
America's Main Strcet

inaugural boulevard connecting
two branches of American govern-

ment; tells the story of America's
sentimental "Main Street" with new and archival

photos and fascinating history and anecdotes about the
buildings and public places along the Avenue.
lNpages, n0phons, nwps" engruuings, chrcrcbgy.Ix12" (R718)

ISBNl-1fiSW| $S9.!bcbth &nBP) ISBNl-6il?illOl
$n.!b pb Nouember lW

hofessional titles!
MANAGING BRAINPOWER: How to Increase

hoductiwity and Success in the Professional Design
Firm, Charles B. Thomsen, FAIA (R720)
ISBNl-55835-001-2 $24.95pb

THE ARCHITECT'S HANDBOOK OF PROFE$
SIONAL PRACTICE, Uth d., David Haviland,
Editor, (M107) ISBN G913962-83-X $140

TIIE ARCHITECT AS DEYELOPER (R658)
ISBNG9B962-94-5 $14.95pb

PROBLEM SEEKING,3rded., William Pena FAIA
lM277Pl ISBN G913962-87-2 $19.95pb

THE SOURCnROOK, 2nd ed., Kirk Hershey (R?24)
ISBN 1-55835-007-1 $19.95pb

TIIE CREAf,IONOF SHELITER, Nora Richter Greer
(R721) ISBN 1-55835-002-0 $15 pb

CBEATIVITY AND CONTBADICTION:
European Churches since 19i0
Randall S. Lindstrom, AIA
Readers interested in religion, design
and construction-and Europe in
general-are treated to a compelling
architectural tour of Western
Europe's newest churches and the

economic and liturgical issues shaping their desigu
foreword by Dr. Robert H. Schuller.
156 pages, 132 phons/illustrations, prcject directory bibliogruphy,
index. 9x12' (R6ffi) ISBNO9L9X;?Ah9 $iD.95 cloth

SHAPING THE CITY: Essays and

illustrations from the Washkgton Put
on the urban environment and its
architecture
A collection of Roger K. Lewis'
FAIA, lively articles illustrated with

over ?0 of his cartoons. "Interesting history of our
country's first planned city and its progress from the butt
of jokes to a handsome, Iiveable place."-David Brinkley
321 pages, 70 illustrations. 9x9" (R598) ISBN O913gi2-84
$14.!E pb

Order through Ingram, Baker & Taylor, or directly from:
AIA kess Marketing
1735 New York Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20006
|.202\ 6267582

Rcpresentcd in the mid-Atlantic by:
Walck, Rikhoff, Strauss, bookpeddlers, 9505 Flower Avenue,
Silver Spring, MD 20901, (301) 588{490
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Design Book Review

DIALOGUE:
JOHNWHITEMAN

John Whiteman is the new director of the SOM
Foundation's Chicago Institute for Architecture and
Urbanism. Bom in Manchester, England, in 1954, he
attended Cambridge, Bristol, and Harvard universities,
and has degrees in architecture and philosophy. As an
architect, he was active in community design projects
in several countries, including a project in London's
East End called "The Planning Bus." The Chicago
lnstitute is located in the recently renovated Chamley
House, where it will host several research fellows for
limited terms. DBR interviewedWhiteman in April in
Chicago.

DBR: Youwere pre-
ceded as director by

Leon Krier,who
lasted only q short
time.What will you

do dffirently?

JW: The institure is
currently a vacuum,

and it needs to be run with the idea of
architectural research rather than architec-
tural pronouncement. Ithas sometimes been

compared to the Brookings Institute as an

ambition. I find that incorrect because

Brookings already has a kind of legitimacy
from which it can make statements. True, it
is based on research, but one of its major
functions is to make statements about the
way economic policy should or should not
be done. There is no possibility of having
that kind of institute for architecture where
you could do the proper amount ofsocial or
artistic research to be able to say what is the
right thing to be done.

DBR: The Chicago Institute has models,
though, like the Institute for Architecture
and Urban Studies, which created a cul-
tural spearhead that secededfrom fficial
and academic architecture to produce some

of the most original andvital discussions in
the field.

JW: I think that our institute in Chicago will
always be seen in that shadow, and that is
notnecessarily abadthing. Itwill be aplace
where a new generation of people working

in architecture will gather and try out their
ideas. Since it is outside both the university
and the corporation, it becomes peripheral
almost by definition.

DBR: How much autonomy do you have?

fW: I have almost complete autonomy over
the programs I run. The only thing I have to
do is report to the board twice a year. In one
sense, you might look at the institute as an
exercise in widening the franchise and the
debate, bringing in new voices.

DBR: Canyou give some examples ofwhat
you are planning?

JW: I am going to set up a series of fellow-
ships, mainly forthose individuals, whether
in practice or on the fringes of the univer-
sity, who are on the brink of doing some-
thing and have a project they want to bring
to Chicago to complete. The project can be
written, drawn, or constructed. The first
fellowships will be given this fall. There
will be three or four junior fellows, in their
thirties, and one or two senior fellows. The
institute will put together an archive of
materials and discussions produced here
and also of the work of people that we
decide to exhibit. There will be very small,
ad hoc exhibits, perhaps one project at a

time. Our publications will simply display
what we have done-and reflect the two
kinds of activity I hope to sustain: drawings
and construction, and theory, self-conscious
theory.

DBR What will you get out of all this?

JW: Initially, I will be swamped with or-
ganizational tasks, but I eventually plan to
stick by a fairly monastic schedule that will
allow me to do my own writing and draw-
ing. Paradoxically, I find the university to
be an uncongenial place for architectural
research. The university has never been

able to take the arts seriously as a form of
sense-making, of cultural activity and pro-
duction. It ties itself to a definition of ra-
tionalism that I find too narrow. Architec-
tural research is much more difficult in
practice, obviously, because the seductions
of architecture are on the business side.

Yet, if you look at the architects you like,

you find that they ran their offices and their
lives as a continuous course of inquiry: Le
Corbusier painting every moming, or Al-
var Aalto using painting as a form of re-
search. The type of research I mean is what
Aalto was actually doing when he made
those abstractpaintings: exposing his prob-
lems to another medium, working on it in
paint, and linking it back to architectural
drawing. The university finds it difficult to
give credence to an activity which would
call itself a form of reason, but is not rule-
bound and repetitious in the sense ofbeing
generalizable. In a painting or in a building,
though, it seems that what you know through
that painting or by that building you can
only know in that medium. It is an intensive
form ofknowledge, as opposed to one that
is extensive ("if I can't repeat it, it is not
knowledge"). A work ofart does not func-
tion like that-it is intensive. To misuse
Wittgenstein's phrase, it is knowledge "in
the case of one."

DBR: That seems diametrically opposed to
SOM's interest in making buildings that
can be done anywhere at qny time.

JW: That is probably true, and the same

could be said about Mies van der Rohe.
When you go to his buildings, though, you
realize that they are individually con-
ceived-they never quite repeat, although
outwardly they look very similar. The curi-
ous thing about SOM's history is their
lifting some of Mies's technology, ideas,

and principles and missing a rather vital
point, which is that when Mies finally put
a building down, that's where it is. It couldn't
be anywhere else because he has done very
subtle things with dimensions, the place-
ments of window mullions, or the orienta-
tion of interior and urban spaces. I've al-
ways been struck by the individuality of his
buildings rather than their generality, so I
find it ironic that SOM has for the mostpart
produced generalized buildings. There are

exceptions. Inland Steel, for example, is a
remarkably American, specifically Chica-
goan building, and very successful. But
much of SOM's work flounders on the
distinction between administrative tech-
niques that demand a repetitive knowledge,
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and others that require knowledge of a

more singular and intensive form.

DBR: SOM succeeded in applying the cor-
porate model to the architect's ffice, and
this similarity to their clients perhaps ex-

plains their tremendous success. Is that
model of organization now in crisis? In
setting up the institute, are they saying that
they' ve missed something?

JW: The institute does not exist solely for
SOM-that is the open and declared policy
of Bruce Graham, who set it up. It really
doesn't exist as a child of the firm, and if it
tums out to behave like that, I would regard

it as a gross failure. SOM's royalties from
designed works, chairs and things like that,
go to the foundation, and much of the

current funding comes from that. We will
be seeking support from others, so the insti-
tute will not have to rely on a single source.

This will take several years.

DBR: In the past you've been involvedwith
projects that have promoted the politicizq-
tion process. Do you think this political
approach will thrive in Chicago?

JW: The way the question is often posed-
"can architecture actually perform any re-

formist or revolutionary activity?"-seems
trapped and in a way misunderstands archi-
tectural history. The way that architecture

transforms sensibilities, if it transforms

them, is by becoming a small locus of a new
way of feeling. I don't think that anybody
can provide the necessary defenses. Archi-
tecture can be appropriated by the bour-
geoisie, as in the U.S., or just allowed to
spread and produce a new kind of sensibil-
ity. In my view, architecture can never
produce reform, but it can introduce more

equal and just sensibilities into the world,
and will do so in very localized and rather
painful instances. These instances give rise

to others that are then appropriated or bred
into a new style to be copied by the bour-
geoisie. Architecture is entirely vulnerable
to that process, and that is the most realistic
thing we could hope for it.

My grandesthopes forthe institute are to
make people realize just how difficult archi-

tecture really is, and to produce descrip-

tions and perhaps a few examples of that

difficulty. I want to make the work of good

architects more difficult, and yet to make

that difficulty the locus of their operation. I
want to find a form of persuasion that says

"this is the task of architecfure," and urges

architects to work on their intuitions by
locating them in difficulties.

Contrast that with the sixties belief that
architecture could achieve some reform by
making its social tasks clear: "If we can ask

the right sociological questions, we can

come up with the right architectural draw-
ings to fit them." Although I am sympa-

thetic to its political and social ambitions,
t}tat conception of the architectural task

leads to buildings thatare mere illustrations
of the theory that gave rise to them-illus-
trations, not buildings. The thoughts that
are guiding the design are not rooted in
material practice. It collapses the project
that is actually the most interesting for any

radical intelligence in architecture at the
moment: how to deal with the material of
architecture.

Architects will always be in the grip of
power. The question is how the power is
distributed and what one can do in its grip.
How can you produce a form of intelli-
gence that deals on the one hand with the

extreme difficulties of making material
forms, and on the other with a form of
morality that surrounds architecture and

allows it to operate in the grip of power?

When I talk about difficulties, I don't mean

that we can consciously choose to be good

guys or bad-that doesn't happen. The
question is whether, while in the grip of
power, we can make a building according
to "their" expectations, but then do some-
thing different. One way I like to read

buildings is to see that they are hostage to
and yet at the same time not limited by the

power that beckons them into being.

Why is it that money needs to build a
building that almost illustrates its own fi-
nancial calculation? This is one of the dif-
ficulties behind the office building, for
example. Yet, as a philosophical device,
money is actually a substitute, a thing
through which value transmutes itself from

material quantities into money and back

again. No form of reference between the

material artifact and the money is neces-

sary, so, logically speaking, there is no
reason why abuildingneeds to illustrate the

financial power that gave rise to it. Within
the business community, however, there is

a desire "to see what you gst"-very much
like Weber's protestants' and capitalists'
desire to see their own virtue reflected.
Still, it is not a necessary condition, al-
though nothing seems less obvious now in
a world that has surrendered itself to those

kinds ofdesires, the fantasies ofcapital.
As to whether architecture is a response

to people's needs, my fears are about the

difficulty of describing them, and of pro-
ducing forms that are capable rather than

responsive. We cannot produce a socio-

logical description ofneeds and then know
what to build. The idea that this might be

possible is itself quite an astonishing ambi-
tion. I think the architectural task is in some

ways both simpler and more difficult: sim-
pler in that there is no need to undertake

such a grand description, to search end-

lessly for the right formula; more difficult
in that it is extremely hard to recognize

when an art form has actually settled on an

abstract form of experience that is worth
having. We use the tight argument of satis-

fying needs to excuse ourselves from this
difficulty, to avoid dealing with the rela-

tionship of buildings and bodies, for ex-

ample, or with the way that buildings con-
struct human experience.

On the other hand, there is the denying
of social response. Architecture, it is ar-
gued, because of its duration beyond ideo-
logical systems, becomes an ideological
and historical innocent, an indifferent shell.
I'm not convinced of that. This strikes me
as the extreme opposite of the functionalist
goal of having adescription ofhumanneeds
to which the building must be completely
accountable. It is much more difficult to
negate both of these positions and form
some understanding of the very fragile re-
lationship between buildings and people-
a relationship which is quite intimate, yet
perpetuating and consolidating over time.

AIdo Rossi's acolytes in Italy, who ob-
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The rennovated Chmley House, designed by Frank Lloyd Wright in the offices of Adler & Sullivm (1891),
now houses the Chicago Institute.

going through tons ofapplications because

it is more direct. It allows us to be more
precise about certain issues.

DBR: Might this process of selection result
in a pretty closed circle? I could see you

being attacked for elitism.

JW: Whether the institute will be accused

of elitism will have to do with whether it
can produce anything that seriously affects

the culture. The fact that it is going to be a

small, select group ofpeople is not neces-

sarily an indictment of its activities. It is
actually necessary to pull together people

who are already out of certain issues and

into others, who can form a community and

yet are notpushing those issues in ways that
are cliquish or clubbish. I'm looking for
people who are at least willing to entertain
the correspondences, ifnot necessarily able

to translate between architecture and what
they know in their own discipline. Given
that criterion, the institute is bound to at-

tract only a small number of people. I don't
find a problem in that. It would be a prob-

lem only if I couldn't explain the basis of
each choice, and then validate it in terms of
the work produced.

DBR: Doesn' t this putyou in the position of
afatherwho has selected his own children?

JW: No, and I find that description repug-
nant because it implies a kind of control
over development and moralistic positions

that I find difficult to defend. The director
has some power in choices, undoubtedly,
but if the daily life of discussions and pro-
duction at the institute is in some way
hostage to what I think, I would regard

myself as having failed. Nor would most of
the people coming here take kindly to
something that was structured like that. I
seemyself as acatalyst. The directorhas the

power of choice, with a little money behind
it. How that power is exercised is the real

issue.

viously don't understand him, make outra-
geous statements like, "There is no inven-
tion necessary," and giggle when you try to
deal with the relationship of buildings and

people. But buildings do participate in the

construction of ordinary experience. The

conditions oftheir participation are largely

based on a logic that has been excluded
from the university because it lacks that
linear, sequential flow of argument that lets

you say "I know what I'm doing."
Most art forms work indirectly-they

take issue with the dominant senses that are

around them. This is different from the

positions argued by Rossi and also by his

enemies, the naive functionalists. Both the

construction of architecture and the living
of it is a kind of performance. It is clear that
Rossi understands this when you see him
dealing with the theatrical metaphor. It
doesn't appear much in his writing, but it is

certainly something he draws about: the

idea that architecture contains a theatrical
metaphor, and is away of considering space

as a political entity.

DBR: How might this sensibility affect the

institute?

JW: The principles by which I want to run

the institute will be the production and

testing of architectural propositions. I am

currently negotiating with the city of Chi-
cago to get hold ofperipheral spaces in the

city for experimental structures. I am inter-
ested in the notion of ffanslation from one

medium to another. One way to understand

the problems of the 1960s sociological
descriptions is their inability to make archi-
tectural sense. The difficulty oftranslating
between words and buildings was never

admitted. A statement might be true in the

realm of words, but translating it into a

building is another matter. The biggest
problem I find in the production of archi-
tectural theory is exactly this: what is the

relationship between words and forms in
the constructional sense? Particularly in the

schools, this problem has gone unexplored.

DBR: Who will come to the institute?

JW: We start a fellowship by correspon-

dence. They write to me. I write back, and

we keep writing to each other until we are

both happy with the subject matter and the

conditions. I am concerned with both their
relation to the institute as a community and

more especially with their interests as indi-
viduals. We want the time spent at the

institute to be very constructive for the

individual, and at the same time good for
the construction of the community. This
review process is less cumbersome than
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The John Hancock Genter
SIZE MATTERS

When completed in 1968, the 1,105-foot

John Hancock Center in Chicago was the

tallest building in the world. Designed and

engineered by the Chicago office of Skid-

more, Owings & Merrill (Bruce Graham,

partner-in-charge), the Hancock Center

merits a critical reappraisal not only for its

obvious iconic potency as an overblown

modemist object, but for its curious urban

fit, its unconventional programming, and

its innovative engineering. In the aggres-

sive atmosphere of the skyscraper city,

where phallic supremacy continues to be

the subconscious objective, it is wholly ap-

propriate to wonder whether size really

matters. The quality of the interior and

exterior environments is ultimately much

more important than the image of the tower,

but has rarely been discussed in the critique

of tall buildings.

Locatedin the Streeterville district north

of the downtown Loop, the Hancock Cen-

teroccupies 50 percent ofan entire Chicago

block. The rest ofthe space is taken up by

broad sidewalks, a large sunken plaza, a

driveway at the rear that separates it from

the two-story Casino Club, and a six-story

spiral ramp to the garage.

The black, steel-framed structure tapers

so that the floor print at the top is two-thirds

the size of the bottom floor. The diagonal

bracing forms an exterior tube, allowing a

free-span between the elevatorcore and the

exterior walls. The Hancock's 100 stories

are stratified according to function: com-

mercial space on the below-grade concourse

and levels l, 4, and 5; the major public

lobby in the double height second floor;

parking for 1,200 cars on floors 6-12;

8 12,000 square feetofoffice space on floors

l34l; mechanicals on floors 4243: the

skylobby and residents' services on floors

44 45;703 condominium apartments, rang-

ing from one-room efficiencies to four-

bedroom flats, on floors 46-92; television

and radio transmitting stations on floors 93

and 97; an observation deck, bar, and res-

taurant on floors 94-96; and mechanicals

on the top three levels. It is capped with

twin transmitting antennae.

The sunken plaza and travertine base of
the building have been much in the news

this past year after a series of controversial

proposals for their redesign. Some of the

best ammunition for critics of modernism

has been the lack ofclarity for egress and

circulation. Whether the Hancock Center,

which exemplifies these faults, will stand

as an inviolable modernist monument is

currently being challenged.

To help us bring the building into view,

we have been fortunate to obtain an inter-

view with Bruce Graham, who explains the

origins of the program, the design method,

and his vision for Chicago. This is followed

by an account of the urban impact of the

Hancock Center by Robert Bruegmann, an

architectural historian who writes frequently

on Chicago architecture and urbanism. Gor-

don Wittenberg, who spent many years in

the Chicago office of Harry Weese and has

an academic interest in building technol-

ogy, discusses the significance of its struc-

tural system. Finally, Roberta Feldman, an

educator concemed with social factors in

design, has analyzed the building both from

the point of view of marketing and the use

ofpublic space.

Richard Ingersoll

l6

The Hancock Center under construction. (Chicago Aerial Suney, photographer.)
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Hmcrck Center, plza plm. (Counesy of SOtriVChicago.)
:'*.:.nrry

Space allocation in the building. (Courtesy of SOIT,I/Chicago.)

The Hmcock Center's location in Chicago. (Courtesy of SoM/Chicago.)
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Bruce Graham and "Big John"

Bruce Graham is
currently the principal
partner of the Chicago
office of Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill. He
was the partner in
charge of the Hancock
Center. The following
are extracts from an

interview conducted by
Richard Ingersoll and

Robert Bruegmann in
Chicago on April 6,

1987.

DBR : You' ve been interviewed many times
about the Hancock Center. Is there any-
thing you haven't said?

BG: It's more like what they haven't print-
ed, in particular about mixed-use. It starts

from a very early conviction in my life that
the heart of American cities was in trouble-
blocked arteries and that sort of thing. If
you look at city after city, it was absolutely
obvious that these cities were destroying
themselves. When I was a young revolu-
tionary 27-year-old architect in 1950, I
could see the downfall of American cities;
a lot had been written about it but nothing
done about it. The idea of downtown being
insulated by pieces that have functions:
financial center, shopping center, etc.-it' g

ridiculous, it's evil, and it's wrong. We've
destroyed Detroit, Cleveland, Houston,
Dallas. There's only one city that still
remains livable: Chicago. Look at Atlanta
(everybody praises Atlanta), you don'tdare
walk on the streeq there's no way the Ritz
Hotel, with all its service, will ever be a
viable hotel because you can't walk outside
the front door. Ifthe city is to be livable, you
need housing downtown-housing not just
for the rich, but for everybody. The Han-
cock Center brought people to live in a very
strong, highly concentrated residential area

of Chicago-all high-rise. Whatever people
say ofhigh-rises, in the plains the tall build-
ing is a great theme. People love to go to the
top of a very tall building and look out.
They love it. They're isolated, and then
they feel free. That's not true in New York,
nor hardly anywhere else, but it's true in
Chicago. So you can build very tall build-
ings with people highly concentrated in
what we call "Streeterville." Chicago has

the densestpopulation of housing in Amer-
ica, and that's what makes it viable.

DBR: What about the bigness? Did it have
to be so large?

BG: Bigness? I don't understand Ameri-
cans. America is huge, it's enormous!
Nevada is big! Chicago is big, the lake is
big! Man's works on the earth are big; the
China Wall is big. The monkeys can't think
that way, but man can. If we have growing

populations, the only solution is "large" to
cope with the population. The scale of the
Hancock Center relative to the city of Chi-
cago is peanuts. This huge city out there-
if you look at Ferriss's views of New York,
the idea he had of these towers with plains
in between-that was the way a city should
be built. The tower is not an evil symbol;
man has been pursuing the tower for centu-
ries; they are symbols of man's achieve-
ment. It is the location of those buildings
and how they integrate with the whole that
is wrong. Granted that I could not replan the
centerofChicago to locate the center and to
design the whole thing the way I thought it
should be-but that doesn't mean that a tall
building is not an elegant experience. Even
Frank Lloyd Wright thought so for Chi-
cago-he had a mile-high building in his
goddamn city-he's God, right? So in Chi-
cago, unlike Dallas, unlike Houston, unlike
anywhere else, these towers do arise. They
are symbols and you do perceive them this
way as you enter the city from the airport.
There is a very locational importance to
Michigan Avenue. I'm not saying that we
couldn't design it better if the great archi-
tects got together; unfortunately, we're not
that civilized.

DBR: So you take responsibility for the

idea of bigness in the program?

BG: Absolutely! There's nothing wrong
with the program, there are only 1,000
apartments. The amount of traffi c the build-
ing generates around it is zero. There are no
cars parked in front of it.

DBR: At the time they said it might gener-

ate 20 percent more trajfic.

BG: And it was baloney-the people inside
the Hancock Center sold their cars----only
40 percent of the Hancock dwellers own a

car; the problem has been how to fill the
garage. There are more cars in WaterTower
Place. Why? Because you have a hotel.
That's the real world. The real world is that
the Hancock Center has not affected the
traffic at all-if anything it's lessened it. By
putting many residential buildings on Michi-
gan Avenue you reduce the traffic. The
hotel across the street (which nobody no-
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tices) parks in the Hancock. The traffic is
coming from the hotel. I'm not saying the

hotel shouldn't have been expanded, be-
cause I think a place in which there isn't a

traffic jam must have financial problems.

DBR: You had done other buildings for
John Hancock, did they come to youfor the

Boston tower?

BG: No, they thought they were going to
lose money in Chicago and make it in
Boston, but, as it tums out, the reverse was
true.

DBR: Did Jerry Wolman (the developer)
have an idea, a shape in mind? Did you

know Mr. Wolman before you did the

project?

BG: No, he just walked in out of the blue.
He wanted to build two buildings, one

apartment and one office, mostly the latter.
He was aware that the market was going
strong for apartment buildings, but what
that would do for Chicago was also wrong.
Every city has a psyche. In Chicago you
don't really staft making money in apart-
ment buildings until you reach the 20th
floor. Those below that are not really very
exciting. We don'thave any cliffs ormoun-
tains, and being on the 20th floor gives the
idea. If you put an apartment building and

office tower facing each other, the first
floors looking at other buildings would not
rent very well. So, then we suggested to
Jerry that a single building would get the

apartments where you want them and the

offices where you want them; office work-
ers don't care what they look at, and the

same thing with shopping and parking. So

the idea of a single building occurred very
early on.

DBR: It's often explained that the tapered
shape was to cut down the sail factor of the
wind. Were there other reasons for the

shape?

BG: Certainly. There were various coinci-
dences, all related to one another. If the
program is apartments, offices, parking,
and then commercial, and they're stacked

that way, you would end up with aziggurat
because each one of those uses normally

The steel cross-braces meet the travenine bce. (@Ezra Stoller. photographer;
command mofe counesy of ESTO Photographics.)

rent per square

foot. If you consider all of that, your build-
ing should be a ziggurat because the effi-
ciencies need the biggest footprint all lined
up on one strip. The structural problem with
this ziggurat is that there was a discontinu-
ity of the structure. What you're trying to do
in a very tall building is put as much load on
the outside of the building as possible. With
the ziggurat you have the least load on the

outside of the building and the tower ends

up being in the core. You want the building
to have its feet spread so that.you're not
having an over-tuming moment. That's
when Faz [Fazlur Khan] said, "Why don't
we make it a single line and see how that
works?"

DBR: So really itwas an engineering deci-
sion that fit the program?

BG: No, it's a program decision that then
inspired an engineering solution.

D B R : T her e was no preconc e iv ed ae st he tic ?

BG: That's something neither Faz nor I
ever had a priori, be it for a building of one

story or a hundred.

has a different
depth from the
core. That hap-
pens to be attrac-
tive to the engi-
neer, because the
higher a building
has to go, the thin-
ner it has to be so

that you get less

sail, particularly
in our winds. It is
nottruethatapart-
ments should be

a vertical shaft:
there's a differ-
ence between ef-
ficiencies and
three bedrooms.
There is also a

marketability
factor to put the
larger on the top
because they

DBR: What about the efficiency of floor
ratio?

BG: It's a highly efficient building. It has

one of the first express elevator systems,
where the apartment elevator bypasses all
the others, going to a separate lobby. This
frees the bigger floor plate for the offices
and makes it very efficient. There are very
few buildings being built today that are that
efficient, certainly none by Philip Johnson
or Kohn-Pederson-Fox. You're talking
about a building that is 92 percent efficient
on the office building with the elevators
going up. You can't argue againstthisbuild-
ing on pragmatic terms!

DBR: I guess that's what SOM is famous
for.

BG: What other case could you use to
evaluate it?

DBR: lAeil, critics might go after issues of
the context, aesthetics , or social concerns.

BG: But don't you think critics are a little
temporal? They use one architect, spit him
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up until they get to the next one. So of what
value are critics?

DBR: Who did you deal with at Hancock?

BG: Can't remember-we could dig it up
fairly easily. As to Wolman, he made a lot
of money after the building was finished-
he sued Hancock and won. He had to sue us

to get to Hancock. The insurance was car-
ried by a number of companies who got
together (which is illegal as hell), and Wol-
man sued us, we had to sue Hancock, and
Hancock had to settle. Wolman received
about five million dollars net profit, which
he proceeded to spend and go broke again!
He bought the taxi company in Philadel-
phia, the Philadelpia Eagles football team,
and a lot of housing in Houston. He used to
bring his barber and his football coach to
the meetings here! He wasn'texactly wrong
about the idea for Michigan Avenue, as has
been proven. Hancock is still rented, but the
office part has never made a lot of money.
In WaterTowernext door they took out the
offices and rented it to more shopping be-
cause there aren't that many tenants that
c.ln go to an area that's not that accessible
to public transportation. Some can, such as

advertising companies.

D BR : W ere the H anc oc k pe ople happy with
the image for them?

BG: Oh yes, they still are; they like the
shape. By and large the Chicagoans do
too-whatever they say in Dallas or New
York. We have a nickname for it, "Big
John," and they like it. It is a Chicago build-
ing and I wouldn't even think of putting it
in Dallas, New York, or San Francisco.

DBR: What's the essence of a Chicago
building?

BG: A lot of power and structure . . . a way
ofseeing how the building is built, to under-
stand it. These buildings that are shaped
and formed and decorated are not Chicago
and are not understood by Chicagoans. All
glass buildings, all mirror-glass buildings
are hated in Chicago.

DBR: What about the color? At the time I
imagine that the Mies buildings on Lake-
shore Drive had already gone up, but there
probably weren't any black buildings to be
seen in the Loop proper before that.

BG: No, of course it was a recall to Mies. I

don't think Mies is all wrong about black
buildings in this city, fitting in with the
history and traditions and emotions of
Chicago. There is still a love here for indus-
try, for steel mills, and for farms. These
things are still part of our psyche, thank
God. This city is not abstract, it's a very real
city. The bankers know ofour farmers, and
of the steel industry. Steel is important to
the city. That's why you can come as an
architect here and become important. Archi-
tects are important people in this town-I
know of no other city where that is true.
And we talk to one another here; we argue,
but we talk.

DBR: It's interesting thatyour other build-
ings, such as Inland Steel, are in lighter
colors, but the two big ones are in black.

BG: We wanred to do Inland in black-
black with stainless-steel trim-but I lost. I
was 29 years old at the time. For this city,
black is a powerful color. Not for Los
Angeles, not for Dallas. And now you can
prove that for this climate dark buildings
are 40 percent more energy efficient than
light buildings. That's a fact.

DBR: Didthe diagonals comefirst andthen
the floors made to accommodate them?

BG: You have to get the diagonals to meet
the columns because they're carrying verti-
cal loads. That meant adjusting certain fl oor
heights in the apartmentbuilding. Some are
14feet, and now those floors rent out at a
premium.

DBR: The ceilings seem low.

BG: They're huge by apartment standards
in Chicago. The beams are at 8 feet, which
is normal ceiling height in Chicago, but the
free span area is 9'6", which is much higher
than usual. The office building is 8'9"-a
New York height. The reason is that I never
thought the tenants here would ever pay
high rent; they should have only put in
200,000 square feet; they should have built
a hotel. I talked rhem out of 2.2 million!

DBR: And the light band on the top?

BG: That was because Hancock wanted to
put a sign on the building, and I had to kill
it and that was the only thing I could think
of atthe time. We couldhavejustcontinued
a glass skin; I hate these signs-in New
York they don't look so bad, but in Chicago

they do. I don't necessarily oppose graph-
ics, it's just this neighborhood is not that
kind ofneighborhood; it's very residential.
It's very easy for our young people to find
an apartment downtown and walk to work-
it's not like New York.

DBR: Did you have any problems with city
planning? The building is like puuing a
little ciry wilhin the ciry.

BG: No, we didn't then, and we wouldn't
now. I think the city and state take the
architect seriously here-not enough to
change the zoning ordinances, which is
what I'd like, because then we'd have low-
rise areas and high-rise areas. Right now in
Chicago you canbuild abuilding twice that
height on the site-it's ridiculous. It's land
ownership and greed and speculation; as

architects there's nothing we can do about
it-that's one of my campaigns. You can
build on the air rights property over the
railroad of the whole Loop; you can get
zoning up to a 44-floor area ratio easy.

DBR: You'd be against overbuilding?

BG: Chicago was never overbuilt; it's not
overbuilt now. It's very conservative. I
don't think zonirrg should allow that much
to be left to the will of money. We should
have corridors that are open, and towers
should be mandated at certain places where
they become symbols of the city and not
placed willy-nilly everywhere.

DBR: So you're pretty happy about the
SearslHancock pair?

BG: Sears, Standard Oil, Hancock, it's a
good thing, and maybe one on the south
side. That makes sense architecturally. I'm
not sure they're in the right place: maybe
Standard Oil is in the right place, perhaps
better a block west. The Hancock probably
should have been on the opposite side ofthe
street where the end of the Michigan Ave-
nue corridor is. Then you'd have a marker
for the near north side, where the old Illi-
nois Central station was, and one on the
west, probably where the post office is.
They would be markers for a city, an old
architectural idea, like Ferriss's. Chicago is
very close to doing that. Bumham planned
it that way, but we're not there yet.
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The Golossus of

North Michigan Avenue:

Urban

lmplications

Robert Bruegmann

In the literature that greeted the completion
of the John Hancock Center perhaps the

most succinct description of the relation-
ship of the building to the urban fabric was

penned by curator and critic Katherine
Kuh. "Like a fist in the face," she wrote in
the Saturday Review (Dec. 28, 1968)'the
John Hancock Center attacks Chicago's
skyline,proclaiming its supremacy despite

a backdrop of extraordinary virility." '
In this single sentence Kuh managed to

convey a complex and deeply rooted am-

bivalence about the building and its city.
She suggests the problems such a large

structure might pose for the city and the

building's neighbors. But her larger theme,

and the reason she began an article entitled
"Homage to Chicago" with the Hancock
Center, is also suggested several paragraphs

later:

Splendid buildings, deplorable ones, spacious,
sleek, refined, brutal, decaying, heroic ones are
jumbled together in soaring madness. If reason,

proportion, and scale are lacking, not so the

stamp of power. [n comparison, New York
seems timid, well bred, even somewhat inert.

The piece follows in a long tradition that

finds in Chicago a raw energy and savage

vitality lacking on the East Coast or in
Europe. Exactly the same kind of reaction

has occurred to Europeans visiting Boston,

Bostonians traveling to New York, or, in
recent years, Chicagoans traveling to Los

Angeles or Houston. In every case it repre-

sents an ambivalence (in the modem West-

ern world, at least the Anglo-Saxon part of
it) about the development of the large city.
Often it is a building that most clearly
brings to the surface these powerful and

contradictory emotions.

The Hancock Center is one of only a
handful of buildings that evokes this kind
of response, and not merely because of
size. While demonstrating to the world the

possibility of constructing buildings much

"Like a fist in the face." (OEra Stoller, photographer; courtesy of ESTO Photographics.)
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Intemediare rise office floor plan (26th rhru 33rd floor). (Counesy of SOM/Chicago.)

taller than anything seen previously, it did
not itself create as dramatic a break from
surrounding buildings as the Eiffel Tower,
for example, or the Empire State Building,
and its unveiling was followed soon after
by the completion of the slightly taller
World Trade Center and Sears Tower. Nor
is its distinction based entirely on the nov-
elty of its cross-braced tapering form. Many
otherbuildings call attention to themselves

in a more insistent manner. But the John
Hancock Center has a certain direct, no-
nonsense quality that seems completely
appropriate for Chicago.

Architect Bruce Graham has stated that

the building was intended to project the

"gutsy, masculine, industrial tradition of
Chicago where structure is of the essence."2

Art historian Franz Schulze has explained
this quality of the city as well as anyone. He
wrote:

The Hancock is such a temple. It looms
large in Chicagoans' image of the skyline,
and it is a genuinely popularicon ofthe city.
Why this is so makes for an interesting
studyin theurban implications of very large
buildings in the cityscape. a

In the more functional roles it plays in
thecityscape, the HancockCenterundoubt-
edly succeeds-so well, in fact, that one
hardly remembers whatagamble the build-
ing represented, or the fears it unleashed
whenit was announced. The original devel-
oper, the Washington, D.C. based Jerry
Wolman, was then in his 30s and best
known for buying the Philadelphia Eagles

a few years before. Wolman initially in-
tended to build office space on the site,
most of which was occupied by a grade-
level parking lot.s New to Chicago and

unfamiliar with such large-scale develop-
ments, Wolman relied primarily on the
architects at Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
(SOM), headed by Bruce Graham, for de-
velopment ofprogram and design. Graham
suggested that North Michigan Avenue was
not ideal for an office building, since it was
primarily aretail street withresidential uses

immediately adjacent. The architects rec-

ommended a mixed-use development.

The initial proposal was for a set of two
buildings, one a 45-story office tower, the

other a 7O-story residential building. Be-

cause of the need for higher ceilings in the
office portion to accommodate mechanical
equipment, the two structures would have
been about the same height. The problems
of spacing the two tall structures on the site,
while retaining sunlight and view for each,

led to a decision to place the residential
portion over the office block.6 Theoreti-
cally, this made a great deal of sense, as the
building would cover only a portion of the
site, allowing maximum sunlight and views
to all floors. The residential portion would
obtain the ideal location, far above the
noise and dirt of the city, and the siting
would create what was at that time consid-
ered a prime urban amenity, an outdoor
plaza, along Michigan Avenue.

The idea of mixed-use was not new. The
planning for any number of great metro-
politan railroad stations of the late lgth
century, forexample, with their transporta-
tion facilities, offices, restaurants, and ho-
tels, was as complex as anything built since
then. But in the 20th century, as land in the
city became more segregated by use, the
idea had gone into decline. It was only in
the late 1950s and early 1960s rhat mixed-
use in large downtown buildings started to
make a strong comeback.T Large-scale
projects such as the Prudential Center in
Boston, the Mile High Center in Denver,
the Charles Center in Baltimore, or, in Chi-
cago, Marina City, all demonstrated that a
variety of uses could be effectively com-
bined in one site.8 The Hancock Center
represented a significant advance on all of
the previous experiments. For one thing,
the mix of uses in a single structure was
considerably richer. In addition to residen-

tial and office space, the building would
also have retail areas and parking. For
another, the scale of the building dwarfed
all previous mixed-use efforts. The engi-
neering concepts, worked out by SOM en-
gineer Fazlur Kahn, made possible a new
kind of building.

The Hancock Center represented a

gamble. There was no precedent on which
tojudge whetheraffluentpeople wouldrent
apartments 90 floors up, above shops and

offices.e It was also unclear whether the ad-
joining streets, especially already-jammed

Chicago is a rough crossroads giant of the ma-
chine age which believes in what it sees, what it
can figure out and what it can get done. It is
pagan, materialistic, bourgeois and pragmatic,
and it likes the stock report and the steam ham-
mer a lot more than it cares for poetry-unless
the poet is himself willing to celebrate such a
hierarchy of values. . . . it understands com-
merce and technology and it reveres them, and it
happily raises temples to these contemporary
deities, attaining its most admirable creative
momentum in the process.3
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Michigan Avenue, could carry the addi-

tional traffic generated by the thousands of
daily users of the new building. Beyond

these considerations loomed a much more

basic concem. The late 1960s were years in

which the fate of America's large cities

seemed to be hanging in the balance. Many

experts confidently predicted their demise.

After decades of relative quiet, Chicago's

downtown area had witnessed a building

boom starting in the late 1950s, but the city

was losing population and jobs at an alarm-

ing rate. The gesture of the Hancock was

intimately bound up with the question of
the future of Chicago.to

After setbacks that wiped out Wolman

and threatened the project itself, the build-
ing was finally finished by the John Han-

cock Company. It is a measure of the suc-

cess of the building in its urban functions

that all ofthe uncertainties have faded from

view. The building was leased success-

fully, and has always been considered a

prime address for working and living. As

the architects and the city's engineers pre-

dicted, the building did not overwhelm the

traffic system. Experience proved the archi-

tects correct in their assertion that the mixed-

use nature of the building meant that it
would generate less traffic at any given

moment than many smaller buildings

nearby. What additional congestion the

building did generate was alleviated by

some alterations in traffic patterns.rr Many

residents found the building so convenient

they gave up their cars.

The Hancock Center undoubtedly has

brought on functional problems that are

unique to very high buildings. For one, it
certainly contributes to the wind currents

that plague North Michigan Avenue. De-

spite all assurances, what might happen in

certain kinds of emergencies is worrisome.

But none of these potential problems has

dulled the luster ofthe building's success.

So successful has it been, in fact, that it has

spawned a new generation of mixed-use

buildings inthe immediate vicinity, includ-

ing Water Tower Place, immediately to the

south, an enorrnous new mixed-use build-

ing under construction at 900 North Michi-
gan Avenue, a block north ofthe Hancock.

Example of apartment group floor plm (77th floor). (Courtesy of S0lvvchicago')

New development even threatens the Fourth

Presbyterian Church, the Hancock's vener-

able neighbor directly across Michigan

Avenue. Demolitionof this complex would

destroy not only a welcome oasis of green

on the Avenue, and one of Chicago's most

distinguished pieces ofarchitecture, but an

excellent foil to the Hancock Center itself.r2

Eventually new buildings may succeed in

strangling the street, as doomsayers pre-

dicted the Hancock would do, but, despite

continual increases in traffic and conges-

tion, developers are still lining up to build
on the avenue.

What about the way the building con-

tributes to the appearance of Michigan
Avenue and the city? Here the issues are

more complex. Consider first its tapering

form. This shape was, according to the

architects, dictated by the programmatic

requirements of mixed use. Every article on

the building carried their explanation that

once the decision to build one large build-
ing rather than two smaller one s was made,

the shape was the logical answer to the need

for offices with larger floor areas than the

apartments.

This ingenuous explanation is not con-

vincing. The tapering form was not, of
course, the only alternative.r3 There was

clearly no need for each floor to be slightly
smaller than the one below it; this was not

only unnecessary but somewhat inconven-

ient from the point of view of leasing and

interior layouts. A block containing large

apartments on top of a block with small

apartments above an office block and a

retail block, each with their own optimal

floor area, would have yielded a more strictly

functional form, and would have more

accurately expressed the different func-

tions within. At the Sears Tower, for ex-

ample, the bundling of structural tubes

meant that parts of the floor plan could be

subtracted as the building rose. But, para-

doxically, the Sears Tower, which has set-

backs, is devoted wholly to offices, while
the Hancock, which incorporates mixed-

use, is unitary in form.

The architects chose to minimize the

distinctions in programs, creating instead a

massively simple monolith, whose unity
they further emphasized by a nearly uni-
form black metal cladding. In these choices

the architects, far from following the dic-

tates of program, were following the aes-

thetic lead of Mies van der Rohe, who,

starting at the famous 860-880 Lake Shore

Drive (early 1950s), explored the conse-

quences of elevating the expression of a

unitary structural system over functional

divisions. Mies's apartments, however,

were relatively low structures of conven-

tional engineering, fairly simpie in pro-

gram. To SOM, C. F. Murphy Associates,

and a few other Chicago architects fell the
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task of applying the lessons of Mies on a
larger scale. In certain of their buildings,
notably the Hancock and the Daley Center,
these architects succeeded better than Mies
himself in giving form to really convincing
tall buildings.

Once the decision was made that struc-
tural expression and minimalism of form
would sweep aside all other factors, the
majorchallenges involved the resolution of
the problems created when pieces of the
program could not be fit neatly into the en-
velope. The parking ramps provided one
such problem. Here the architects rose bril-
liantly to the occasion, creating a free-
standing spiral ramp structure behind the
tower, linked dramatically to it by an im-
probably thin concrete bridge. Nor only did
this solve the parking access problem, but it
served as a piece of sculpture in a much
more convincing fashion than the often
pedunctory pieces of aggressive metalwork
and other "public sculpture" placed on
plazas during this era. Where the sculpture
usually ended up looking puny and doing
little to enhance the building behind it, the
Hancock parking ramp provided a dramatic
counterpoint to the tower, underscoring its
enorrnous scale and economy of means.

Another challenge involved the way the

building addressed Michigan Avenue. Here
the solution was not as successful. In fact,
the treatrnent of the base is the Hancock's
Achilles' heel, the one really weak point in
the composition. The plaza in front of the
building has never worked as planned. The
idea of setting buildings back from the
street to create open plazas was considered
by many planners of the 1960s to be the best
way to bring light and air and public spaces

to the downtown, and it was encouraged by
zoning bonuses. The model for the Han-
cock, it appears, was one ofthe earliest and
most successful of all of the these plazas,
the sunken court in frontof the RCA Build-
ing at Rockefeller Center in New York. In
Chicago the sunken plaza-which, like the
one at Rockefeller Center, originally had an
ice skating rink at its center-was to have
been the focal point ofa branch ofBergdorf
Goodman's, which would have lined the
area around the rink with boutique win-
dows.ra The arrangement with Bergdorf's
fell through, however, and Bonwit Teller
subsequently took the lower floors of the
tower. The plaza level was given over to
various retailers and airline ticket agencies.

The ice refused to stay frozen in the skating
rink,ts and the skating rink was then turned
into a pool, but eddies of wind and flying

litter made occupation so uncomfortable
that the plaza was eventually replanned
with benches and flower beds.r6

The greatest challenge came with the
problem of the retail space. Mies had also
wrestled with this problem. His response at
Toronto's Dominion Center and elsewhere
was to place the retail underground, but this
was far from ideal from the point of view of
the retailers. So the architects raised the
office lobbyfloorone level above the street,
making itakindof piano nobile accessible
by escalators, then slipped in a grade-level
retail area below. Additional retail areas
were contained in the sunken court and on
floors three and four above the lobby. The
result was a split retail zone separated by
the elevatorlobby. The architects managed
to overcome some of the circulation prob-
lems among these levels by a clever use of
elevators and escalators, but other prob-
lems remained. The most unfortunate re-
sultofputting the office lobby above grade-
level was that it robbed it of its major
function: providing a front door for the
building. Instead, the lobby was reduced to
funneling office workers from an escalator
to the office floor elevators, obviating any
real needforthe splendid glass-walled space
in front of the elevators looking out over
Michigan Avenue.

Raising the office lobby to the second
floor also created a major visual problem
on the building's exterior. It is at the lobby
floor where the most critical event of the
whole building, the point where the great
cross-brace system stops, might have been

expected. But because the lobby is raised,
this event instead occurs some I 2 feet above
grade level. The architects were faced with
the problem oftreating visually a one-story
base choked with steel members tying the
superstructure at an awkward angle. The
architects responded by making the clad-
ding of the plinth largely solid. According
to Graham, the original intention was to
clad this plinth with a dark reddish granite,
which would have created a greater conti-
nuity with the handsome darkpavers of the
plaza and might have created a base that
appeared to rise out of the ground itself.

The clients, however, wanted the store
Hancmk's Achilles' heel: the sunken plaza in front of the building. (OEzra Stoller, photographer;
courtesy of ESTO Photographics.)
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to have a distinct treatment and, according
to Graham, demanded a travertine cladding
they considered more elegant than the
granite.rT In addition to the entrances nec-
essary for the building, the retailers felt
they needed show windows. Because of the
tangle of steel at grade level, some of these

had to be placed in front of the steel mem-
bers. All of the openings inserted into the
lower level further weakened visually a

base that already was too low and too light
in color for a 100-story building.t8

But what of the building in its relarion-
ship to the city? Since the first skyscrapers
started to rise in the late l9th century, many
have argued thatnobuilding this big should
go up in any city. In every generation since,
critics have claimed that there is an abso-
lute limit to density, which, according to
them, the city had just about reached.

But height and density have continued
to rise in desirable neighborhoods. In Chi-
cago, almost every central area site is fair
game, since zoning is so loose that, accord-
ing to a local saying that is almost literally
accurate, you could build a Sears Tower on
every block. Newspapers reported that the
Hancock Center could have gone another
forty stories higher according to zoning
laws, and was prevented only by FAA
regulations.re

The effects of density are not easy to
gauge, however. On the one hand, accept-
ing for a moment the proposition that den-
sity is bad, one could argue that Chicago's
density is extremely light compared to that
of New York or London, not to mention
Tokyo. On the other hand, some of the

densest parts of the world are the most
desirable-witness midtown Manhattan, or
in Chicago, the Streeterville neighborhood
adjoining the Hancock Center itself.

Many people have argued it is not the
height or size of the Hancock Center but its
location that is at fault, that the building
was the principal catalyst in the transfor-
mation of what was once an elegant tree-
lined boulevard into a high-rise canyon
with an expressway running through it.
Certainly something of what used to be the
street's special quality has been lost in
recent years, but Michigan Avenue was

View from the piano nobile. (@Ezra Stoller, photographer; courtesy of ESTO photographics.)

never a homogeneous boulevard on the
European model. In the I 920s, for example,
smart new limestone-fronted shops coex-
isted with the blank walls of old buildings
partly demolished to create the boulevard
and with high-rises such as the Allerton
Hotel and the Palmolive (now, Playboy)
Building. The Wrigley Building was
planned even before the street was finished.

Also frequently heard is the assertion
that Chicago's traditionally laissez-faire at-
titude toward business and the relatively
minor role the city planning commission
has historically played means that build-
ings like the Hancock endup where they are

and looking as they do simply because of
the dictates of the real estate market. Writ-
ing for Architectural Forum, John Morris
Dixon issued a standard version ofthis kind
of criticism:

Looking down from the observatory is like
looking down from an airship at Chicago as it
was before John Hancock went up. Nothing out
there has any visible relationship to the tower . . .

John Hancock looks like an isolated monument,
almost accidentally placed. As the symbol of
Chicago this tower is superbly expressive. But
shouldn't the tallest landmark in ametropolis be
part of the larger plan? In a typically, tragically
American way, John Hancock Center is not.20

This criticism does not appear to ac-

count for several important aspects of the
question. In fact the Hancock seems almost
to echo on a much larger scale the setback
massing of the Playboy Building (Holabird
& Root, 1928-29), while the Playboy Build-
ing itself creates a kind of towerlike cap to
the Drake Hotel (Marshall and Fox, 1921)
immediately to its north. Fromthe norththe
three buildings seem to telescope upward
from the Oak Street Beach in a pyramidal
form. This is a quintessentially Chicago
view, one made possible by the fact that its
very high buildings are not piled on top of
one another but widely spaced, creating a
distinct urban skyline very different from
the dense thicket of lower Manhattan and
midtown, for example, or the clusters and
linear spines of buildings in Los Angeles.

To what extent have conscious planning
ideas guided the Chicago skyline? Very
little, if by this one means the tightland use
laws and powerful public planning depart-
ment of a city like San Francisco. In Chi-
cago, private enterprise has been primarily
responsible for the look of the cityscape.
But this does not mean that it has lacked
planning. Chicago has had a long tradition
of privately produced plans, starting with
the Bumham plan of 1909, and one could
argue that a kind ofconsensus among busi-
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Model of the Chicago2l Plan for the central trea communities. (Han, Hedrich-Blessing, photographer; courtesy of Hedrich-Blessing.)

ness and govemment leaders has operated

all along. The document that perhaps best

explains the urban intentions of the Han-

cock Center is the Chicago 2l Plan, pub-

lished in 1973 by a private organization
(the Central Area Committee) and exe-

cuted in the offices of SOM.

In the plan a model illustrates how the

city might look in the 2l st century. Most of
the unusedcity land around the Loop was to

be filled in, with relatively low, asymmet-

rically disposed structures placed at the pe-

riphery of superblocks and connected by

what appears to be an aerial walkway sys-

tem. Towers rise in the Loop and a few
other places, notably along the Chicago

River to the west of the Loop and along the

lakefront south of Grant Park. The tallest of
these occur at strategic points-the fork in
the Chicago River, forexample, ordirectly
opposite the Standard Oil Building on the

point of land that projects farthest into

Grant Park. The highest of them loom well
above the Sears Tower.

At first glance this plan might be dis-

missed as another offshoot of typical mod-

emist city planning projects such as those

of Le Corbusier or Hilberseimer. It is,

however, totally different in both appear-

ance and in fundamental concept. The

mixture of old and new, short and high, the

local symmetries and gateways are all dif-
ferent from lr Corbusier's more regimented

schemes, and, unlike these schemes, which

would have to be imposed on a city, the

Chicago 2 I Plan proposed a free-enterprise

vision, one that could only be built with the

consensus of private enterprise and the

public sector. In this it recalls more the

drawings done by Hugh Ferriss in the 1920s

than the schemes of European modernists.

In any case, the Chicago 2l Plan actually

represents, as did the Burnham plan or the

Ferriss drawings, the kind of construction

the major architects were already building.
Because SOM, along with three or four
other firms, controlled much of the major

building in the Loop in the 1960s, and

because some consensus existed among

these architects, their clients, and City Hall,

they were able to reshape the downtown

area dramatically, giving the skyline the

main feafures that it has, by and large,

retained to this day.2r T\e 2l Plan repre-

sented aprojection ofthis status quo devel-

opment into the future.

Perhaps the most extensive commen-
tary on how the Chicago of the futuremight
have functioned comes, surprisingly
enough. from articles in engineering jour-

nals by Fazlur Kahn. A gentle and thoughr
ful man, deeply concemed with the prob-

lems of the city, Kahn was interested in the

possibility of creating 150- and 200-story

buildings not merely for structural reasons.

For him, as for Bruce Graham, density was

not aproblembutapotential asset. Echoing

the vision of Chicago 21, he called for cities
higher and denser than current ones. Fol-
lowing the logic of post war planning, he

advocated urban development on a much
larger scale than the existing city, with new
projects designed as Planned Unit Devel-

opments on superblocks bounded by con-

siderably widened roads.
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Unlike many modernistplanners, he re-
lied on no simple, unitary solutions. He did
not believe that smoother vehicular traffic
was the only solution for ffansportation
problems. He proposed, for example, a
system ofhorizontal transport based on the

principle of the elevator, which he charac-

teized as a massive, privately owned sys-

tem provided free of charge by building
owners. Nor was his ideal city center a

vibrant high-rise district filled with large

mixed-use buildings, meant to be the only
place to live and work in the metropolis. He
did not denigrate the suburbs or suggest

that everyone would want to live in the

center of the city, only that it should be an

attractive altemative and that its attraction
should come from being even more the way
it already was, even denser and more di-
verse.22

In many ways the thinking represented

in the Chicago 2l plan and in the writings of
Kahn now seems out of date. Enthusiasm

for superblocks and 200-story buildings
has waned, to say the least. Other planning
goals, such as the preservation of historic
buildings, contextualism, and an interest in
formal boulevards and public squares have

come to the fore. By all rights, the Hancock

Center should also seem a product ofan era

past. It should look too large, too unrelated

to surrounding buildings on Michigan
Avenue, too insistent on a single image

based on a powerful structural system.

Most Chicagoans do not see the Han-
cock Center as a period piece, however.

Many, in fact, find it hard to imagine the

city without it. Glimpsed above the roofs of
a neighborhood far inland or from an air-
plane on its approach to O'Hare, the Han-
cock, looming on the horizon with its upper

reaches obscured by banks of fog rolling
off the lake, seems more like a part of the

landscape than a human creation. The vis-
ual problems at street level are forgotten.
The mighty black shaft with the luminous
band at its summit signals the presence of
North Michigan Avenue and the city in a
way the Palmolive with its now-extin-
guished beacon used to do. The Hancock,
even more than the Palmolive, has become

an icon. Like the Eiffel Tower, the Chrysler

or the Empire State buildings, and only a

handful of other buildings elsewhere in the

world, it functions as a symbol-not only
appropriate but somehow almost inevi-
table----of the dense, congested metropolis
lying at its feet.

NOTES

1. Katherine Kuh, "Homage to Chicago," Saturday
Review (Dec.28, 1968, pp.40-42).

2. NA Jourrwl (Oct. 1980, pp.69-73).

3. Franz Schulze, "The New Chicago Architecture,"
Art in America (May 1968).

4. kobably the best general account of the building
and its impact on the city can be found in Clifford
Terry, "The Hancock-Lovers, Leapers, Gawkers, and

all," Chicago Tribune Magazine (Nov. 2, 1980).

5. Jerry Wolman was a highly conspicuous figure in
real-estate development in the 1960s. He made a
fortune developing apartment buildings in the

Washington area, bought the Philadelphia Eagles

football team, and created a real-estate empire.
According to Wolman, who is still in the development
business with an office in Rockville, Maryland
(interview with author, July 1988), he frst saw the
property on the way to the office ofa friend in the First
National BankBuilding. He inquired about availability
and was told the owner wanted $5 million with a half
million dollar cash deposit. Wolman states that he

sent for his attomey, who brought a check and set a

closing for 90 days later. To build the building, by far
his biggest real-estate venture, he obtained a loan of
nearly $10,000,000, the largest of its kind in Chicago
history, from the John Hancock Life Insurance Co.
and four banks. See Chicago Daily News (May 4,

1968). In part because ofproblems with the Hancock
Center foundations, Wolman's empire collapsed and
he went into bankruptcy. Ilrne (Nov. 24, 196'l),
Newsweek (Nov. 27, 1967).

6. According to Graham, the suggestion came from
the architects. Wolman believes he had the idea.

According to him it came during a lunch with Graham
and SOM partner Nathaniel Owings in Washington,
D.C., when Wolman took a salt and pepper shaker and
put one on top of the other asking if that wasn't the

way the building could be designed.

7. SOM themselves had created the Terrace-Plaza
Hotel in Cincinnati.

8.See Face of the Metropolis,Martin Meyerson et al.
( 1 963).

9. According to Wolman (interview, July 1988), no
one was initially sure whether or not residents in
upper floors would be able to see down into the
windows ofapartments below, because ofthe slope of
the glass, and it cost $15,000 to determine that this
was not going to happen.

10. Wolman states that he took a model of the building
to the office of Mayor Daley to get the mayor's
blessing. Daley, Wolman remembers, walked around
it for a minute and said "I want you to do it." When
Wolman asked why, Daley replied, "Because it would

be good for the city of Chicago." (interview, July
1988) At the installation of the skystone, Mayor
Daley also said that the Hancock was a symbol of a

society of expanding oppomrnities and would be a

magnet for people who wished to leave the conformity
of the suburbs to retum to the ciry center. Chicago
Tribune (May 7, 1968).

1 1. The streets north and south of the building were
made one-way and a computerized signal was installed

at Michigan Avenue. Vehicular traffic would have

been further reduced if the construction of a long-
projected and badly needed new rapid-transit line
from the l,oop up North Michigan Avenue had been

completed.

12. Efforts to designate the church as a landmark
have, to date,failed. Whenproposedasacity landmark,
designation was opposed by the Planning Depanment.
The City's Planning Director stated that it was out of
place in a dense commercial district.

13. Newspapers reported that the architects had also

explored an X-shaped solution. Chicago Daily News
(March 25, 1965).

14. Business Week (Apil 2, 1966, pp. 37-38).
According to the article, Edwin Andrew Goodman of
Bergdorf's planned to run the store and to live in a

duplex apartment on one of the upper levels.

I 5. This was due to an insufficient chilling plant or the

disposition of the rink so that it was in the direct
noontime sun, depending on whom you ask.

16. Chicago Tribune (Nov. I, 1980).

17. Interview with Bruce Graham (April 26, 1987).

18. This problem was often commented on by critics.
It led to a snub by thejury ofthe Chicago Chapter AIA
Awards, who declined to give the building a

Distinguished Building Award in 1970. Chicago
Tribune (Aprll l7, 1970). Remarkably, it was even
harshly criticized in the book SOM published on its
own work in 1974. In the introduction ArthurDrexler
wrote that approaching the Hancock at ground level
"introduces a rude shock: this gigantic construction
stands on a one-story travenine pedestal, as if it were
a paperweight. All striving to express the dynamics of
a maximally efficient struclure ends abruptly some

twelve feet above ground level. . . . [n the John

Hancock Center, where engineering ends it is
improvisation, not architecture, that takes over." I/re
Architecture of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill,
1963-1973 (London, 1974).

19. Chicago Daily News (June 14, 1968).

20. Architectural Forum (July/August 197O, p.44).

21. Graham has repeatedly spoken of the need to
rebuild America's cities as the major task facing
architects in this country. See for example,
Architectural Record (Apil 1967, p. 144).

22. On Kahn's interest in extremely high buildings,
see his articles, "The Future of Highrise Structures,"
in Progressive Architecture (October 1972), and
"Changing the Scale of the Cities" in Consulting
Engineer (April 1974, pp.69-73).
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John Hancock
Genter
Technology

Gordon Wittenberg ogy (Myron Goldsmith,
1953, and Miko Sasaki,

1962), it had never been

subjected to an exhaustive

engineering analysis. SOM
deserves the credit for this
novel solution.

The history of wind-
bracing in high-rise con-
struction has been well
documented by the Chi-
cago architectural histo-
rian, Carl Condit. As he

explained in an article in
S c ie ntift c Americ an (l anl-
ary 1984), the state of the

art at the time work started

on the Hancock project was

exemplifiedby the 7O-story

Chase Manhattan Building
(New York, SOM, 1957).

In this case, a system of K-
braces and portal frames

was used throughout the

structure. The basic theory
behind this approach was

developed in the latter part
of the l9th century. In con-
cept, a building was designed first as a
gravity structure (a grid of columns carry-
ing floor loads). Certain key parts of the

frame were then braced to resist the stresses

induced by horizontal wind loads. This
system was adequate for many high-rise
structures, butresultedinunacceptablyhigh
steel costs in very tall buildings. In conffast,

the structural bracing of the Hancock Cen-

ter had a dramatic impact on the cost of the

structure. It used 29.7 pounds of steel per
square foot of building area, or about the

same amount as was used at that time in a
typical 3O-story building.

Elementary engineering theory sug-
gested that a more theoretically efficient
system wouldresult from concentrating the

structural members in the exterior wall of
the building. This approachplaces themaxi-
mum amount of material at the periphery of
the section, like a smokestack, and thus

closely approximates an optimum tower or
column form. To realize this approach in
practice, the Hancock Center inffoduced

The John Hancock Center was a major
technical achievement. To fully appreciate

the extent of this achievement, it is useful to
review the context in which the project was

developed. The program called for over
2,800,000 square feet of space, roughly
divided between residential, office, and

parking/commercial uses. When completed,

it was the tallest building in the world. Yet
despite its size and complexity, the build-
ing achieved remarkable structural econ-

omy, demonstrated the use of a new engi-
neering concept for tall buildings, set an

intemationally recognized example for the

application of computers to structural de-

sign problems, and provided the impetus

for the development of new foundation
drilling techniques and high-speed eleva-

tors.

In terms of the technical evolution of tall
building design, the project's most note-

worthy achievement was its utilization, in a

pure form, of the "tube" concept in a steel

structure. While this system has now be-

come the predominant high-rise building
design concept, it had been used in only two
structures when work began on the John

Hancock Center in 1963 (IBM Building,
Pittsburgh, Curtis & Davis, 1963;Chesnut-

Dewitt Apartments, Chicago, SOM, 1963).

The IBM Building, closest to the Hancock
in concept, was only 14 stories.

The structural design team for the Han-
cock Center was headed by the late Fazlur
Kahn of SOM/Chicago. A number of other

engineers and institutions (including the

University of Illinois, Purdue, and MIT)
also provided independent confirmation of
SOM's work. Although the overall concept

of utilizing exterior bracing on a tall build-
ing had been proposed in at least two thesis

projects at the Illinois Institute of Technol-

The Hancock Center under construction. (Chicago Aerial Suruey, photographer.)

two innovations that are now standard

engineeringpractice. First, the floor system

was designed to span from the elevator core

to the exterior wall, with no intermediate
columns. This concentrates a high propor-

tion of loads and structure at the exterior
wall. Second, the exterior wall was de-

signed to function as a plate or diaphragm,
which resists the stresses generated by
gravity loads and horizontal wind forces.

Projects with exterior bracing can be

found even in the l9th century, but the

Hancock Center was one of the first high-
rises to combine a braced wall with a col-
umnless interior, and hence is one of the

first true "tube" structures. This concept

has since been applied to concrete as well as

steel structural systems, and a number of
different methods have been developed to
brace the exterior wall.

The Hancock Center is actually an ex-
ample of the "braced tube," in which a

diagonal system of members forms a large-
scale truss that carries both wind and grav-
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ity loads and becomes a prominent feature
rf the building exterior. Determining the

3xact geometry of the members and their
ioints was one of the most significant and

creative parts of the engineering design
process. The large-scale truss concept was

chosen for a variety of reasons, including
architectural aesthetics, predictability, and

ease of fabrication. Accurate models ex-
isted for predicting the performance of
trusses and space frames. The pattern cho-
sen had several advantages: the diagonals
actually function as inclined columns, car-

rying significant gravity loads and elimi-
nating the need for costly tension connec-

tions; by using a traditional truss geometry,

in which all elements are in pure tension or
compression, the pattern also eliminates
the need for moment connections.

While this geometry resulted in a very
efficient building structure, it caused the

windows of a number of offices and apart-

ments to be intemrpted by diagonal col-
umns. Many subsequenttall buildings, also

utilizing the "tube" concept, have therefore

adopted a different exterior wall geometry.

The World Trade Center (New York,
Yamasaki, 1963) and the Exxon Building
(Chicago, Edward Durrell Stone, 1970) both

achieve stiffness in the exterior wall by
creating a matrix of vierendeel trusses

around individual window openings, so

that the wall functions like a plate or slab

with holes punched in it. Although these are

both steel structures, their exterior walls
were assembled using T-shaped elements
joined at the extremities. This system al-
lowed a more conventional window pat-

tern, but also reduced structural efficiency
and increased the cost. Despite these draw-
backs, the vierendeel truss version of the
"tube" has enjoyed widespread applica-
tion.

Many of the most important develop-
ments in windbracing since the completion
of the Hancock Center can be found in the

work of William LeMessurier, the Boston
engineer. In a series of high-rise projects
thatbegin with Citicorp Center(New York,
Hugh Stubbins, 1975), he has progressively

approached the tube structure's theoretical
optimum by placing the entire building

structure in the exterior wall plane, where it
can most effectively resist the stresses in-
duced by wind loads. The Republic Bank
Building (Dallas, Jarvis-Putty-Jarvis, I 984)
is the latest in the series. Its elevator cores
are actually suspended from the floor struc-
ture, which is supported by the exterior col-
umns.

The other major area of innovation in
tall building structural systems relates to
the stresses created by the periodic move-
ment caused by the wind. The most notori-
ous example of this problem is the other
Hancock Center (Boston, I. M. Pei, 1968),

in which periodic buffeting by constantly
shifting winds caused exterior glazing to
break out of its anchoring system and crash
to the pavement below. All structures have

a degree of flexibility that is integral to their
ability to withstand loading: this flexibility
allows a rhythmic movement to develop in
response to wind loads. In any slender

structure, such as a very tall building, a

rhythmic "push and pull" will be created

due to the formation of a lee side vortex,
even atrelatively modest wind velocities of
30-40 miles per hour. When this move-
ment coincides with the building's inherent
periodicity, tremendous stresses are gener-

ated, a phenomenon that was first observed

in smokestacks in the l9th century. Until
the Citicorp project, the problem was ad-

dressed by increasing the stiffness of the
gravity and windbracing structures, a solu-
tion thatbecame more and more difficultas
buildings approached the theoretical op-

timums of their structures. In Citicorp, lr-
Messurier overcame this limitation by in-
stalling the first dynamic load response

mechanism, the "tuned mass damper" sys-

tem, which consists of a large mass of
concrete placed on a lubricated planar sur-
face at the top ofthe building. The concrete
mass can be allowed to move and thereby

dampen the wind-induced movement at the

top of the building, where it is most pro-
nounced. A second strategy, the placement

ofvoids or "holes" through the building to
intemrpt the vortex, proved effective in
wind-funnel testing ofaproposed I 30-story
building for the north side of Chicago, also

designed by SOM's Fazlur Kahn.

Like many large engineering projects,
the Hancock Center stimulated the devel-
opment of new tools in the design process.
It was one of the first large-scale building
projects to fully utilize computer-aided
structural design, apractical necessity given
that the interdependent nature ofthe struc-
tural solution could only be analyzed eco-
nomically by computer. The innovative
nature of the structure requiredoutside veri-
fication using alternative analytical tech-
niques: the building was first designed as a

series of trusses, then modeled as a series of
space frames for confirmation. A relatively
powerful computer was required for the
final analysis. Because the team did not
have access to such acomputeratthe begin-
ning of the project, they subdivided the
analysis into smaller parts that would run
on smaller computers. In the end, however,
a larger computer performed the final analy-

sis. When its results correlated well with
those of the smaller computers, an impor-
tant precedent was set for the use of micro-
computers in structural design.

The Hancock Center is a logical exten-

sion of the European-derived architectural
aesthetic predominant in Chicago and much
of the United States at the time the project
was started. The Miesian version of this
aesthetic, characterized by exposed steel

framing, direct glazing, and a strong and
repetitiye geometric order, was very much
the norm in the 1950s. The Hancock Center

shares some of these characteristics, but to
the degree that it varies from this aesthetic,

it also marks the beginning of the end of its
dominance.

In the buildings of Mies van der Rohe,

one can always detect his overriding aes-

thetic concern for proportion and geome-

try. The tapering form, exuberant structure,

and ad hoc proportions of the Hancock
Center celebrate something more dynamic
and plastic. The Hancock Center's beauty
derives from its intemal logic and uncom-
promising fitness to purpose and economy,
and in this sense, it resembles the Eiffel
Tower, the Firth of Forth Bridge, and other
examples of engineering (as opposed to
architectural) achievement.
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A "Landmark for Living":

The Making of an Urban lcon

Roberta Feldman

The blunt, black obelisk ofJohn Hancock Cen-
ter, rising more than I ,100 ft. above Lake Michi-
gan, changes the whole image of Chicago. Or
perhaps it just brings out a latent image; some-
how it seems inevitable forChicago-where the
first steel framed building went up-to have one
climatic skyscraper symbolizing the city's faith
in technology and commercial development.l

The John Hancock Center became
"Chicago's most identifiable skyline
structure"2 even before it was occupied.

The building is commonly featured in tour-
ist paraphemalia and serves as the center-

piece of skyline views and media images of
the city. It is a compelling physical expres-

sion of a prevailing theme in the popular

imagery of Chicago: "a great midwestem
industrial and commercial center . . . great

in size and aspiration, and in attainment and

fame."3 And indeed, the Hancock is a siz-

able technological and commercial accom-

plishment. Affectionately called "Big John,"
it has so ingratiated itself to Chicagoans as

to receive greeting cards on holidays and

friendly letters that note visible alterations

and additions. By some standards, how-
ever, the Hancock Building achieved the
pinnacle of popular fame when it inspired
the subject matter for the movie The Tow-

ering Inferno.

The John Hancock Center's distinctive-
ness of form in the skyline clearly brings
the building its greatest public notoriety. It
sports virtually all of those visible proper-
ties that contribute to high public recog-

nizability.a Set apart from its neighbors by
the intensity and singularity of its form, the
Hancock is the tallest structure in the vicin-
ity, andprojects massive scale. This "black
obelisk" with tapering glass walls and

exposed steel cross braces is in sharp con-
trast to the form, color, and materials of
surrounding buildings, and the ring of lights
at its top is a unique sign in the skyline.

The Hmcck Center has been likened to "a glassed in oil denick."
(@Timothy HuBley, photogmpher; courtesy of Timothy Hursley/The Arkansas Office and SOIVVChicago.)
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Furthermore, the structure is the prominent
marker of the most prestigious Chicago
neighborhood, readily visible from mul-
tiple vantage points and main arteries serv-
ing the city.

This is not to suggest that because the
form of the Hancock Center is highly rec-

ognizable, it is universally appealing. To
the contrary, the building has been likened
to a "glassed in oil derrick"; a "packing

crate with a thyroid condition"; and a

"funereal," "very evil," and ominous struc-

ture.5 Although the Hancock Center has

generated its own unique brand ofnegative
imagery, it shares common expressions of
America's ambivalence to tall buildings.
Reported concems about the Hancock's
dwarfing scale, blocked views, obstruction
of light and air, vehicular and pedestrian

congestion, parking problems, and

overpopulation6 have likewise been levied
at large-scale high-rise building develop-
ments in other North American cities.T

The possibility and advantages ofcreat-
ing a landmark appfir to have been well
understood by the architects, the developer,

and the John Hancock Mutual Life Insur-
ance Company. A highly recognizable
identity obviously is a market-wise strat-

egy for a commercial venture. The client
was quick to see the public-relations poten-

tial of the proposed form, and even when

the financially troubled developer, Jerry
Wolman, withdrew from the project, the

company maintained its financial commit-
ment because the project "conveyed an

image that put Hancock on the map-archi-
tecturally and nationally."s

Cynics and deffactors have attributed
the motivations for the project's big size

and notoriety to big egos. Wolman, prior to
and after his involvement in the Hancock
project, had a proclivity for large-scale,

highly visible business ventures.e And the

desigr by architect Bruce Graham, of Skid-
more, Owings, & Merrill, was deemed by
some as media-conscious architecture.
"Graham was motivated primarily by:'Will
it publish well?' The taller it is the more

publicity it gets."to According to Graham,

however, the building's height was

grounded in the "old architectural idea" of

the tower as "a marker for the city."tt
There is no doubt that those involved

with the project took full advantage of the

distinctive status of the building. In addi-
tion to its obviously visible profile in the

Chicago skyline, the Hancock Center's
promoters assured a highly visible pres-

ence in the media. Every increment in the

construction process and occupancy of the

building was reported in the press with
appropriate touches of human interest vi-
gnettes. Perhaps the most clever publicity
ploy was the substitution of a "skystone"
instead of a comerstone to commemorate

the building. The skystone, a time capsule

containing mementos of the era, was placed

atthe top of the toweralong with an Ameri-
can flag andahalf-ton beam from the Eiffel
Tower. The desired association with an

icon of this stature was reinforced by cele-

brating the occasion on the 79th birthday of
the official opening of the Eiffel Tower.
The event was attended by city and state

officials as well as those parties involved in
the project. The then Mayor of Chicago,
Richard Daley, true opportunist that he

was, took full advantage of the occasion to
boost the public image of the city. He

declared the Hancock Center an example of
the revitalization of Chicago: "It will serve

as a magnet for people to leave the confor-
mity of the suburbs to return to the ciry."r2

The marketing strategy adopted by the

rental agents, Sudler and Company, simi-
larly focused on the unique qualities and

contributions of the John Hancock Center.
The original brochure begins:

TOMORROW'S CITY TODAY. Unique in
design, exciting in concept, Chicago's John
Hancock Center dramatizes the growth of a
great city in our urban society. It has been
designed to stimulate the heartbeat of cities and
people. A bold revitalization in urban planning,
the 100-story John Hancock Center incorpo-
rates under one roof all the amenities of modem
living, working and recreation.

Several years later, when the residential
rental units were convbrted to condomin-
ium ownership, the landmark status that the

building had eamed was used to its full
extent. The first phrase of the marketing
brochure was, "Above All Others," fol-
lowed by a testimony to those aspects that

purportedly contribute to the Hancock
Center's landmark status as well as assur-

ances that the building would maintain this
status for "years to come." To leave no
doubt, the potential buyer is told, "You now
have the oppornrnity to own a condomin-
ium home in this landmark for living."
Thus it was through broad strokes of exte-
rior form, scale, and height, and the insis-
tent marketing of an image with touches of
contrived folklore that the John Hancock
Center achieved landmark status.

Yet it is the very strength of its highly
recognizable image that has obscured what
lies behind the facade. Details ofdesign and
patterns of life within the building all too
often do not match the extraordinary expec-

tations of the building viewed from a dis-
tance.

While the John Hancock Center has

been particularly noteworthy for the diver-
sity and complexity of its functions, little
attention has been given to how poorly it
provides for them. The building has re-

ceived criticism from members of the archi-
tectural community for the "insistent unity"
of its exteriorform,13 but minimal attention
has been directed to the similar lack of dif-
ferentiation of the building's interior. Since

over ten thousand people use the building
daily, and its residential population ofover
one thousand is large enough to form its
own voting precinct, the patterns of use in
this "city within the city" is hardly a negli-
gible matter. Among the greater problems
is the ground-level entry to the public
spaces-including the observatory, com-
mercial and office spaces-which gives no

clue of the spatial distribution of the uses

short of understated signage. The discrete

lobbies for the apartments, the bank, and
the 94th- and 95th-floor bar and restaurant

are identical in design, and the corridors
serving the office and residential floors are

nondescript and anonymous. To quote Bruce

Graham, the interior is "not very special.
Everything is very simple and under-

stated."ra Yet simplicity and understate-
ment should not preclude the identification
ofcomponent parts. The consequences for
the uninitiated building user are confusion
and disorientation. Moreover, occupants
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Design of interior space is dissapointingly conventional. (OEzra Stoller, photographer; courtesy of ESTO Photographics.)

fi nd it diffi cult to establish a clear territorial
identity. Residents of the condominiums
are "always looking for ways to establish

their own identity," including future plans

to redesign the condominium lobby to dis-
tinguish their entrance.15

In the private confines of the Hancock,
the design of interior space is disappoint-
ingly conventional; it is prototypic of high-
rise structures of this generation in Chi-
cago. With the exception of praise for the
"exceptional views," typical residents'
comments about their apartment units are

"plain," "bare," "quasi-institutional," "re-
ally pedestrian," and "like any other apart-

ment."r6 It is only in the services-the re-

ceiving and loading docks and mechanical

spaces of this "vertical city"; the circula-
tion systems required to transport people,

freight, and garbage 100 floors; and the

mechanical, electrical, and communication
systems-that the complexity of the

building's functions become apparent.

The city within the city concept did
portend and was marketed to afford consid-
erable interchange between functional parts

of the building. Despite its mixed-use pro-
gram, however, the building is in effect a

vertical layering of functionally discrete

zones with minimal or diffi cult interchange.

Few users take full advantage ofthe poten-

tial for satisfying all of life's daily needs

within the confines of the building. Only a

small number of people both live and work
in the Hancock Center----estimates range

from ten to thirty people. Most users cross

paths only in the lobby and concourse and

are immediately sorted into separate circu-
lation patterns serving the functional areas.

Condominium residents have their own
street lobby as well as private services and

amenities on the 44th-floor "Skylobby." If
one chooses to use more than one building
function, there are considerable barriers to

traverse. For example, two routes are avail-
able for the resident who wants to go from
his or her apartment to the retail concourse.

The first begins with the residential eleva-

tors to the 44th-floor Skylobby, another

elevator to the first-floor condominium
lobby, through two security doors, then

outside or through a department store and

into the Hancock Center lobby, and finally
down an escalator. The second, a shorter

but less aesthetic route, begins with the

freight elevator at the garbage disposal dock,

then through the receiving area and the

secured door to the concourse.

This is not to suggest that the services

and amenities provided in the Hancock
Center are unimportant or unused. They are

an essential attraction of the building.'7 The

market for downtown office and residential
development demands accessibility, if not
on the premises, then within the immediate
locale, to conveniences such as those pro-
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vided in the Hancock. On the 44th-floor,
residents have for their private use an ample

commissary, laundry and dry-cleaning serv-

ice, mail room, party rooms, swimming
pool, exercise room, andformerly, arestau-

rant. It is not unusual for a residential devel-

opment of this size to house these types of
amenities and services and although some

of them are not heavily used, as with other
luxury residential developments, "God
forbid you should get rid of them."r8

One also might have expected that the

types of tenants and residents attracted to
working and living in a landmark building
would in some way be atypical, butthey are

not appreciably different from those who

live and work in other luxury high-rise

buildings in the surrounding neighborhood.

The offi ce occupancy-primarily advertis-
ing, creative arts, and institutional tenants-
is the same, and the residents are similar to

downtown high-rise dwellers in Chicago
and other major American cities-affluent
singles, dual career couples, empty nesters,

and retir'ees. Households with children, as

expected, arefew, and themajority ofpeople
are middle-aged and older. They appar-

ently are drawn to downtown high-rise

living for common reasons: the glamour

and convenience of a downtown luxury
building in a fashionable neighborhood,

accessibility to work, services, and facili-
ties needed for daily life as well as those

that fit the most current standards of the

"good life."rs They also seek the protection

of the immediate surroundings and an elabo-

rate security system that separates residents

fromthe less desirable disorderof the city-
"isolated, tidy, and tranquil, floating above

the noises, social disharmonies, human

drama and discourse of everyday life."2o

The residents' concerns and complaints
aboutliving in the Hancock also are similar
to other high-rise dwellers: noise from
neighbors and wind whipping through
vertical shafts, occasional creaking of the

building when it sways, complex, if not
harrowing, moving procedures, and park-
ing problems. Unlike other high-rise dwell-
ers, however, Hancock residents are re-
ported to have few complaints about per-

ceptible sway (the building was designed

for a minimal sway at the top of only three

inches). and the elevator service is appar-

ently adequate.2r

Despite the John Hancock Center's less

than distinctive interior architecture and
normative tenant and resident populations,

the symbolic importance of living and

working in this landmark building should
not be underestimated. The John Hancock
Center is not simply a grand architectural
gesture that demonstrates the power and

ingenuity ofits creators; it too is a tangible
expression of the identity of those who
choose to live and work there. Tenants and

condominium residents share in the public
presentation of a unique, exclusive iden-

The complex elevator system is one of the considerable bariers that must be traversed in order to take advmtage of Hmcmk's
mixed-use progrm. (William & Meyer, photographers; courtesy of SOlvUChicago.)

Condominium residents have private use of a swimming pool on the zl4th-floor Skylobby.
(@Ezra Stoller, photographer; coufiesy of ESTO Photogaphics.)
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tity. Office tenants are drawn to the buitd-
ing in part because it is "different" and "it
has world renown status."22 Residents are
"sky people" living "above all others."23

According to Bruce Graham, "The tower
is not an evil symbol; man has been pursu-
ing the tower for centuries. They are sym-
bols of man's achievement."24 The land-
ma.rk status of the John Hancock Center
appears to support his claim. The building
serves as a potent symbol of privilege for its
creators and its occupants. Yet the form of
the tower is neither an inherently good nor
evil symbol. The creation of, and dwelling
within, a publicly memorable, highly pub-
licized high-rise building does not auro-
matically impart desirable status. To illus-
trate, there are two high-rise complexes,

also great in size and fame, near the down-
town Loop. They are Cabrini-Green and
Robert Taylor Homes, Chicago Public
Housing developments that share media
attention and public recognizability. They
too serve as Chicago landmarks, as identi-
fiers ofthe city, although they represent an

aspect of city life that many Chicagoans

would prefer remained hidden. Cabrini-
Green, when completed, was the largest
public housing development in Chicago, to
be exceeded by Robert Taylor Homes, a

single complex totaling more than forty
fourhundred units on a 95-acre site. Robert
Taylor Homes, the largest subsidized hous-

ing development in the world, is also the
most famous, and indeed infamous, project
in Chicago. Its "very name has become

synonymous with the stereotypes of high-
rise public housing."25

Unlike the desired landmark status of
the John Hancock Center, Robert Taylor
Homes and Cabrini-Green are inadvertent
landmarks, inhabited by tenants who have

little choice but to bear what has become

the stigma of residence in subsidized hous-

ing projects:

High-rise projects stand like monuments to fail-
ure. They rise up from Chicago's poor, inner city
black communities like giant medieval fortresses.
They have been called warehouses and concen-
tration camps for the poor. These very names-
Cabrini Green, Robert Taylor-have come to
evoke loathing, fear or feelings of hopeless-
ness.26

Towers in the city may gain the status of
powerful urban icons, but are they eloquent
symbols of the city's achievement, or do
they depict its demise? As the evidence
suggests, they represent both. The mean-
ings they convey are social constructions
that are developed, sustained, and altered in
the public arena. Their value cannot be

understood apart from the congruencies
and disparities between the meanings in-
tended by their creators and those under-
stood by their occupants and observers.

In 1964, Chicago was shaken by race
riots. Construction of the Hancock Center
began in I 965. With these multiple realities
of urban life, it is hardly sulprising that such
a pronounced symbol of the metropolis
would conjure up complex and diverse
images.
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LOUIS SULLIVAN:
THE FUNCTION OF
ORNAMENT
EDMED BYWIM DEWIT

LOUIS H. SULLIVAN:
THE BANKS
LAUREN S. WEINGARDEN

The general spirit of revisionism that has

characterized architectural discourse over

the last two decades has led to a reassess-

ment of a number of architects and events

whose prominence was influenced by
Modernist historiography. As in the rewrit-
ing of political history by successive re-
gimes in the People's Republic of China or

the Soviet Union, previous heroes have

been vilified, former villains rehabilitated,

and occasionally a broader insight gained

into a previously misunderstood or under-

estimated individual.
This seems to be the case with the

reevaluation of the major l9th-century
American architect Louis Henri Sullivan
(1856-1924). Sullivan scholarship had long

been influenced by the sort of Modernist

historiography exemplified by Sigfried
Giedion's Space, Time, and Architecture,
which misunderstood Sullivan as an archi-

tect solely concerned with the rigorous
expression of a building's stmctural skele-

ton. This extremely simplistic interpreta-

tion ofhis idea offunctional expression has

been corrected by more recent investiga-

tions, which locate the architect within the

context of l9th-century intellectual cul-
ture, particularly literary Transcendental-

ism. Two new books, Louis H. Sullivan:
The Banks and Louis Sullivan: The Func-

tion of Ornament, share this critical sensi-

bility, addressing aspects of Sullivan's work

View of Chicago looking north, showing Michigan
Avenue md bridge, c. 1928. (kom Chicago Architecture)

previously seen as secondary. By focusing
respectively on the geometrical/botanical

forms that animate the terra-cotta surfaces

of Sullivan's buildings and the series of
eight small midwestern banks designed at

the end ofhis career, the two books broaden

an understanding of Sullivan beyond that as

a "prophet of Modern architecture."

C hicago Architecture I 872- I 922 : B irth

of a Metropolis also opens a new perspec-

tive on architecture and urbanism in Chi-
cago by examining the exchange of ideas

between Europe and Chicago during the

period from 1872, immediately after the

Great Fire, to 1922, the y ear of the Chicago

Tribune Tower competition. This implic-
itly challenges another assumption of
Modemist historiography, because previ-
ous critical wisdom had held the signifi-
cance of this period tobe the contribution of
the Chicago School to the birth of Modern

architecture, and that the importation of
European traditions was retardataire and

unworthy of investigation.

The book was published by the Art Insti-
tute of Chicago in collaboration with the

Reunion des Mus6es Nationaux and the

Deutsches Architekturmuseum, to accom-

pany an exhibition that traveled from Paris

to Frankfurt, Chicago and San Francisco. It
is a well-designed book of substantial length

withessays by widely recognized scholars.

While it contains an annotated catalogue of
the exhibition, Chicago Architecture can

clearly stand on its own. The text is accom-

panied by black-and-white photographs and

architectural drawings, and there is a sepa-

rate section ofplates, reproduced in splen-

did color and sepia duotones.

The 20 essays are arranged in six the-

matically independent sections framedby a

Comer of State md Madison streets following the Chicago fire of 1871. (Frcm Chicago Archilecture)
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prologue and an epilogue. The majority of
the essays concentrate on the importation
of ideas from France and England into
Chicago, while others examine aspects of
Chicago architecture and urbanism inde-
pendently of European influence. Surpris-
ingly, given the prominent roles played by
immigrants like Adolph Cudell and Dank-
marAdler, onlyRoulaM. Geraniotis'sessay

deals with German influence, especially
that of Karl Friedrich Schinkel and the
Berlin School of Neoclassicism as trans-

mitted through the work of several of the

city's German architects. Geraniotis's es-

say is located inappropriately in a section

entitled "The Sky's the Limit: Highrises
and Commercial Buildings." More appro-
priate to this section is Gerald R. Larson's
essay on concurrent developments in the

technology of structural iron framing in the

United States, France, and England.

French influence is better served by the

four essays in the section happily titled
"Paris on the Prairie." These essays are

thematically related by the subtext of bour-
geois consumer culture; Joan E. Draper
examines the 1909 Plan for Chicago by
Daniel Bumham and Edward Bennett as a

marketing tool, a set of seductive images

for public consumption based on Parisian

paradigms. Henri Loyrette deals with the
reactions ofFrench critics to the Chicago of
1893 at the Columbian Exposition, Adler
and Sullivan's Auditorium Building, and

the stockyards. Meredith L. Clausen exam-

ines theRookery (1885-1888) by Burnham
and Root as a transformation of the glass

and iron courts ofthe great Parisian depart-

ment stores, which Root visited in 1886. A
fourth essay in the section, by Neil Hanis,
deals with consumer culture in Chicago by
investigating various types of retail archi-
tecture and institutions, but is less clearly
related to the main theme of French influ-
ence.

English influence is described in a sec-

tion of three essays unhelpfully entitled
"The European Connection." If the subtext

of the section on French influence is the

culture of consumption, that of the section

on English influence is the relationship
between craft and morality. The essay by

Thomas J. Schlereth examines the influ-
ence of enlightened factory-town planning
in England on Solon S. Beman's progres-

sive plan for Pullman, Illinois, a commu-
nity planned for the railroad car magnate

George Pullman. Elaine Harrington's es-

say on H. H. Richardson's Glessner house

emphasizes the influence of William Mor-
ris in interior furnishings and decoration,

and Richard Guy Wilson discusses the in-
fluence of the English Arts and Crafts
movement on the Prairie Style and related

Plasler omament from bmquet hall in the Schiller theatre,
Chicago, Louis Sullivan (1891). (FromThe Function of
Ornamentl courtesy of the Chicago Historical Smiety and
the St. Louis Art Museum.)

design movements in Chicago and other
parts of the Midwest.

The section devoted to Louis Sullivan is
misleadingly titled "Beyond Europe: Louis
Sullivan and the Search for an American
Style." The two essays here actually per-

form the valuable task of demonstrating

both English and French influences within
Sullivan's architectural theory and orna-
ment. Lauren Weingarden deals with the
influence of John Ruskin, and Martha Pol-
lak makes some intriguing connections

between the comparative anatomy of
Geoffroy and Cuvier and Sullivan's use of
Classical form. She also discusses the
physiognomic theory of Lavater in regard

to Sullivan's interest in architectural ex-
pression. This aspect ofPollak's investiga-
tion is neatly supplemented by David van

Zanten's excellent essay in ?"ft e Function of
Ornament. Additionally, Chicago's grain
elevators, warehouses, hotels, and apart-
ment buildings are examined in two sepa-

rate essays by Carrol W. Westfall. Two
landmarks, the Wrigley Building and the
Tribune Tower, are the subjects of essays

by Sally Chappell and Robert Bruegmann,

respectively.

Taken individually, the majority of the

essays are excellent. However, the themes

of the six sections do not always reinforce
the stated objective ofthe book, and several

sections contain anomalous essays that
suffer from their isolation. While John
Zukowsky's introductory essay in the pro-
logue provides a useful history ofChicago,
and a larger context in which to locate the

essays of the text, the epilogue, consisting
of a single essay by Stanley Tigerman-the
designer of the exhibition's installation at

the Art Institute and the only practicing
design professional to contribute to the

book-is at best tangentially related to the
purpose of the book. While Tigerman deals

with a most Chicagoan theme, the hero, his
heroes are the holy trinity of Modernist
Chicago-Sullivan, Wright, and Mies.

Louis Sullivan: The Function of Orna-
ment was also published in conjunction
with an exhibition, organized by the Chi-
cago Historical Society and the St. Louis
Art Museum for venues in Chicago, New
York, and St. Louis-three cities graced by
outstanding examples of Sullivan's work.
Like Chicago Architecture,it is much more
than an exhibition catalogue. The book is a

survey of Sullivan's entire career as a prac-
ticing architect, and ofthe critical reception
ofhis work. It contains four essays on dif-
ferent aspects ofhis career, a chronology of
his life, and a list of major architectural de-

signs. Well designed, and profusely illus-
trated with architectural drawings and black-
and-white photographs, the book also fea-

tures Cervin Robinson's excellent color
photographs taken especially for the exhi-
bition. It unfortunately suffers from an

excessive number of typographical errors

and omissions-not what one expects from
a book so carefully composed.

Unlike the essays in Chicago Architec-
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:ure,those inT he F unction of O rnament are

;learly related to each other by chronologi-
;al sequence and a common investigative
rtrategy--rach deals with a specific issue

present in Sullivan's work and the building
lype mostclearly associated with that issue.

David van Zanten traces Sullivan's early
career from his education at MIT and the
Ecole des Beaux-Arts, until 1890, empha-
sizing the influence of the Neo-Grec move-
ment (fashionable at the Ecole in the 1860s

and 1870s) on the series of theaters de-

signed by Sullivan and Adler. William Jordy
examines Sullivan's career from 1890 to
1904 and attempts to postulate a typology
of formal themes in his tall buildings. Wim
de Wit focuses on Sullivan's banks in the

Midwest designed between 1906 and 19 19

in the context of the progressive ideas in
midwestem banking that transformed the
industry between the 1890s and the 1920s.

Rochelle BergerElstein examines the criti-
cal response to Sullivan's architecture,
concentrating on the period after Sullivan's
death in 1924to the present day; she uses

the changing critical response to the Car-
son-Pirie-Scott Building as a sort of ba-
rometer. The chronology and project list,
which terminate the text, are by Robert
Twombly.

The organization of the book as a se-

quence of independent essays raises a his-
toriographic dilemma. This approach frag-
ments Sullivan's career and emphasizes the
discontinuities rather than the continuities
within his work. For instance, David van
Zanten's demonstration that Sullivan's
theory offunctional expression began with
his early assimilation of the Neo-Grec has

profound implications for the later devel-
opment of his ideas in regard both to tall
buildings and banks. William Jordy, in
another instance, makes some reference to
the development of Sullivan's theory of
architectural expression, but the subject is
almost completely ignored in Wim de Wit's
discussion of the larger social context in-
fluencing his design of the banks. This di-
lemmacouldhave been avoidedby a single
essay examining the transformation of
Sullivan's architectural theory over his
entire professional life, as he became famil-

Detail of entrance, Merchmt's National Bank, Grinnell, IA.
Louis Sullivan (1913-15). (FromThe Banks)

iar first with German idealist philosophy
and later with the poetry and prose of Walt
Whitman.

Louis H. Sullivan: The Banks is the
shortest of the three books reviewed here,

but is clearest in its intent. Lauren Wein-
garden reassesses the significance of
Sullivan's work between 1906 and 1919:

eight small midwestern bank buildings
designed during what has generally been

regarded as Sullivan's period of personal

and professional decline. She accomplishes
this through three primary propositions.
First, that the previously accepted unfavor-
able critical interpretation of the banks was
a result offunctional and tech-
nological determinism in the
dogma of early Modernist
architectural theory. Second,
that the photographic repro-
duction of the banks in black
and white, as opposed tocolor,
prevented a true understand-
ing of Sullivan's use of poly-
chrome, or multicolored sur-
faces, orhis mastery of natural
and artificial light. Third,
Weingarden argues the banks
are an expression of ideas that
Sullivan developed both in his
architecture and in his prolific
theoretical writings. She

demonstrates how the banks
represent a shift from the Tran-

scendentalist Idealism of Sullivan's earlier
skyscrapers to the Pragmatist Realism of
the banks, influencedbythe Chicago School
of John Dewey at the University of Chi-
cago. As a result, she is able to conclude

thatratherthan representing his decline, the
banks represent a cogent statement of
Sullivan's conception of an American archi-
tecture and its functional and symbolic roles
within a progressive democratic culture.

The first part of the book contains
Weingarden's exegesis of Sullivan's banks,
progressing from specific theoretical is-
sues, such as the role of polychrome, to
their material expression in the banks. The
second part of the book is a portfolio of
contemporary color photographs of several
of the buildings. Though cenrral to
Weingarden's arguments, this is unfortu-
nately the weakest section, especially when

compared to Cervin Robinson's superb
color photographs in The Function of Or-
nament.While some of thephotographs are

outstanding-for example, the image of
the rose window of the Merchants National
Bank in Grinnell, Iowa--others are little
better than snapshots, suffering from dis-
torted perspective and a lack of composi-
tional control. The final section ofthe book
is a catalogue of the eight banks, with a

history of each, relevant architectural draw-
ings (many in Sullivan's own hand), and

black-and-white archival photographs taken

National Fmers Bmk, Owatonna, MN, Louis Sullivan
(1908). (From lle Function ofOrnam€ur; courtesy ofthe
Chicago Historical Smiety md the St. Louis An Museum.)
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shortly after construction was completed.

Weingarden uses an interdisciplinary

approach to Sullivan's architecture, com-

prising literature, philosophy, and the vis-

ual arts. Through an examination of
Sullivan's writings, she is able to reveal

Sullivan as a Romantic thinker and trace

the role of Transcendentalist metaphysics

in his architectural theory. This allows her

to challenge a more conventionally accepted

"functionalist" interpretation of Sullivan's
work. Her discussion of Sullivan's debt to

Impressionist color theory appears to break

new ground in Sullivan scholarship. While
Weingarden emphasizes the role of the

banks within Sullivan's architectural pro-

duction, Wim de Wit (in The Function of
Ornament) demonstrated how progressive

ideas in midwestem banking shaped

Sullivan's work. In fact, the strengths of
Weingarden's investigation are the weak-

nesses of de Wit's and vice versa; his essay

is an excellent complement to her book.

Despite their individual shortcomings,

these three books succeed in presenting a

more intemational Chicago and a more

complex Louis Sullivan than have previ-

ously been appreciated. The weaknesses of
Chicago Architecture and The Function of
Ornament stem from their organization as

collections ofindependent essays which do

not form a cohesive argument; their
strengths stem from the quality of individ-
ual essays and theirillustrations.The Banks

benefits from a single critical sensibility

and is far more successful on its own terms,

if somewhat less visually inspiring. As a
tool of revisionist historiography, the inter-

disciplinary breadth of Weingarden's in-
vestigation is almost as significant as her

discussion of the banks themselves. Unfor-
tunately, the other two books do not make

similarcontributions with any consistency.

CHICAGO ARCHTTECTURE, 187 2-1922: BIRTH
OFA METROPOLIS, John Zukowsky, editor, Prestel-

Verlag, 1987,480 pp., illus., $60.00.

LOUIS SULLIVAN: THE FUNCTION OF
ORNAMENT, Wim de Wit, editor, W.W. Norton and

Co., 1986, 224 pp, illus., $35.00.

LOUIS H. SULLIVAN: TFIE BANKS, Lauren S.

Weingarden, MITPress, 1987, 1214 pp., illus., $25.00.

THE NATURE OF
FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT
Edited by Garol B. Bolon, Bobert S. Nelson,
and Linda Seidel
With an lntroduction by Vincent Scully
Nine distinguished cnitics and histonians offen fnesh
and provocative interpretations of Wnight's
achievement. Their essays, all pneviously unpublished,
ane notewonthy for the independence and originality of
thein individual vorces and fon the complementany
perspectives of their vanied approaches.
Cloth $24.95 216 pages 86 halftones

CARSON PIBIE SCOTT
Louis Sullivan and the
Chicago Department Store
Joseph Siry
Handsomely illustnated, this book provides an
illuminating histony of a pivotal anchitectunal work and
offens an oniginal, r'evealing assessment of how
Sullivan, r"esponding to the commercial culture of his
time, cneated a fnesh, distinctive Amenican building.
Cloth $39.95 3O4 pages 131 halftones
Chicago Architecture and Urbanism series

THE PUBLIC PAPERS
Louis Sullivan
Edited by Bobert Twombly
This volume bnings logethen fon the first time all the
papers Louis Sullivan intended fon a public audience,
fnom his finst intenview in 1882 to his last essay in
'1924, allowing readens to trace Sullivan's development
fnom a bnash young assistant to Dankman Adlen to an
anchitectural elder statesman,
Gloth $29.95 27O pages

LOUIS SULLIVAN
His Life and Work
Robert Twombly
'Any future wonk on Sullivan will surely rely on the
findings that ane gathened and synthesized here.
Mr. Twombly is especially convincing in his tneatment of
Sullivan's eanlv years. . . . The evolution of
commissiorrs, relationships with clients and the
finished form of the buildings ane scnutinized in
abundant detail. "-Thomas Hines, New York Times
Book Heview
Paper $16.95 532 pages 166 halftones

THE ARCHITEGTURE OF
JOHN WELLBOBN ROOT
Donald Hoffmann
'An excellent and accessible book. . . . Hoffmann's
scholanship and his anchitectural cniticism indicates a
fine sensitivity to the subtleties of anchitectunal
fonm."-Stuant E. Cohen, The Architectural Forum
Papen 516.95 288 pages
125 halftones, 55 line drawings

THE UNIVEBSITY OF GHICAGO PBESS
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, lL 60637
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Norris Kelly Smith

AN AMERICAN GENIUS
HARVEY EINBINDER

MANY MASKS
BRENDAN GILL

TRUTH AGAINST
TTM WORLD
EDITED BY PATRICK J. MEEHAN

For how long the words "legend" and
"legendary" have been associated with
Frank Lloyd Wright I do not know, buttwo
things are evident: first, that Wright him-
self lived, and fully intended to live, a

"legendary" or mythopoeic existence, and
second, that it is in the nature oflegends and

myths that they must be told and retold and

told again with embellishments, so that
eventually the distinction between legend
and myth (if one exists) becomes blurred. It
is unfortunate that two full-length biogra-
phies of Wright should have been pub-
lished at so nearly the same time, for that is
probably more retelling than the marketcan
bear in one season; but such is the fascina-
tion we have with the srory of Wright's life.

Neither Einbinder nor Gill is an archi-
tect or an ex-Taliesin Fellow. Both men are
professional writers who have found in
Wright's life apromising theme forabook-
but that is as far as the similarity goes.

Einbinder's version, the shorter of the two,
is based mainly upon diligent researching
of public records, newspaper files, maga-
zine articles, Wright's writings, etc. While
he has adduced a number of facts with
which I, at least, was unacquainted, and
while he has enlivened his account with
many passages of direct dialogue (which
the author admits may not be wholly au-
thentic, but no matter), Einbinder brings no
fresh insightinto the nature ofeitherWright
or his architecture. His book contains no
illustrations, and verbal descriptions of only
a limited number of buildings. The story he

tells is a good one, ofcourse, especially at
those points (as in his recounting of the

Miriam Noel episode) where the human-

interest factor is unusually charged. As a
biography, however, Einbinder's hardly
matches such earlier versions as Robert
Twombly's.

M any M asks is another matter altogether.

It is profusely illustrated with pictures of
both buildings and people; more impor-
tantly, it is enriched with an extraordinary
number of vignettes of persons who were
involved with the architect's personal and

professional life (if there was a distinction
between the two), together with extensive
quotations from the immense number of
letters that Wright wrote and received. While
for good reason Wright had no great fond-
ness for joumalists, he cultivated a close
friendship with Gill during the last dozen or
so years of his life-so close that they
called one another "Brendan" and "Frank,"
somewhat to Gill's astonishment. In com-
parison to Einbinder, Gill reveals a vastly
greater concem for Wright's personhood
(however deviously masked), and for the
architect's infi nitely complex relationships
with other persons-parents, colleagues,
wives, children, mistresses, clients, appren-
tices, etc. Gill explores at length the nature
of the household in which Wright grew up.
He reveals that his father, William Cary
Wright, was a charming and accomplished
man whom his son Frank in many ways
resembled, and makes it plain that his
mother, Anna Lloyd Jones, was a shrewish
termagant who made life hell for her hus-
band and her stepchildren, while lavishing
her affection and attention upon her one

son. Gill's account of the relation between
Wright and Louis Sullivan is particularly
illuminating, as is his exploration of the
architect's relation to his Buffalo patrons in
the 1900s and afterward.

More than any earlier wrirer, Gill deals
just as frankly with the unattractive aspects
of Wright's character as he does with the
attractive ones. He does not attempt to
disguise the man's insufferable ilrogance,
his towering egotism, his blatant mendac-
ity, his profligate self-indulgence, his utter
irresponsibilify in matters financial-yet at
the same time he manages to convey what
it was about Wright that caused so many

Wright seated at home in Taliesin III near Spring Green, WI
(c. late lg.l0s-+arly 1950s). (?romTrurh Against the World;
courtesy of The CapitalTimes, Madison, WI.)

grievously wounded people to forgive him
his offenses and to accord him an affection-
ate and awed esteem so extravagant as to
border upon the idolatrous. For those who,
like both Wright and Gill, have neither
religious convictions nor a firm commit-
ment to the ethical perspectives of our
ancestors and of ancestral architects,
Wright's claim to possessing, and being
thought to possess, quasi-divine status will
seem legitimately mythic aspects of a tmly
mythic figure-probably the last such fig-
ure we shall see for decades or centuries to
come. Surely Wright would have been the
first to say that it is not only our recent pack

ofpresidential candidates whohave seemed

dwarfish; modernity, including modem
architecture, has diminished us all, making
it harder and harder for anyone to play his
part (ifhe even thinks he has one to play) in
so grand a manner as Wright's.

Einbinder devotes a short chapter to
what he calls "The Eloquent Architect"-
to Wright the public speaker-while Gill,
too, professes to find wisdom in the ideas
Wright so often expressed before audi-
ences. This is the subject ofour third book,
Patrick J. Meehan's collection of 29 of
Wright's speeches, plus one interview, each
introduced by prefatory paragraphs by the
editor. According to the publisher's blurb,
"Wright emerges as a polished, seasoned,

and dynamic orator whose comments seem

as pertinent now as they were then," but the
text hardly fulfills that inflated promise.
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Frank Lloyd Wrighl and apprentices, c. 1930s. (From Jonathm Lipman, Frank LloydWright and the JohnsonWu Buildings, Rizzoli, 1986;
photo @Bill Hedricffie&ich-Blessing.)

Only one of the speeches was delivered

from a prepared manuscript. The rest were

extemporaneous improvisations and tend

to be rambling, unorganized, and digres-

sive, repeatedly addressing the same few
ideas regardless of the nature of his audi-

ence. (When he spoke before a convention

of hospital administrators, for instance, he

had nothing whatever to say about hospital

design, other than that hospitals should be

made "joyous" places by means of organic

architecture-no examples given, since

Wright had never designed a hospital, joy-
ous or otherwise.)

The ideas expressed in these speeches

have to do with a few basic themes: the need

to develop an "organic" architecture, the

nature of which is so poorly explicated that

one has to conclude that-"organic" means

"Wright's own," all else being "inorganic";

the relation of civilization to culture and

our never having achieved a "culture ofour
own" (wherein itturns out that whatWright
meant by civilization was "a way of life"
and by "culture," the beautification of that

way of life-a notion that reminds us of
Wright's enormous debtto the aestheticism

of the late l9th century); the iniquity of our

having mimicked European architecture

(though not of his having derived forms

from Mayan buildings, since they were the

product of "an indigenous American cul-
ture," never mind the fact that the Mayans,

with their penchant for cruel and bloody

human sacrifice, have no conceivable rela-

tionship to the civilization of the United

States at any point whatsoever); "democ-

racy," a word Wright defined in a way that
has nothing to do with its etymological or
political meaning, but that is taken to desig-

nate "the apotheosis ofthe individual"; and

the near-total depravity of American life,
which waits to be saved and redeemed by

organic architecture; and so on.

In four of the speeches Wright brought
forth once more his notion that the poet

Lao-tze had made him see that the reality of
a building lies in "the space within" rather

than in its solid forms. It seems never to

have occurred to wright that that statement

should be understood in relation to the

ancient and traditional Chinese house,

which, like our textbook example of the

Roman house, consisted of rooms opening

off a walled courtyard but with no distinc-

tive or meaningfully public exterior form.

(A Roman house like that of
the Vetii, for instance, had

no visible exterior at all.)
The "reality" of Wright's
buildings was self-evidently
a matter of exterior shape-
witness the fact that Mr.
Meehan's book is illustrated
with 146 photographs of the

exteriors of Wright's struc-

tures (mostly irrelevant to
the texts among which they

are interspersed) but ofonly
44 interior views-and in

these 44 one looks at the

shapes ratherthan the spaces

between the shapes. Like
other architects, Wright was

a designer of forms, of pat-

terns-in fact, of more all-
encompassing pattems than

most architects have even

dreamed of designing. In his

desire to determine all the

shapes, including fumiture, rugs, draper-

ies, lighting fixtures, and, ifgiven achance,

even clothing for his clients, thereby leav-

ing no choices for his clients to make upon

moving into their work of gesamtkunst,

Wright revealed a modus op e randi to which
the word "democratic" could not conceiva-

bly have been applied. (Perhaps it was more

than a matter of personal taste that caused

him to be so deeply enamored with the

cultures of "old Germany" and "oldJapan,"

both of which had so little to do with, and

eventually became adversaries of, the ide-

als of American democracy.) Wright rec-

ognized clearly enough that there had un-

derlain the great architecture of the past

some kind of religious or religio-political
significance, but in one of his speeches he

dismisses Christianity and the whole body

of Christian art as "sentimentality" and

urges that his hearers should put first "Your
ideal ! Now that is what organic architecture

sees. That innate faith in the self-god is the

core of it."
Meehan is himself an architect, a former

Taliesin Fellow, and the authorof an earlier

book,T he M ast er Arc hit e ct : C onv e r sat io ns

with Frank LloydWright It is not surpris-
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ing that he should write d parti pris.That
the publication of this collection of speeches

will do much to advance the cause to which
Wright devoted his life seems highly un-

likely, for it will convince only those who
are already convinced.

All three of our writers, Einbinder, Gill,
and Meehan, find occasion to speak of
Wright as having been a "great man," the

"greatest American architect"----or as

Wright himself would have expressed it,
"the greatest architect since Imhotep."
Undoubtedly he had an immense gift for
three-dimensional design, and he was one

of the most remarkable characters (that is,

one of the most colorful eccentrics) our
world has seen. But a "great man?" After
reading the three books under review, I am

persuaded that they should be read along
with a fourth book, Richard Sennett's Tfte

Fall of Public Man,whichtraces the steady

retreat into privacy that has occurred since

the l Sth century and the heyday of "public
man"-the man the Greeks called polites,
the responsible citizen, in contrast to idio-
,es. The latter was not idiotic in our modem
sense of the word; he was simply a "private
man," a nonparticipant. One can hardly say

"private person," for the word "person"
designates (or at least used to designate)

someone who plays a part, who wears the
persona or mask of an identifiable charac-

ter in a play. While using the title Many
Masks, Brendan Gill never discusses the

relation of masks to personhood. Had he

done so, he might have realized that Wright
actively sought to build houses for idio-
tai-"natural houses" for "natural men"
who would be content to live as far away as

possible from the city and its civilizing
institutions. His clients were never states-

men. The acid test is this: if the White

House had been destroyed by enemy action

in World War I or World War II, as it had

been during the War of I 8 I 2, would anyone

in the country have wanted Frank Lloyd
Wright to design a new one? Certainly
not-for whoever lives in lftar house is
required to be a Public Man.

AN AMERICAN GENIUS: FRANK LLOYD
WRIGHT, Harvey Einbinder, Philosophical Library,
1986, 446 pp., $17.9s.

MANY MASKS: A LIFE OF FRANK LLOYD
WRICHT, Brendan Gill, Putnam, 1987, 576 pp.,
illus., $22.95.

TRUTH AGAINSTTHE WORLD: FRANK LLOYD
WRIGHT SPEAKS FOR AN ORGANIC
ARCHITECTURE, Patrick J. Meehan, editor, Wiley,
198'7,474 pp., illus., $39.95.

The art and ideas of
FRATIK LLOYD WRIGHT'S
HATTTIA HOUSE
The Client's Report
By PAUL R. and JEAN S. HANNA. The Hannas
tell the fascinating story of how they came
to commrssion Frank Lloyd Wright for what
was to become a milestone of his career and
an acknowledged masterwork of zoth-century
architecture. and offer a remarkably docu-
mented account of how the Honeycomb House
was built. lllustrated. (Published in September.)
s17.95 paper: S29.95 cloth

FRAIIK ttOYD WRIGHT
ItI THE REALM OF II'EAS
Edited by BRUCE BROOKS PFEIFFER. Part 1 of
this handsome new volume contains 150
illustrations (86 in full color) accompanied by
quotations from Wright that demonstrate how
his ideas found expression in these designs.
Part 2 offers five essays in appreciation of
Wright's contributions to modern architecture.
lllustrated. (Published in January.) S24.95 pa-
per; S42.50 cloth

a Z}th-century aa

MODERTI
ARCHITECTURE
Being the Kahn Lectures for 1930
By FRANK LLOYD WRICHT. With a preface by
Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer. A careful facsimile of
the'193t Princeton University edition-includ-
ing seven photographs and a Wright-designed
cover-this book is one of the earliest state-
ments of the principles of design that were to
guide Wright's entire career. (Pubtished in
September.) $29.95 cloth

FRAIIK LTOYD WRIGHT
His Living Voice
Selected and with commentary by BRUCE
BROOKS PFEIFFER. From a fourteen year (1946
-1959) collection of 289 tape recorded talks
made by Wright to his apprentices. Pfeiffer has
excerpted 67 talks that range from everyday
observations to profound insights into art and
life. lllustrated. (Distributed for The Press at
California State University, Fresno.)Book plus 2
6Gminute audio cassettes. (Published in Au-
gust.) S15.95 paper; 525.95 cloth

SOUTHERTI ILLITIOIS UilruERSITY PRESS
PO. Box 3697, Carbondale. lL 62902-3697
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Available for the first time...

A SYSTEMATIC GUTDE TO THE CORRESPON.
DENCE OF ONE OF THE ARCHITECTURAL
GIANTS OF THETWENTIETH CENTURY

Covers more than 103,000
letters, documents, and
ephemef&...

FRANK
LLOYD

WRIGHT
An Index to the

Thliesin Correspondence
Edited with an introduction by

ANTHONY ALOFSIN
Prepared under the sponsorship of the Archives of

the History of Art, the Getty Center for the History
of Art and the Humanities

5volumes 4,512pages ISBN0-8240-4029-5 $800

"The effort to create these extensive guides and means of access to the study of the papers of Frank
Lloyd Wright stems from the belief that Wright's letters and those of the myriads of correspon-
dents presented here form a co{pus of unparalleled material for the social and cultural history of
the first half of the twentieth century. No other modern architect maintained such a collection;
no such detailed index exists for the papers of any single artist; and the unprecedented scope of
the collection will provide material for generations of scholars. These documents extend beyond
discussions of designs, feuds with clients, and biographical information to reveal a network of
ideas in which architecture took on in Wright's mind and those of many of his correspondents
a signal role in the life of people."

-Anthony 
Alofsin
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VoLIIMES 1& 2
Main Entry

This chronological listing presents all of the information
available in the six indexes described below. All indexes
refer !o this main entry for complete information about a
letter. The listing is especially useful in establishing the
complicated relationships and negotiations between clients,
such as Dr. Alexander Chandler, Solomon R. Guggenheim,
and Edgar Kaufmanrl for whom Wright prepared various
schemes over several years. It also shows Wright's activi-
ties on a given day as he wrote !o numerous corespon-
dents.

VOLUME 3
Author Index

Organized alphabetically by correspondenl When a
correspondent has written more than one leser, the citations
are presented in chronological order. It can be determined
at a glance whether or not Wright received any leuers from
a given individual and, if so, how many and over what time
period.

VOLIJME 4
Addressee Index

Organized alphabetically by recipient of letter. When a
person is the recipient of more than one letter, the citations
are presented in chronological order. One can learn
instantly whether or not Wright wrote to a given individual.

VOLTJME 5
Affiliation Index

Organized alphabetically and chronologically by
correspondent's organization. Did Wright ever correspond
with anyone at the Museum of Modern Art or with anyone
at the School of Design at Harvard? Did Harper and Row
ever offer to publish Wright's books? The answers are
here.

General Subject Index
This index categorizes each letter into one or more of 22
general subject categories, arranged chronologically.
Among these categories are: exhibitions, family, lectures,
philosophy, publications, students, and technology. This
section allows the user to see, for example, the correspon-
dence Wright had between 1935 and 1940 about lecturing.

Proper Name Index
This is a more specific subject index that locates names
mentioned in a letter.

Project Number Index
The Taliesin Archive has compiled an exhaustive list of
Wright's projects assigning a number to each project. This
list is published for the first time in this set. The projecr
number index cites each mention of a project in the
correspondence. One can fin( for example, a complete list
of all letters discussing the Price Tower.

Also available...

THE LE CORBUSIBR
ARCHIVB
H. Allen Brooks, General Editor
Facsimiles of the entire collection of architectural draw-
ings, projects, and urban plans at the Fondation Le
Corbusier in Paris. This 32-volume series contains more
than 32,000 drawings and also includes 17 essays by
distinguished architects and architectural historians.

"An heroic publishing achievement."

-Journal 
of the Society of Architectural History

THE MIES VAN DER
ROHEARCHIVB OF
THE MUSEUM OF
MODERNART
Edited by Arthur Drexler
Four volumes present l,'722 drawings in facsimile and
document the 3,070 drawing collection, covering 1907-
1938, with introductory notes on each building and
project by Arthur Drexler and Frank Schulze

"An excellent reference source for studies on Mies
and his followers." 

-choice

THE ARTIFACTS OF
R. BUCKMINSTER
FULLER
A comprehensive 4-volume facsimile set of designs and
drawings in Fuller's own archive, supplemented with
drawings from the firm Fuller & Sadao, including photo-
graphs of models and completed projects.

"A remarkable publication." 
-Library Journal

THE LOUIS I. KAHN
ARCHIVE:
Personal Drawings
With an introduction by Vincent Scully
A seven-volume facsimile set of the complete catalogue
of 6,500 personal drawings in the Louis I. Kahn
Collection, University of Pennsylvania and Pennsylvania
Historical Commission, including factual information on
each project.

"A triumph for Garland and no less for Kahn.. .
impeccable... essential". -choi""

136 MadisonAvenu€, NewYork, NY 10016
Free brochures describing these projects are available from Hal Dalby

CONTENTS OF THE VOLUMES
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FRANK LLOYD
WRIGHT'S LARKIN
ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING
JACK QUINAN

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT
AND THE JOHNSON WAX
BUILDINGS
JONATHAN LIPMAN

Two recent books on the work of Frank
Lloyd Wright benefit from previously

unavailable archival material and form part

of an expansion in scholarship that is en-

riching our knowledge of Wright's work.
Jack Quinan's F rank LloydW ri ght's Larki n
Administration Building and Jonathan

Lipman's Frank Lloyd Wright and the

JohnsonWax Buildings show how rigorous
scholarship and considered judgment can

elucidate major architectural works that
appear long-established in the canon of
modemism. Quinan's book is a triumphant
revision of myths of the Larkin Building,
while Lipman's book on the Johnson Wax
Buildings is less substantial.

The first myth that Quinan confronts is
GrantManson's brief version ofhow Wright
obtained the Larkin commission. Manson's
description in his Frank Lloyd Wright to

1910, probably based on a retrospective
accountby Wright, is correctedby Quinan's
close study of the diaries and letters of
Darwin Martin, secretary of the Larkin
Company. Although Martin was largely
responsible for the new building, the client
consisted of two factions within the Larkin
Company: people responsible for manu-

facturing soap and people responsible for
mail-order merchandising (whose success

was largely due to Martin). The varying
ambitions of the clients raised the question

of whether the building would be a symbol
to the business as a whole, a goad to in-
crease the division between the operational
units, or a monument to the individuality of
Darwin D. Martin.

The nature of the client-architect rela-

tionship is established by

Quinan's judicious quotes

from the Martin papers. Qui-
nan relies more on Martin's
prose than on Wright's words

to relate the story of the com-
mission. Within the discussion

of the myth of the commis-
sion, Quinan takes on a more

complex issue: Wright's
mythologizing of his own
experience. Quinan clearly
shows that Wright overempha-

sized his role in the design of
major commercial buildings
while at the office of Sullivan
and Adler, and denied his role
as a designer of the office's
domestic buildings, a role that
Wright later contradicted in
his Autobiograpfty. Not only
did Wright want the commis-
sion so badly he twisted the

truth, but he also engaged in a

practice that would later char-

acterize other major projects

in his career: he developed the

design to impress and to en-

gage his clients before offi-
cially receiving approval for
the commission. Quinan, however, focuses

on the Larkin Building and does notpoint to

these practices as lifelong tendencies on

Wright's part.

After discussing the details of the com-
mission, Quinan provides a history of the

Larkin Company, but there is no transition
between the two. The reader learns that an

understanding of the company's history is

critical to understanding the building. The

success of the company rested on selling
soap by mail order and by offering premi-
ums to its clients, business ventures based

on an ethos that selling and buying oc-

curred among members of a big, happy

family. Business as a family concem be-

came the credo of the Larkin Company.

This discussion would have been enriched

by illustrations of the Larkin merchandise,

and the chapter includes some material that
is repeated later in the book.

With the facts of the commission and the

View of light court, looking nonh from second-floor
balcony, Larkin Building ( 1906). (From Frank Lloyd
Wright's Larkin Building: courtesy of Daniel I. Larkin.)

history of the company established, Quinan
retums to a myth central to the building's
history: Wright's account of the "flash" of
inspiration that led to the articulation of the

comer stair towers of the building. The

development of the stair towers is critical
because they are key elements in the formal
expression of the building, and their place-

ment at the perimeter of the building al-
lowed the unencumbered opening of the

inner light court. They fundamentally af-
fected the perception of the Larkin Build-
ing and Wright's own perception of the

functional expression of architecture. Qui-
nan draws on his superb grasp both of
documents and archival drawings to clarify
that Wright's effort was no "flash" but a
gradual struggle for a solution.

If the design was not a sudden response

to an outburst of inspiration, it also did not
exist outside history or beyond the influ-
ence of other sources. Quinan discusses
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briefly some historical precedents of the
form of the building and comments on
Wright's attitudes toward history, begin-
ning with a speculation that Wright was
embarrassedby his historicizing designs of
the 1890s and by Sullivan's admiration for
the work of H. H. Richardson. The origins
of the light court are briefly traced to Roman
insulae, but the role ofprecedent appears to
end with Quinan's claim that Wright in-
vented the organization of the bi-nuclear
plan as a means of connecting the main
building tothe annex. Quinanfocuses much
more convincingly (and appropriately) on
l9th-cenrury precedents and points to the
grainelevators, those icons ofmodem archi-
tecture, as an unacknowledged source.

Another unacknowledged source appears

to be Darwin Martin's invention of a card

catalogue of customers. In the terms of a

brilliant metaphor, the balconied interior of
the Larkin Building became itself a built-in
file cabinet with the records of commerce

available at each level. Sitting at the very
center on the main floor of this file cabinet
were the Larkin Company's two prime
movers, Darwin Martin and William Heath,

the office manager. This organization of
architecture and executives signified that

the mail-order business superceded soap

selling in importance.

The myth of mechanical function and

the formal abstraction of the massing have

provided the conventional meaning of the

Larkin Building. In his discussion of the

operation of the building and its mechani-

cal systems, Quinan refutes another myth:
Reyner Banham's assertion that the build-
ing was nottechnically air-conditioneduntil
1909. New evidence shows that air-condi-
tioning was conceived as early as 1903.

Beyond the questions of how the build-
ing functioned and its imposing mass are its

othermeanings. In perhaps his most impor-
tant contribution, Quinan elucidates these

by showing the convergence of architec-
tural sculpture, hortatory inscriptions, and

building program. Wright's architectural

sculpture in particular has been almost to-

tally neglected in the literature, but was

important in his domestic buildings before

1909 and became increasingly important in

View across light court, fifth-flmr level. (From Frant
Lloyd Wright's lnrkin Building: counesy ofBuffalo and
Erie County Historical Smiety.)

his major buildings-including the Mid-
way Gardens and the Imperial Hotel-
immediately afterhis return from Europe in
1910. A close view reveals the complexity
ofissues involved in the analysis ofsculp-
tural form. For example, on the exterior,
Wright and sculptor Richard Bock's pier
sculptures on the main facades show kneel-
ing, wingless putti holding a globe on their
shoulders, implying the global aspirations

of the Larkin Company. The sculptural
group relies on a debased version of the

Atlas myth as historical precedent. It also

shows clearly that Wright did not appropri-
ate the image from the gilded sphere of
laurel leaves, designed by Joseph Olbrich,
that marked the entry to the Secession

Building in Vienna.r The incised exhorta-
tions to altruism, sacrifice, and virnrous
work were a basic part in a building pro-
gram devised by clients who believed that

increasing workers' harmony augmented

the moral value of production. Taken to-
gether, the interior organization, the be-

neficence ofthe interior space and light, the

sculpture, andthe espousal ofvirtuous work
reveal that the Larkin Building was a

monument to Emersonian transcendental-

ism, progressivism, and Protestant ethics.

Quinan also thoroughly discusses the

critical reception of the building, another

area of investigation often absent from
current historiography. The author relies

on the conventional assumption that

Wright's famous German publications,
Ausgefiihrte Bauten und Entwiirfe and
Frank Lloyd Wright: Ausgefilhrte Bauten
of l9 l0-l I broughtWright's work, includ-
ing the Larkin Building, fully to rhe Euro-
pean architectural community. However,
in light of my recent research on the check-
ered publishing history of the Wasmuth
publications and their limited distribution
in Europe, it appears that H. P. Berlage's
role was probably more important than has

been assumed in disseminating the Larkin
Building to a European audience. Never-
theless, it does appear that there was far
more appreciation of the building inEurope
than in America; Russell Sturgis's negative

review, based on photographs of the build-
ing, seems to have tarnished critical recep-

tion of the building for decades.

The Larkin Building's reputation never

assumed its proper stature in America, and
the full grasp of its significance prevented

the guarding of this monument for poster-

ity. Quinan relates with scz gfroidthetragic
destruction in 1950 of this unique amalga-

mation of program and form, matter and

spirit. His book helps compensate for that
loss by re-creating the context and meaning

of the Larkin Building. Edited by a skillful,
hidden hand and handsomely produced,

Frank Lloyd Wright's Larkin Administra-
tionBuilding is the satisfying anddefinitive
treatment on the subject.

When we movefrom the house thatsoap
built to the house that wax built, the surface

becomes more slippery.
Jonathan Lipman's straighfforward his-

tory of Frank Lloyd Wright's buildings for
the Johnson Wax Company is the most
complete discussion to date of one of
Wright's most monumental ensembles.
Written during the preparation of a long-
running exhibition on the Johnson Wax
Buildings (a complex consisting of the

administration building built in 1936 and a

research tower built in l9M), Lipman's
book also typifies a recent trend in architec-
tural historiography: it is neither an exhibi-
tion catalogue-no reference is made to
how the book relates to the exhibition-nor
is it a comprehensive monographic treat-

ment that proposes a formal and critical
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interpretation. Instead, it is

a beautifully cloaked ex-

cursus that provides the

foundation for a serious

analysis of a landmark of
modem architecture.

The visual documenta-

tion is the best part of
Lipman's book. Beautiful

illustrations, many of which

are from the archives ofthe
Johnson Wax Company,
provide previously unseen

glimpses of the buildings

under construction and in
daily use. There are views

of the Great Workroom,

emptied of people for its
photographic canonization
and lit by a gossamer web

of Pyrex tubing, and views

of the building filled with
activity, such as in the il-
lustration of Herbert
Johnson addressing his employees during

the Christmas profit-sharing meeting of
1939. Numerous unpublished drawings

from the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation

complement the photographs, but the dia-
grams are less successful: a "Choisy" draw-
ing of the Great Workroom is over-ren-

dered, and a group of analytical drawings
provides little significant information and

seems outofplace inthe contextofWright's
free and delicate sketches. Color illustra-
tions of the buildings and ample views of
the furniture designed especially for the

building compensate for these lapses.

The text, however, leaves the reader un-

satisfied. Although Lipman has skillfully
assembled a building history from numer-
ous interviews and documents, his text is
adumbrated: it occupies only approximately
68 pages, about one-third of the book. We
learn the facts of the building, the debates,

and the arguments; relevant correspondence

is carefully assembled from archival
sources. But the text and illustrations are

often unintegrated, and the reader feels

obligated to read the book twice, once for
the text and once for the extensive captions

of the illustrations. The lack of depth in the

The Great Workoom viewed from south mezzanine, Johnson Administration Building, 1939.
(From Frank Lloyd Wright and the Johnson Wu Buildings)

existing text is exemplified by the embar-

rassingly perfunctory treatment in an ap-

pendix of Wingspread (the house Wright
designed for Herbert Johnson) and related

commissions. While the extent of Lipman's

research is impressive, his specific sources

are at times unclear. The shortage of dates

and footnotes, the absence of accession

numbers for the numerous drawings, and

the omission of a simple chronology are

deficiencies for the scholar, who may want
to scrutinize details, but not for popular

readership.

More fundamental than the brevity of
the text are the issues thatremain untouched:

the reception of the administration building
by the public and the architectural commu-
nity; the effect of the buildings on Wright's
career; an extensive examination of its
formal language in the context of Wright's
oeuvre; and the social impact of this "Cor-
porate Cathedral," as it was described in the

title of the traveling exhibition of the build-
ing. Only in KennethFrampton's introduc-
tion is there the beginning of a critical
appraisal: Frampton states the Johnson Wax
Building is arguably "not only the greatest

piece of twentieth-century architecture

realized in the United States to date, but

also, possibly, the most profound work of
art that America has ever produced." Lip-
man provides a chronicle of a building
history in a handsome book, but the Johnson

Wax Building merits a more profound treat-

ment that goes beyond visual delight to the

roots of its cultural meanings.

l. Liberty with sculptural representation is also

apparent in the relief panel, entitled "Aurora." The
figure resembles far less the personification of Dawn
than a Nike, a winged victory similar to the small
models of the Victory of Samot&race that were found
throughout the Larkin Building and in Wright's other
buildings.

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT'S LARKIN
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, Jack Quinan,
Architectural History Foundation/ MIT Press, 1987,

350 pp., illus., $30.00.

FRANK LLOYD WRIGIIT AND THE JOHNSON
WAX BUILDINGS, Jonathan Lipman, Rizzoli, I 986,
192 pp., illus., $35.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.
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History

Thomas Bender

ARCHITECTURE AND
THE JOURNALISM
OF IDEAS
Any marked development in the profes-
sional self-consciousness ofa field invites
historical and critical investigation. Just
such tendencies are evident today in regard

to architectural writing, both scholarly and
joumalistic. The founding of Design Book
Reviewprovides one example. The Temple
Hoyne Buell Centerfor the Study of Ameri-
can Architecture at Columbia University,
which held a conference on "The Building
and the Book" in the spring of 1986, pro-
vides another. In addition, several architec-
tural and journalism schools have estab-

lished or are considering the establishment

of sub-programs dealing with architectural
writing.

Fortunately, the historical record is full
enough to sustain such critical and histori-
cal inquiry. New York can boast a long and

distinguished tradition of architectural
joumalism, a sequence of fine critics punc-
tuated by a trio of genuinely great ones:

Montgomery Schuyler, Lewis Mumford,
and Ada l,ouise Huxtable. The history of
that lineage deserves to be written, but my
purposes here are somewhat different.
Rather than examining the intemal history
of architectural journalism, I intend to
explore the place of architecture within the

larger intellectual culture of New York in
the 20th century.

How does the subject of architecture
relate to the broader history of intellectual
joumalism in New York City? What in-
trigues me is the way architecture hasmoved

in and out of the central discourse of New
York's intellectuals during the first half of
the 20th century. It is striking how fre-
quently intellectuals who were not archi-
tects found in architecture a cluster of is-

sues and to some extent even a language for
discussing more general political and cul-
tural problems. At other times, writers firmly
rooted in the design professions have

reached out to address public issues in
illuminating and significant ways.

It is worth looking at the intersection of

architectural and general cultural and po-
litical discourse right now, in part because

of the heightened self-consciousness of the
critical enterprise in the field. But I am
drawn to this theme also because signifi-
cant architectural thinking and writing is
not occurring now in the popular culture. I
am not referring to the internal discourse of
architecture---+riticism written principally
for a professional architectural audience-
but to architectural writing for the public in
general circulation magazines and newspa-
pers.

At a time when much of the public rec-
ognizes that architectural issues contain a

cluster of deeply important political and

cultural issues, there is no critic to illumi-
nate or address them with the rich human-
istic leaming and political insight that Lrwis
Mumford brought to the New Yorker's
"Skyline" column. Instead the magazine
gives us Brendan Gill's pleasant but un-
helpful banter. Daily joumalism offers no
more. It is discouraging even to begin to
assess how much the culture and polity
suffer from the declension marked by the
succession of critics at theNewYorkTimes,
from Ada Louise Huxtable to Paul Gold-
berger.

When we want, perhaps desperately
need, an architectural discourse that ad-
vances political philosophy and culrural
understanding, major general publications
offer us, in varying combinations, the
romance of architecture and puffery of the

sort that was common to literary criticism
in New York before Edgar Allen Poe. Oc-
casionally we get innocent and rather stiff
objection to overbuilding that declines to
inquire into the political and cultural issues

that are crucial both as causes and results.
With such a vacuum, it is surprising that no

major intellectual today has incorporated
architecture, as Lewis Mumford once did,
into his or her critical terrain.

Our current circumstance is all the more

remarkable because the emergence of a

'Joumalism of ideas" in America is so

much associated with two men-Fredrick
Law Olmsted and Herbert Croly-promi-
nent in the pantheon of American architec-
tural practice and criticism. Olmsted was

one of the editors of Putnam's Monthly in
the 1850s and was a founder of Ii e Nation
in the 1860s, two magazines that may fairly
be said to have given initial definition to
intellectual joumalism in this country. While
architectural historians honor Olmsted as a

brilliant urban designer, inrellectual histo-
rians are as likely to stress his significance
as a major intellectual, a key writer and
influence in the literary and political cul-
ture of New York City. In Olmsted's writ-
ing, architecrural and general cultural and
political issues converge. Indeed, Olmsted's
purposes and career as a designer cannot be

understood apart from his purposes and
career as a writer-and vice versa.

Herbert Croly provides an equally inter-
esting, if less well-known, case. Thephrase
'Journalism of ideas" was first used by
Lewis Mumford to describe the serious

writing for the public that he read (and later
wrote) in the New Republic, founded in
l9l4by Croly, who until then had been the
editor of the Architectural Record. T\ose
who know Croly as an architectural critic
seldom realize thathe was also the authorof
a classic work of political philosophy, a

work surpassed in American political
thought only by the Federalist Papers. And
those who know Croly as the author of l/re
P r omi s e of Ame rican Life (1909) and found-
ing editor of the New Republlc rarely know
about his earlier career as an architectural
journalist. It was a pair of architectural
problems that initiated his work in political
philosophy. Croly was concemed both about

locating an American "tradition" for archi-
tectural practice and with the problem of
making art in a commercial society.

To grossly oversimplify a long and com-
plex book, he proposed inThe Promise of
AmericanLift that Americans avoid choos-

ing between an irrelevant European tradi-
tion and an inchoate indigenous culture by
committing themselves to a creed, a demo-

cratic promise to be defined by intellectu-
als. All of this, of course, would take time.
lmmediately, he urged professionals, archi-
tects among them, to do good work, to seek

excellence, and, more importantly, to pass

up no opportunity to connect their own dis-
ciplinary concerns to larger public con-
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cems. He assured his readers that such a

strategy would work, and for Croly it did.

Ovemight, he became the most influential
intellectual in America. After reading his

book, Dorothy and Willard Straight offered

to fund a magazine where that democratic

creed-in politics and culture-might be

developed.

The Promise of American Lfe was
prompted by Croly's reading of a third-rate

novel aboutthe travail ofan idealistic archi-

tect. Disturbed by the fate of genuine "indi-
vidual intellectual effort" in America, Croly
set out "to justify the specialized contem-
porary intellectual discipline and purposes."

Though the book is a political classic, it is
not political in a conventional sense. Its

concluding chapter does not offer a politi-
cal program; rather it is a discussion of the

role of intellectuals in establishing the na-

tional purpose and the ideals that must

precede and surround any political move-
ment.

The interests of the creative intellect and

the public were one, according to Croly, but

the excess of private and commercial inter-

ests stunted them both. The intellectual
(and architect) could save the public by
saving himself or herself. If artists and

intellectuals needed a moral and intellec-

tual atmosphere that respected "disinter-
ested achievement"-and Croly was cer-

tain they did-they must themselves take

responsibility for bringing about such con-
ditions. In their pursuit of excellence and

popularity, artists and intellectuals would
give birth to a progressive and public ideal.

Croly particularly criticized those intellec-
tuals and artists hesitant to engage the public

realm. They were too quick, he thought, to
blame a philistine public, when in fact the

artist and intellectual had not tried hard

enough. He accused architects and intellec-
tuals of wanting to be "immediately taken"
at their "own valuation and loaded with
awards and opportunities." Should not the

intellectual and artist, he asked, be obli-
gated to make themselves "interesting to
the public?" Indeed, he insisted the archi-
tectorintellectual mustmake the first move.

"The fact that he is obliged to make a public
instead of finding one ready made" is not so

THE JKY LINE

bad, Croly assured

his readers, for it
"will in the long

run tend to keep

his work vital and

human." The
critic, Croly be-

lieved, was re-
sponsible for ad-

vancing this proc-

t,

ess of tacking between the particular disci-
pline and the developingpublic creed. Croly
hoped that the New Republic would allow

him to do that.

One of the first writers Croly hired for
the magazine was Randolph Boume, re-

cently graduated from Columbia (in l9l2)
and already, through his articles in the

Atlantic, established as the brilliant leader

of the prewar "Young Intellectuals," the

Greenwich Village writers whom the still
younger Mumford early embraced as his

mentors. Croly's letter to Bourne interest-

ingly reveals his continuing sense of the

relations of architecture to the task of the

general intellectual. He asked Boume to
join the magazine's staff as a writer on

literature, education, and town planning,

especially housing. Boume, for his part,

was completely comfortable with this
combination of joumalistic responsibili-
ties, writing on architectural topics ranging

from Frank Lloyd Wright's neighborhood
plan of l9l3 to the destruction of Fifth
Avenue. To read Bourne's infrequent but
penetrating essays on these topics is to
realize that for him and for his generation,

cultural, political, social, and economic

issues converged in architecture and urban

design.

Architecture on its own terms did not
interest Bourne, any more than poetry on its

own terrns interested him. Writing in the

avant-garde Poetry magazine in 1918, the

year of his early and tragic death in the

influenza epidemic, Boume allowed that
you can discuss poetry as "afine art, shutup
in its own world, subject to its own rules

and values; or you can examine it in relation

to the larger movement of ideas and social

movements." He preferred the latter, and he

warned that to "treat poetry entirely in
terms of itself is the surest way to drive it
into futility and empty verbalism." It is easy

to imagine how he might have translated

that thought from poetry to architecture.

After the war, intellectual life in New

York was terribly fragmented. Except for
the literary communism of the Liberator
andthe New Masses, which made art an ex-

tension of politics, art and politics went

their separate ways. Croly, disillusioned by

the war, worried that politics had comrpted
culture. He tumed to religion and, signifi-
cantly, began writing again on architecture.

During the twenties he regularly wrote about

housing inthe Architectural Record, advo-

cating state-subsidized housing and trying
to win the architectural profession as well
as the public to that idea. It was again an

example ofaddressing general social prob-

lems through the medium of architecture.

But neither architects nor intellectuals
generally paid much attention, save for
Lewis Mumford, who had begun to write
for Croly's New Republic.

Mumford's career in the 1920s suggests

the distance between the world of architec-
ture and the world of intellectuals. In read-

ing his autobiography, Sketches From Life
(1982), we realize that during the 1920s he

belonged to two distinct circles; one, tightly
literary, included Van Wyck Brooks, Elsie

ClewsParsons, Harold Stearns, Paul Rosen-

feld, and Waldo Franks. The other, with
Clarence Stein and Henry Wright, was a

world of architecture and urban planning.

The two circles never intersected; in the

autobiography he discusses them in sepa-

rate chapters. Neither in life nor in autobi-
ography was he able to pull the two to-
gether.

Lewis Mumford's great achievement

during the 1930s was to find a way of syn-

thesizing these two worlds, while at the

same time incorporating the political con-
cems of the 1930s. The result was a man of
letters who no longer wrote about writers
but rather about the world. The vocabulary
and issues of modern architecture were
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central to this writing from the early 1930s

to the early 1960s, when he published Ifte
City in History (1961) and, two years larer,

resigned from the New Yorker.

But Mumford went against the grain of
general intellectual life. Contrast Edmund
Wilson, Mumford's exact contemporary
and the model for the literary intellectuals
associated with the Partisan Review,those
who came to be known after the war as the
"New York Intellectuals." Early in his ca-

reer, Wilson had shown great interest in
architecture and the ciry-and some talent
for writing about both. During the 1920s,

he was managing editor of Vanity Fair
(1920-21) and the New Republic (for the

remainder of the decade). During this pe-

riod, Wilson frequently focused upon an

architectural issue, most often a single
building----old St. John's Chapel, the apart-

ment tower at I Fifth Avenue (which had,

he thought, a "crushing" effect on Wash-

ington Square), orJoseph Urban's modern

building for the New School for Social
Research-to establish a critical position

on larger issues in American culture and

politics.

In one of the essays Wilson collected in
Americqn Jilters (1932), his survey of the

state of the nation in the second year of the

Depression, the New School provided an

occasion for apt comments about both
modem architecture and the relation of
leaming and capitalism. A committed liter-
ary modemist, Wilson appreciated the archi-
tecture of modernism as well, with its frank
acknowledgment of technology and com-
mercialism. But as a master of the study of
symbols, Wilson knew that symbolism had

not been stripped from architecture by
modernism, and wondered whether it was

appropriate for a university to be housed in
an architecture symbolizing the very social
values against which it must, if it is to
respect its humanistic ideals, take an adver-

sarial position. This allowed him to ask

whether there might not be an essential

contradiction between university ideals and

the structural relation of the university to
the social order. After about 1932 Wilson
stopped writing this way, however, and

architecture and the city dissolve in his

writing and even in his diaries and letters.

During the 1930s there was a great schism

in the intellectual culture of New York.
And here I do not refer to the well-known
battles between Stalinists and Trotskyites,
but rather to the split between the Partisan
Review intellecfuals, those whose recent

autobiographies have placed them in the

center of our historical sense of the intellec-
tual life of the city in the 1930s and I 940s,

and another group, characterized by the

composer Virgil Thomson, who was one of
them, as "the eyepeople andthe earpeople."

lf the Partisan Review barely noticed
the arts of the eye and ear, publishing little
on music, nothing on dance, and only two
articles on architecture in the 1930s and

1940s, the Thomson group, with MOMA
and the Herald Tribune cultural pages as

their base of operations, orchestrated New
York's postwar achievements in these fi elds.

Philip Johnson and Henry-Russell Hitch-
cock, associated with the group since Har-
vard undergraduate days, staged the most
successful educational and polemical mu-
seum exhibit in American history-their
"Modern Architecture" show, and the book
they wrote in connection with it, The Inter-
nationql Style (1932).

With that show and that book we have,

I think, come to one of the roots of the

problem that prompts this essay: on the one

hand, intellectuals unable to engage archi-
tecture as a vehicle for general intellecrual
discourse and, on the other, an architectural
criticism that cannot get beyond itself to
engage and illuminate more general politi-
cal and cultural issues. The book, in par-

ticular, bears responsibility here. It made

great claims for architecture, even while
drastically reducing the content and mean-

ing of the architecture it celebrated. Along
with Sigfried Giedion's Space,Time and
Architecture (1941), which is subject to the

same criticism, it came to define the move-
ment, all the more because of the absence of
much building in an era of depression and

war. Both books, but The International
Sry/e first and most drastically, tightened
the discourse of architecture, making it
essentially self-referential, a quality that
persists in the field to the present, even in

Kenneth Frampton's ostensibly radical
M ode rn Arc hit e ctur e (1980, I 985 ). Indeed,

The International Style's text rather trans-
parently distorted and narrowed not only
the "movement" itproposed to identify, but
also the show it accompanied. First, of
course, itdeletedMumford's essay on social

architecture-at the show itself his exhibit
on housing was exiled by Johnson to an-

other space, away from the "main" exhibit.
If the show had been relatively inclusive
and diverse, even allowing in both Frank
LloydWright andRaymondHood, thebook
evolved into an almost purely Miesian and

exclusionary prescription for the Interna-
tional Style. The whole movement was

reduced from a political, economic, and

social, as well as aesthetic one, to, in Wil-
liam Jordy's phrase, a "mere 'look.' "

Before we congratulate ourselves for
getting beyond such modemism, it is worth
asking whether, infact, postmodemism has

yet escaped the trap ofJohnson's constrict-
ing definition of modemism. Mumford's
valedictory "Case Against'Modem Archi-
tecture,' " published in 1962, remains pro-

vocative today precisely because so much
of it could be directed against postmoder-

nism. Mumford quit writing on architec-
ture at the New Yorkerbecatse architecture
had ceased to be a fruitful place to explore
the larger cultural and political isssues.

If today our culture and politics, espe-

cially in our great cities, are impoverished
to the degree that intellectuals (ournalists
of ideas) cannot incorporate architecture
into their criticism, nor architectural writ-
ers extend the territory of their own dis-
course, we must ask for movement from
both sides. Intellectuals, so deeply commit-
ted to the word, must overcome their fear of
the seductiveness of the image-they must

overcome their instinctive feeling that vis-
ual culture is by comparison less worthy or
unable to sustain serious thought. On the

other hand, I hope that architectural writers
and joumalists will remember their great

predecessor, Herbert Croly, who found his
way to the center of the culture by acknowl-
edging the limits of his discipline and by
recognizing that it was part of, not superior
to, the cuhure of us all.
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ON JULIA MORGAN:
AN INTERVIEW WITH
MRS. LILLIAN FORNEY

Mrs. Lillian Forney was Julia Morgan's secretary
for 33 years. This is the first interview she has ever
given about her longtime employerand friend. Desrgn
Book Review is grateful to her and to her daughter,
Lynn Fomey Stone, for this opportunity to shed new
light on the life and career of this country's greatest

woman architect. The interview was conducted in
Berkeley by Sally B. Woodbridge, July 15, 1988.

SW: AsluliaMorgan' s secretaryfrom 1924
until her deqth in 1957 , you managed most
of the business of her ffice as well as her
appointments, travel plans, and so forth.
M isunderstandings and conllictin g storie s

about Miss Morgan's lift and career per-
sist. Can you comment on some of these?

LF: Miss Morgan was a very private per-
son, very shy. There were some eiuly news
pieces that commented on what she wore
and looked like instead of what she did, and
for someone like Miss Morgan, who was
very serious about her work, it was like a

red flag. Everyone quotes her statement

about her buildings speaking for her, and

that was the way she wanted it. She was a
very busy person and her time was totally
organized, but she never refused to talk to
anyone who asked for information about
Mr. Maybeck, for example. She wanted in-
formation to be correct, but she didn't want
to talk about herself.

SW : Did this personal reserve extend to her
employees andfamily?

LF: Oh, no. Those who worked for her for
a long time-Thaddeus Joy and James

LeFeaver, for example-were family too,
although I don't know where the idea came
from that she shared the office profits every
year. Perhaps she did that for a few big
years early on, but not in the years I was
with her. She gave people things on special

occasions and was most thoughtful of
emergency needs. For instance, she gave

Thaddeus Joy a new house on Derby Street
for a dollar because his house had bumed
down and he had a large family and no-
where to go. But when people gave her
gifts, she returned them. Her family was

very important to her, but her work was the
most important thing of all. Everyone makes

a lot out of her always being called Miss
Morgan, but those were the times. She

wasn't always formal, but she was busi-
nesslike. I remember that there was a deliv-
ery boy who used to leave drawings and
say, "These are for Julia." We never told
her about it of course, but one day it came

out, and she said, "Oh, yes, I know that."
But she never said anything to him.

SW : W hat was the ffice like when youwere
there? Walter Steilberg told me that in the

early years,when he worked as her drafts-
man, she checked everything. Did she con-
tinue to do that even when the amount of
work increased?

LF: Yes, she always checked all the work,
but quite often at night. She spent very little
time in the office during the day. I remem-
ber she would arrive in a hurry and check
the day's work and then leave. She spent

most of her day visiting sites, talking with
conffactors, and so on. That's why her staff
was so important to her. If someone didn't
work out, they soon left.

SW: What was her attitude toward getting
work?

LF: She accepted what jobs came her way,
which of course grew to be quite a lot
because of her many family and school
connections and her excellent reputation.
She didn'tturn commissions away because,

as I said, she valued her staff and didn't
want to lose them. She had to keep a certain
amount of work in the office, and she was

concemed about that. She used to tell us

that she didn't know how long the work at
San Simeon would last. She had many more
small commissions before San Simeon came

along, but she still had a lot ofotherjobs in
the office besides the work for Mr. Hearst.

SW : Regarding that project, since she didn' t
delegate authority for projects to her staff,
how did she keep up with everything?
Working allweek and then spending week-
ends at San Simeon, as Sara Boutelle re-
ports in her book,must have been a terrible
strain.

LF: From 1924 on, when I was in the office,
she never spent weekends at San Simeon or

had a room there. The one time that I
rememberherspending Saturday night was

a fluke, and Marion Davies had to lend her

a nightgown ! No, she took the night train to
San Luis Obispo, where she would be met

with a car or taxi and driven to San Simeon.

She worked all Saturday there and then

took the night train back to San Francisco or
to one of her jobs in the south. After the

mastoid operation she had in the early thir-
ties, one side ofher face was paralyzed and

her balance was affected. She looked like
she had had a stroke, but that was not the

case. This condition went on for several

years. At first she talked about retiring, but
then she kept on working and just limited
her social contacts. She didn't join Mr.
Hearst for meals at the big table in those
yezrs kcause she didn't want people to see

her or pity her. Then, an amazing thing
happened. She was walking on anoldmining
flume up a mountainside near Wyntoon and
fell off into a tree. She injured herself and
had to wait until someone came to find her.

Somehow, after that her face was all right
and so was her balance. It was mysterious,
but she never went to a doctor and so never
knew what happened.

SW: A lot of confusion surrounds Julia
Morgan's retirement.

LF: When the war came in the early 1940s,

Miss Morgan gave up herbig drafting rooms
in the Merchants Exchange Building and
moved into two rooms on the same floor.
But she didn't give up her work, and it is not
true that she was depressed about the new
trends in architecture or thought the world
was passing her by. I know she had oppor-
tunities for work because I handled the
office affairs. But she really wanted to
travel, and, after all, she was nearly 70!
She sorted out the office papers and marked
what she thought was important and unim-
portant. We still have a bundle of photo-
graphs of her work that she marked as

unimportant, but we brought them home
anyway. While she traveled around the
world on freighters-we have letters from
herdated as late as 1949-my husband and
I were in charge of the office. We sent
notices to clients to come and pick up their
drawings. She took care ofher business and
correspondence between trips. We had
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stored duplicate papers and blueprints made

from the linen drawings in the basement of
the Merchans Exchange Building, and those

were destroyed. But the linen drawings and

primary records were saved. When she

closed the small office in 195 I , my husband

and I took everything home, including the

drawings that clients had not picked up, and

stored it all in our basement along with a
number of tiles and other memorabilia.

Miss Morgan had already taken home the

drawings and papers she felt belonged to

history.

SI7: So very little was really lost?

LF: Nothing was lost from the office side of
things. My daughter, Lynn Stone, recently

arranged to give 400 drawings to the docu-

ments collection in Wurster Hall [College
of Environmental Design, University of
California, Berkeleyl. She is checking the
job records here against their lists because

all the lists are so inaccurate in so many

ways. Lynn is also visiting all the sites and

hopes to publish an updated record soon.

We want very much to respect Miss

Morgan's standards. Not that she's been

haunting us, but it's high time!

I do want to clear up one last misconcep-

tion. Miss Morgan did not die alone and a

recluse. She was ill and would never see a

doctor, so I don't know if medical treat-

ments would have improved her condition.

But I remember that she told me in 1955,

"This condition does not get better, it gets

worse. Will you stay by me?" Of course I
saidl would, and I tookhermail to herwhen

she was no longer strong enough to leave

the house. But she was interested in mail
and in hearing about things. My teenaged

daughter visited her and remembers her

sitting up in bed and giving her things to do.

Her family kept up their visits, although her

sister Emma was also sick, and old friends

like Lucy Hale and Elizabeth McClave

continued to visit. The nurses moved her

bed down to the living room, which wasn't
a very good situation for visitors except for
family and old friends. It's only reasonable

that there were days when she wasn't up to
visiting, but the idea that her last years were

so gloomy is distressing to me because it's
not true. She just was not the sort to de-

spair-life had been too good to her!

Sally B.Woodbridge

JULIA MORGAN

SARAHOLMES BOUTELLE

After some fourteen years of research and

preparation, SaraHolmesBoutelle's mono-

graph on Julia Morgan (1872-1957) ap-

peared this spring in a handsome volume.

Boutelle has given an eager audience a

reference work that reveals, at last, much

about the life and work of this country's

greatest woman architect todate. The textis

well illustrated with an assortment of origi-

naldrawings andphotographs, old andnew.

Richard Barnes's color photography, com-

missioned for the book, effectively com-

municates Morgan's sensitive use of color

andpattern. Even those much-photographed

subjects, the Nepfune and Roman pools at

San Simeon, gain new dimensions of en-

chantrnent.

Over the years of scant publication and

mounting interest in Julia Morgan, specu-

lation has focused on the salient features of
her life and career: her triumph over many

obstacles in gaining admission to the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts in Paris in 1898-she was

the first woman admitted in architecture;

the subsequent success of what remains the

longest-lived woman-run architectural firm
in the counfry; her work for Phoebe Apper-

son and William Randolph Hearst
(1919-1950s), which in terms of numbers

of domestic commissions and magnitude of
cost, exceeded even that of Richard Morris
Hunt for the Vanderbilts; and her reluc-

tance to talk about herself and her architec-

rure. "My buildings speak; I do not speak,"

she is reported to have said.

Boutelle's account of Morgan's early

life, her trials in gaining admission to the

Ecole and her experience there, and her

early years ofpractice in San Francisco (be-

ginning in 1904) is lively and engaging.

The chapter on "The Women's Network"
describes the social context of women's or-

ganizations and movements that benefited

Morgan and other women with professional

aspirations. The discussion enlarges upon

the theme of women in architecture previ-

ously addressed by Boutelle and others in a

1 977 book titl ed,W ome n in Arc hite c ture : A

Historic and Contemporary Perspective,

edited by Susana Torre. The book, which

accompanied an exhibition of the same

title, covers a wide range of topics and

includes articles on architects Marion

Mahoney Griffin, Eleanor Raymond, and

Lilian Rice, all Morgan's contemporaries.

As for the buildings themselves, despite

many lengthy descriptions, they remain

mute. The dearth of floor plans, for one

thing, makes comparison difficult. The

omission is particularly frustrating because,

as Boutelle affirms, for Morgan, the plan

expressed her primary intent. True to her

training, she almost exclusively used the

central hall plan to organize spaces and

circulation. An axial alignment of rooms

with elements symmetrically disposed

within themis also typical of herwork. This

use of standard plans produces a certain

predictability, without monotony. Within
her chosen format Morgan produced a rich

variation of character by means of subtle

changes in size, scale, and materials.

If the lack of plans makes it difficult to

appreciate Morgan's subtly worked vari-

ations, the lack of any final floor plans of
her most ambitious work, the Casa Grande

at San Simeon, makes it impossible to see

how strikingly this work departs from the

norm-not only of Morgan's work but of
grand country houses in general. The circa

1923 sketch plan of the building with Wil-
liam Randolph Hearst's annotations is re-

produced so small that the writing is illeg-
ible. Boutelle provides a great deal ofhis-
torical background for the Casa Grande,

but no comparative analysis to give readers

an understanding of its special qualities.

By contrast, Thomas Aidala's interpre-

tation of the Casa Grande in Heqrst Castle,

S an S ime on (New York: Hudson Hills Press,

198 l), proceeds from a sensitive reading of
its plans. Observing that the Main Building
departed radically from the prevailing ideas

about large-scale residential design, Aidala
writes that

The rooms and floors of the building are dis-
posed not unlike that of a hotel, which is, after
all, how the building functioned most of the

time. . . . But one of the things that makes Casa
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enrmce, house for the Hmold McComicks, Late Forest, IL, Chdes A. Ptatt ( 1908). (From Monograph of the Work of Charles A. Platt,The Archirectural Book publishing Co., l9l9)

Grande very different. . . is that there is no ap-
parent physical or spatial connection between
the ground floor and those above. . . . Casa
Grande has no main stair or foyer. Each of the
floors is visually, spatially, and experientially a
separate entity . . . there are six stair towers in the
public part of the Main Building and only after
some time does the user become familiar enough
with the circulation patterns to avoid disorienta-
tion. . . . Each room is a complete visual expe-
rience in itself, having no sense of spatial par-
ticipation with adjacent rooms.

Drawing on the origin of the building's
design in the Spanish cathedral at Ronda,
Aidala then compares the ground floorplan
to that of a large church in which the spatial
sequence is reversed so that the entrance
occurs in what would properly have been
the apse end. This kind of insight helps
buildings speak to us.

Although Hearsr participated fully in
the design process of San Simeon, Boutelle
points out in many examples that he de-
ferred to his architect in important deci-
sions. Thus the Casa Grande is significant
in Morgan's work not only for its complex-
ity and scale, but also for what it reveals of
her flexibility as a designer, a trait not so

easily seen in her other works.

For this reviewer, one of the book's
shortcomings is Boutelle's failure to com-
plement her fine exploration of the social
context of Morgan's career with a discus-
sion of its professional context. Boutelle is
careful to show that Morgan's esteem for
Bernard Maybeck, her teacher and some-
time collaborator, did not extend to imita-
tion. (Maybeck was generally considered
inimitable.) Boutelle also acknowledges
Morgan's admiration for Charles A. Platt,
and states that his houses were "English in
origin and straightforward in design." This
description does not reveal that both archi-
tects designed in the same range of styles.

According to Walter Steilberg, Morgan
so admired Platt's work that she collected
publications of it and recommended them
to her staff andclients forstudy. Platt's only
West Coast work was a l9l0 house for
Robert D. Merrill in Seattle, which has a
stylistic kinship with some of Morgan's
houses. A more arresting example of the
affinity between Morgan's and Platt's work
can be seen in his 1908 house for the Harold
McCormicks in Lake Forest, Illinois. The
comparison sheds furtherlighton Morgan's
stance toward current design because Platt

won this commission away from Frank
Lloyd Wright, for whom its loss was a bitter
disappointment. Wright's published build-
ings in architectural magazines often pro-
vided the occasion for what we would now
call "Wright-bashing" in Morgan's office.
Considered too egotistical, flamboyant, and
extravagant, Wright's work-inseparable
from his personality-was credited by
Morgan with genius, but of the wrong sort.
Whether or not this attitude toward Wright
was shared by her colleagues is not so

important as the indication that local prac-
titioners were no more isolated from na-
tional currents then than they are now.

In contrast to her compatriots, who, we
are told, preserved little or none of their
student work at the Ecole, Morgan deliber-
ately kept enough ofhers to give us an idea
ofwhat she learned. In light ofthis respect
for her education, some discussion of her
subsequent work as an application of the
Ecole's principles and methods would also
have helped readers to understand the build-
ings. Moreover, Morgan's work testifies to
the profound influence the Ecole had on
20th-century architecture in the burgeon-
ing western part of the counffy. There is
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Front ennmce, Williams House, Berkeley, CA, Julia Morgm (1928). (FromJulia Morgan; photo by Richad Bames.)

ample evidence of this academic influence
in the Bay Area works of Maybeck, John

Galen Howard, Lewis P. Hobart, George

W. Kelham, John Bakewell, Jr., Arthur
Brown, Jr., andGeorge A. Applegarth, who
also attended the Ecole. Had Boutelle ex-
plored this context, Morgan's professional

standing would have been clearer and more

grounded.

The organization of Morgan's oeuvre

into chapters devoted to building types

makes it difficult to comprehend the state

of her ideas and practice at important stages

of her career. By her own admission,

Boutelle's attempt to organize a year-by-
year list of Morgan's works is tentative and

incomplete. Lynn Fomey, who has been re-
searching Morgan's work in thejobrecords
preserved by her parents, has found so

many errors in dates, names of clients,
addresses, and physical state of the build-
ings that the usefulness of the book's list is
questionable.

Substantial disparities also exist between

the accounts of Morgan's life and career as

given by Boutelle in the book and as stated

in a recent interview with Morgan's secre-

tary and friend of 33 years, Lillian Fomey

(see above). Among the statements in the
bookdisputed by Fomey are those concem-
ing Morgan's practice of sharing the office
profits with her employees, her habit of
spending weekends in a room provided for
her at San Simeon, and the loneliness and

sadness of her last years which, Boutelle
states, "were spent as a recluse who no
longer cared to live after her working life
had come to a close." The report, long a part
of the Morgan myth, that she saw to it that

her files, blueprints, and most of the office
records were burned, is also revealed as a

misinterpretation based on a fragmented

account ofthe process ofclosing the office.
These discrepancies raise questions

about the reliability of oral history as a
research tool. Having conducted the inter-
views with Walter Steilberg that appear in
the two-volume oral history on Julia Mor-
gan in the Bancroft Library at the Univer-
sity of Califomia, I am sensitive to how
personal statements and memories can af-
fect one's understanding of facts. Boutelle's
reliance on these oral histories and other
interviews for factual information about

Morgan is understandable. Yet, a reading

of the two volumes reveals so many contra-

dictory statements by people now deceased

that, in many cases, it is impossible to
establish what is fact and what isn't.

Have Julia Morgan's worst fears about

the results of publishing her life and work
been confirmed? I think not. Morgan be-
longs to history, and in one way or another

she has escaped its dustbin. As she foresaw,
the buildings speak out loud and clear. But
it is not for the numbers of commissions
(westem architects ofher generation often
had astonishing volumes of work because

of boom times and little competition), for
the wild card that fate dealt her in the oppor-
tunity to work for the Hearsts, or even for
hergenderthat she commands ourclose at-

tention today. Rather it is for her straight-
forward solutions to the problems of de-
signing community buildings and houses

for an educated middle-class clientele-a
building type currently much in demand-
that she continues to be an inspiration. We
are fortunate to have access to so much of
her eloquent work in Sara Boutelle's well-
produced monograph.

JULIA MORGAN: ARCHITECT, Sara Holmes
Boutelle, Abbeville, 1988,272 pp., illus., $55.00.
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Liane Lefaivre

LEQUEU:
AN ARCHITECTURAL
ENIGMA
PHILIPPE DUBOY

Nearly forry years ago, in his groundbreak-

ing study of late I Sth-century architecture,

Emil Kaufmann drew attention to Jean

Jacques lrqueu (1757-1825?), a master

draftsman who used his extravagant archi-

tectural designs forexpressive purposes, in
particular, to vent his disillusionment with
the French Revolution. Philippe Duboy, in
publishing an unprecedentedly large partof
the Lequeu Archive from the Bibliothbque

Nationale in Paris (including Architecture

Civile, Nouvelle Mithode, Figures Las-

cives, and Figures et Architecture), lends

new insights and nuances to this interpreta-

tion--quite unintentionally, as we shall see.

In earlier less well-produced and less

extensive presentations, Lequeu's designs

were blurry, postage-stamp size images.

The printing quality and size of this edition

brings out one aspect of his work that has

been totally ignored: obscenity. This

emerges in the evenly spaced, long, droop-

ing breasts used to cover the dado of a

column in his Dairy, a motif that is then

picked up on a neighboring wall to serve as

a bracket at the base of a series of engaged

columns. A bust of Priapus has a phallus for
the nose. On his Pont des Philosophes,

Demosthenes and Cato are erected on a
"pedestal honorable" in the form of, what

else. . .

The theme of architectural obscenity is
reinforced by Duboy's inclusion of
Irqueu's Lewd Drawings. Among things

depicted are a woman with menstrual blood

smeared on the inside of her thighs, or a
man whose penis looks like it is tied in a
knot.

At the time of the French Revolution,

obscenity was widely used as a vehicle for
criticism. As Barthes has pointed out, de

Sade-republican, conte s tataire---+nade it
the guiding principle of his negative uto-
pian microcosm of l' ancien rigime, where
peasant victims submitted passively to their

masters' will, and where the exercise of
power was sheer joy. With Lequeu, how-

ever, the target ofcriticism is the republic,

and the register is one of ribald rather than

tragic irony. ln his Monument destini a
l'exercise de la souveratnetd du peuple en

assembl4s primaires, he has placed three

vomitoria which "can be re-used," each

holding 120 of the people's representa-

tives. In hisA rc dupeuple,he represents the

republic in the form of a monstrously dis-
proportionate Hercules, the traditional
symbol of princely power. His Monument

des braves citoyens morts pour la patrie
takes the form of a pyramid, the symbol of
pharaonic power, which he has dwarfed.

Irqueu also uses architectural obscen-

ity to caricature the obscenity of l'ancien
rdgime and the Church. His rustic huts in
the style of Marie-Antoinette's hamlet are

covered with suggestive slits. In the bou-

doirof the courtesan in his Temple de Venus

Terrestre, aband on the columns is covered

with an embossed vulva pattern which
Lequeu refers to as "the virginity belt." His
proposal forthe Cathedral ofthe Sulpicians
depicts a phallic-shaped vapor that rises to
an inscription referring to the dissemina-

tion of Christ's teaching.

In his polymorphic way, l-equeu even

takes architecture parlante, the dominant
trend of fin de siicle France, to task. An ear

carved above the doorof the "Grotto where

Oracles are to be heard"; a smiling cow's
head capital on the columns of his Dairy; a
munched apple surmounting atemple dedi-

cated to bucolic delights; soup and salad

bowls, plates, and dishes piled on top of the

windows of his Small Country Tavem, its

cornerstones in the shape of wine bottles

and the imitation cheese that serves as its

base: all can be read as ffavesties of Le-

doux, Boull6e, Desprez, Vien, and Barbier.

Lequeu tums the conventions of architec-
ture parlanteagainst themselves in orderto
ridicule them.

Duboy argues that Lequeu's designs are

examples of the kind of "tropological dis-
placement" that Foucault saw as character-

istic ofthe surrealist trope. The particular-

ity of this trope, as Foucault observed, is to
displace the sign in relation to the signified
to destroy the link between word and thing
and thus to undermine meaning itself.
Lequeu's designs are obviously tropes, and

anatomico-architectural dislocations domi-
nate in his work. But they seem to be

exercises in irony rather than rejections of
architectural "sign-ness," or negations of
the possibility of architectural representa-

tion. What he did was to break down the

conventions of straightness that had previ-
ously constrained the architectural sign.

Through his cross-fertilization of architec-

"Mucel Duchamp and the glider containing a water mill in neighbouring metals," M. Duchamp (1913-15). (From Lequeu.\
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"Elevation of pulpit for Saint-Sulpice," l*queu.
(Frcm Lequeu.)

ture and pornography, he increased

architecture's potentials for representation,

argumentation, and criticism.
To leaf through these pages is to find

oneself in an architectural world which has

been pulled, stretched, and pressed to an

almost unparalleled extent into the service

of autobiographical, social, and political
commentary. Whatever one might feel about

the tenor of his commentary, Duboy has

been aKaufmannian malgr4 luiby helping

to show this.

Duboy himself is perhaps more con-

vincing as a surrealist, and in this role,

argues-if that is the right word-that
Lequeu was inventedby Marcel Duchamp.

Or is it that Lequeu is responsible for
Duchamp's Grand Verre? One cannot be

too sure. The few assertions to this effect

that one runs into in his text tend to go like
this: "Esoteric and enigmatic, this kind of
connection serves to link Lequeu's work
indissolubly with that of Duchamp." Duboy

also spells out his methodological debt to

the writer Raymond Roussel, who was the

great influence on Duchamp, and borrows

theuse ofvisual and verbal punning, ofthe
joke, as a sffucturing device forcomposing

a text. It amounts to a game of hermeneutic

tiddlywinks, played with scarce and slen-

der pieces of evidence.

Actually it is less a hermeneutics than a

pataphysics, and like a true surrealist,

Duboy sets up units of meaning, plays

them offagainst one another, and presents

the resulting abstruse associations as proofs

of that "indissoluble link" between Le-

queu and Duchamp. These "proofs" in-
clude: one photograph ofDuchamp under

a curved metal bar and one painting by

lrqueu of a woman under a curved pedi-

ment (putative connection: the two curved

forms); Duchamp's drawing Nous nous

caj olions anda fragment of Lequeu's paint-

ing of a lion's cage on which is written Lio
d'af, short for Lion d'Afrique (putative

connection: the cage au lion contained in
the Duchamp title as "cajolions" and the

lion's cage inthe Lequeupainting); apaint-

ing by Lequeu of A Black Slave Negro who

presents the Ring to he who tilts at it anda
Raymond Roussel poster of an African

(putative connection: both figures rue on

wheels); and a photograph of the Olivetti

typewriter cover of Duchamp's Pliant de

Voyage andl*queu's paintingof Le Begli-

erbejs de Rumilie (pttativeconnection: the

outlines of the typewriter cover and outline

of the painting of the Beglierbejs are sup-

posed to correspond; in fact, they do not,

which may explain why the two illustra-
tions are 63 pages apart). On the basis of
similarly surreal evidence, Duboy concludes

that Duchamp's Grand Verre is intended

as the antithesis of Le Corbusier's Ville
Radieuse: its initials, V.R., rhyme with
"verre." Other equally indissoluble proofs

await the reader.

Can one seriously question such find-
ings? Of course not. Duboy's exegesis of
theGrandVerre , and indeed the method of
his book, are one more tribute to Marcel

Duchamp's supreme mastery of hermeneu-

tic indeterminacy.

LEQIJEU: AN ARCHITECTURAL ENIGMA,
Philippe Duboy. MIT Press, 1986, 368 pp., illus.,
$65.00.

"He is free," lpqueu (1798-99). (From Lequeu.)
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Classical Architecture
Architectural Classics

ON THE ART OF BUII.DING IN TEN BOOKS
Leon Battisto Alberti
translated by Joseph Ryhwert, Neil Leach, and Robert Taaernor
Introduction by Joseph Ryhwert
"Here, at last, we have a reliable, readable, annotated version in modern English
of this Renaissance classic of architectural theory. Scholars and students of the
humanities no less than architectural historians and practitioners of architec-
ture will have good reason to be deeply grateful to Joseph Rykwert and his
colleagues for. . . making this important work available to a wide publicl'-Cecil
Grayson, Serena Professor Emeritus of Italian Studies, Oxford University
63 illus. $45.00

FLORENTINE NEW TOWNS
Urban Design in the Late Middle Ages
Daaid Friedman
Florentine New Tbwns is an original and comprehensive study of an important
episode in late Medieval urbanism. On the basis ol archival evidence unknown
for any other medieval founded towns, Friedman demonstrates that the Tirscan
new towns of San Giovanni, Castelfranco di Sopra, Terranuova, Scarperia, and
Firenzuola were created by men recognized as professional designers by l4th-
century Florence. He identifies them and analyzes their design process, includ-
ing the geometry of sines and chords on which two of the new towns are based.
An Architectural History Foundation Book. A -lll illus. $45.00 lFF
New in Paperbock

THE LOST MEANING OF CLASSICAL ARCHITECTURE
Speculations on Ornament from Vitruvius to Venturi
George Hersey
What do the rituals of the classical orders really mean? Why do architects still
use them today? Art historian George Hersey presents a radical argument that
probes the sacrificial roots of classical forms and ornament.
"To suggest that the classical language of architecture, which has for so long
been construed-even by its native speakers-to depend mainly on a set of
powerful, but bloodless conventions, was associated by way of the poetic lan-
guage of tropes with ancient sacrifrcial ritual is a radical argument in the true
sense of the terml'-Alan J. Plattus, Yale University
83 illus. $9.95 paper ($20.00 cloth)

New in Paperback

THE CATHEDRAT OF BOURGES
AND ITS PLACE IN GOTHIC
ARCHITECTURE
Robert Branner
edited snd annotated by Shirley Prager Branner
Intruduction by Jean Bony
The most accurate and definitive guide to Bourges
Cathedral, available for the 6rst time in English.
"Carefully supervised excavations, an exacting study of
every detail of the existing monument, an extraordi-
nary knowledge of Gothic in general, and a clarity of
logic and interpretation-all coalesce in this distin-
guished book about one of the supreme monuments of
the Middle Agesi'-Whitney Stoddard, Journal of the
Society of Architectural H istorians
The French edition received the 1963 Alice Davis Hitch-
cock award. An Architectural History Foundation Book.
137 illus. $15.00 paper($30.00 cloth) A+.

THE IDEA OF A TOIVN
The Anthropology of Urban Form in Rome, Italy and the
Ancient World

Joseph Ryhwert
"lt is refreshing to look at standard themes of the his-
tory of urban design from a nonrational point of view, to
see surveyors as quasi-priests and orthogonal planning
as a sophisticated technique touched by divine mys-
tery."-Spiro Kostof, Journal of the Society of Architec-
tural Historians

In the preface to this new edition, Joseph Rykwert
reviews the developments of the past three decades-
in archeology, historical and philological work, and
urban planning and architectural trends-that make
The ldea of aTown timely once again.
July 108 illus. $15.00 paper

The MIT Press
55 Hayward Street, Cambridge, MA 02142
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Mark Stankard

DE STIJL, LE STYLE,
DER STIL, THE STYLE

De Stijl has been perceived as a collective
organization that transformed art through
formal aesthetics. Is this a valid assessment

ofthe actual situation, ordoes itpropagate
an unfounded myth? The traditional treat-
ment of De Stijl as a unified group faces
revision in three recent publications which
focus upon its individuals. Although many
European artists and architects confributed
to the periodical De Stijl (1917-1927 and
1932), it had a generally consistent core.
We cannot understand De Stijl without
referring to these significant individuals,
nor can we understand each personality
outside the context of the group. Concen-
trating on the influential figures of the
movement, these three books also contrib-
ute to a wider understanding of the group as

a whole.

The periodical De Stijl, founded and
editedbyTheo van Doesburg ( I 883-193 l),
providedafocus forthe De Stijlgroup. First
published in Holland, De Srry/ branched out
intemationally in the early 1920s, as exem-
plified by a logo that included the French,
German, and English translations of the
title. For the most part, the early members
of the De Stijl group shared an ideological
and formal strategy of articulated relation-
ships aimed primarily at clarifying the new,
the modern, The Style. De Stijl's main
contributors, Theo van Doesburg and piel
Mondrian (187 2-1944), consistenrly rein-
forced the theoretical doctrine of unity
through the tension of opposites: spirit-
nature, objective-subjective, intemal-exter-
nal, universal-individual. The application
of this doctrine, it was felt, would reveal an
aesthetic harmony leading to the renewal of
life. Understanding the interrelation of
polarities therefore becomes the most valu-
able way to study this movement.

Previous studies on De Stijl by H. L. C.
Jaff6 (1970), Mildred Friedman, er al.
(1982), and Reyner Banham's chapter on
De Stijl inTheory and Design in the First
Machine Age remain valuable for under-

Grmd room of the Cafe Aubette, van Dresbug (1927). (FromTheo van Doesburg.\

standing the overall aspects of the group.
Nancy Troy's De Stijl Environment (1983)
challenges the standard perception of a
unified group while continuing to recog-
nize the collaborative activity that existed.
These three most recenr books on De Stijl
are a welcome complement, balancing the
dialogue between individual and group.

De Stijl: The Formative Years contains
nine essays examining the work of individ-
ual artists carried out between the early
years of De Stijl and the dispersion of most
of its founding members in 1922. Carel
Blotkamp, editor of the collection and au-
thor ofthe essay on van Doesburg, asserts
in the introduction that it is incorrect to
refer to De Stijl as a group since the nine
artists had no strong ties to each other, held
no major meetings, organized no collective
exhibitions, and were geographically iso-
lated from one another. Moreover, his
"Editor's note" reveals a difficulty with
even naming the movement, insisting that
De Stijl refers to the periodical while De
Stijl "signifies the group of arrisrs con-
nected with the periodical."

The book's other essays adopt a differ-
ent point of view from this extreme assess-
ment, referring to De Stijl as a group and
admitting interaction between its members.

The majority of the essays provide new
information on the group's more obscure
afiists, describing their early careers, their
particular contributions to De Stijl, and
their common references to Theo van
Doesburg.

Blotkamp's essay on van Doesburg, the
group's most consistent figure and strong-
est promoter, stands out as the only one
intent on undermining its subject. For ex-
ample, Blotkamp questions the dates van
Doesburg assigned to his own paintings,
without supplying evidence to back his
assertions. He condemns van Doesburg's
early use ofthe curved line, used before his
aesthetic system ofperpendicular lines and
colorplanes. He implies thatvan Doesburg
copied many ideas from other artists, and
criticizes him for "digressions from the
norrn."

In contrast, the other essays provide new
biographical information and fresh analy-
ses ofthe artistic contributions ofthe lesser
known figures of De Stijl. One is Vilmos
Husziir (1884-1960), who designed the
early cover for De Stijl,as well as an adver-
tising layout for Bruynzeel's parquet floor-
ing. Another is the painter Bart van der
Leck (1876-1958), who transformed natu-
ral imagery into geometric abstraction. He
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typically began a painting with a study

from nature (ahorse, skaters, aface) painted

in red, yellow, and blue, then applied white

paint over the image until only rectilinear

fragments of color remained.

We also leam that the architect J. J. P.

Oud (189G-1963), after several unsuccess-

ful attempts to work with van Doesburg on

interior and exterior color application,

remained aloof from collaboration with the

De Stijl painters. Oud's Spangen housing

block in Rotterdam ( 1920) featured a model

apartment with color selections by van

Doesburg and furniture by Genit Rieweld
( I 888-1 964). Oud later discovered that most

of the tenants were unhappy with their
colorful walls and had covered them with
wallpaper.

Eveline Vermeulen's essay on the Dutch

architect Robert van't Hoff (1887-1979)

portrays his conflict between architecture

and communism. He studied in England

where he associated with Wyndham lrwis
and was influenced by the social utopian

ideas of H. P. G. Quack. Van't Hoff trav-

eled to the United States in l9l4 to meet

Frank Lloyd Wright and in tum introduced

Wright's work to Oud, Jan Wils, and other

European architects. Between 1914 and

1919 van't Hoff experimented with con-

crete house construction in Holland. Al-
ways trying to reconcile art and life, he

designed and built a houseboat for himself

and his wife in Breukelen; the postal ad-

dress was "houseboat De Stijl." After l 9 1 9,

he joined the Communist party to design

"mass-production buildings-no more pri-

vate villas" and changed his name to "Robert

Van, ex-architect."
Although it concentrates on the unique

nature of individuals like van't Hoff, De

Stijl: The Formative Years tells the reader

more about commonalities within the group:

their desire to practice in all the arts, their

movement toward planar abstraction, the

influences of Frank Lloyd Wright and

Heinrich Berlage, and the reciprocal rela-

tions with Theo van Doesburg.

Allan Doig's Theo van Doesbzrg offers

a detailed account of van Doesburg's con-

tinuous program to disseminate De Stijl
principles, fluctuating from short-lived

victories to ongoing frustrations. While van

Doesburg produced a sizable body of the-

ory for the development of modem archi-

tecture, he failed to carry it into significant

practice.

Van Doesburg attempted to change

society by placing a greater value on the

role of art. Realigning the Hegelian hierar-

chy ofphilosophy and religion over art, he

contended that art should dominate as a

guideline to life. Van Doesburg scrutinized

the historical development of art as culmi-
naring "inevitably" in De stijl: THE STYLE
to synthesize, and therefore annul, all pre-

vious styles into a homogeneous purity. His

theoretical construct, looking simultane-

ously back into history and forward to a

new art, codified polar opposites to create

beauty in tension and synthesis. His man-

ner of carrying out this process demanded

collective work (an unfulfilled desire) in all

the arts.

Allan Doig presents van Doesburg both

within De Stijl and as an individual, greatly

increasing our understanding ofthe artist's

intentions, personality, andprojects. As the

subtitle suggests, the relationships of the-

ory and practice were a major theme

throughout van Doesburg's life. Doig un-

fortunately avoids defining these key

words as they applied to van Doesburg's

work. Between the written word and real-

ized architecture lies van Doesburg's most

important contribution: his architectural

projects from the early 1920s, existing

simultaneously in theory and practice.

The book is based on archival research

and a close reading of formal themes. It is
arranged in two parts, interspersed with

translations of van Doesburg's letters to

friends and associates. The letters speak

directly to the reader, providing insights

that are both earnest and playful. A letter to

Comelis de Boer, forexample, closes with,

"I wish you all a plastic New Year with

n greetings.

Part one traces the influence on van

Doesburg of Hegel, G. J. P. J. Bolland (a

Dutch Hegelian), Wilhelm Worringer,

George Simmel, HeinrichBerlage, M. H. J.

Schoenmaekers, and Heinrich Wtilfflin.
Van Doesburg appears to have adopted

much of the terminology ofW6lfflin's l9 I 5

book, Principles of Art History,in his own

Klassiek-Barok-Modern, which defines

modern as the synthesis ofclassic and ba-

roque opposition. Doig, in turn, develops

the theme of a "painterly conception of
architecture," culled from both Wdlfflin
and van Doesburg. He sometimes misap-

plies this notion, describing van Doe sburg's

literal development from painting to archi-

tecture and simultaneously using "pain-

terly" in its Wtilfflinian sense as visual

perception in fluidmotion-the opposite of
linear classical order. "Architecture derived

from painting" and "painterly architecture,"

however, carry potentially divergent mean-

ings.

Color in painting and architecture was a

major concern of van Doesburg and the De

Stijl group as a whole. Doig documents van

Doesburg's loyalty to the primary positive

colors red, yellow, and blue (in contrast to

the negative colors black, grey, and white)

with an annotation found in his copy of
Wilhelm Ostwald's Die Farbenlehre. Ost-

wald includes green as a primary color,

which led van Doesburg to scribble "rub-

bish." The application of color as material

allowed van Doesburg both to reinforce the

order ofarchitecture and to liberate form in

a destructive manner. Color could architec-

tonically clarify a room or work counter to

its order, creating a new overall composi-

tion.
Part two addresses van Doesburg's

stained-glass compositions, his architec-

tural projects, and his two major constructed

works. ln 1922-23 he organized an exhibi-
tion of De Stijl architecture at the Galerie

L'Effort Modeme in Paris. He and Cornelis

van Eesteren (1 897-1988) collaborated on

three projects for the exhibition, intended

to promote their group and lead to future

commissions. Little was built, but the influ-
ence on European architecture was vast.

Doig unfortunately concerns himself more

with their attribution than with how theory

might relate to practice in these transitional

works, how axonometric drawing was used,

or how the diagonal was introduced.

Van Doesburg realized his first major

work of interior architecture at the Cafe
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Contre-construction; axonometric drawing with color for the Maison Particulilre, vm Desburg ( 1923).

Aubette in Strasbourg. Here he created two
"opposing" rooms: one harmonizing archi-
tecture and color in horizontal-veftical re-

lationships, the other employing diagonal
color fields in tension with the spatial en-

closure. Doig characterizes van Doesburg's
system ofopposition as "slipping back into
a dualistic view of the world," but a more
probable intention was to provide a stage

set for the viewer to reassemble the compo-
sition in a new unity. Van Doesburg al-
lowed both to exist simultaneously in the

practical development of his earlier ideas as

a positive synthesis.

Only one building designed by van

Doesburg was actually constructed, ahouse

for himself and his wife Nelly in Meudon,
France, but he died in l93l before its

completion. Although he continued to

develop new ideas in painting and urban-

ism, his last years were marked by financial
difficulty and anxiety from his failure to
build. His frustrations are conveyed in a

letter to Bart de Ligt written in 1929.

Commenting on Robert van't Hoff, now
"occupied with humanism, the moral life,
and practical communism," van Doesburg
writes, "It's too bad, he could have been a
good meat-eating architect. I never eat meat,

because I ... just don't have the money."
Despite Doig's impressive archival re-

search, the book fails to apply the informa-
tion creatively, and several important is-
sues remain neglected. The architectural
projects instigated in van Doesburg's 1922
"counter-course" outside of the Bauhaus

should have been included to give a better
sense of his later architectural work. Closer

attention to van Doesburg's meaning of the
word "style" would have clarified his tran-
sition from theory to practice. Most impor-
tantly, a deeper investigation of his ongo-
ing work in Dada (under the pseudonyms

I. K. Bonset and Aldo Camini) as an activ-
ity in opposition to his own principles would
have isolated a self-critical theme essential
to understanding his work in De Stijl. Doig
nonetheless enriches our understanding of
De Stijl with valuable source material and
a convincing overview of van Doesburg's
role in the growth of modem architecture.

If van Doesburg was the main propaga-

tor of De Stijl, Piet Mondrian was its spiri-
tual leader. The theory and practice of
Mondrian's workcoalesce inThe New Art-
The New Life.Mondrian consistently pur-
sued harmonic reconciliation in art and life
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by enacting his idea of making polar oppo-

sites visible. This message was restated and

transformed in his essays addressed to

various audiences. By reading the English
translations of his articles and notes from
l9l7 to l9M ard studying the reproduc-
tions of his paintings and interior projects,

Mondrian's development from natural
representation to spiritual abstraction is

revealed. The published primary sources

attest to the clarity of his principles. Mon-
drian wrote as he painted, struggling to
understand and make known "the new" and

render it accessible to all.
In addition to Mondrian's own writings,

the book provides biographical informa-

tion in two short essays, a chronology of
Mondrian's life, a list of reference sources,

and black-and-white photographs (unfor-

tunately, color reproductions of the paint-

ings are not included). Beyond the explora-

tion of aesthetic systems, Mondrian carried

out his ideas in his daily life. His various
painting studios became three-dimensional

canvases for his compositional themes. He

tumed away from the extemal, natural world
in his painting and writing, and avoided the

natural environment in favor of the city.
During a lunch at Hans Arp's studio in
Meudon, Mondrian asked to sit with his

back to the window so as not to view the

green natural landscape. He wrote about
jazz and Neo-Plasticism, painted the

rhythms of jazz music, and danced to the

music of Ameican jazz bands. On hearing

thatthe Charleston was tobe legally banned

in Holland because of its sensuality, Mon-
drian wrote from Paris, "If the ban on the

Charleston is enforced, it will be a reason

for me never to retum."
Mondrian stated that his theory "always

came later" than his paintings. He patiently

developed his art toward greater (and final)
abstraction, with a consistently stated writ-
ten theory following close behind. The early

essays define his conceptions ofNeo-Plas-

ticism and style. He believed in a single,

timeless, universal style as the goal of many

transitory styles throughout history. Be-
yond styles veiled in nature lay the etemal

expression of style that "makes style

STYLE.''

The rectilinearity of the modem city, as

abstract life given form, was closer to

Mondrian than the accidental form of a

natural setting. In "Natural Reality and

Abstract Reality," a series of articles pub-

lished in De Stijl between l9l9 and 1920,
he presents a "trialogue" among "X, A
Naturalistic Painter; Y, A Laymanl andZ,
An Abstract Painter." In seven scenes the

trio journeys through landscapes of trees,

plains, a beach, a windmill, a garden with
clippedhedges, achurch facade, and finally
to Z's (Mondrian's) studio. X contests the

teachings of Z while Y acts as moderator.

As their conversation reaches a climax in
the rectilinear studio, the coordinates of X,
Y, and Z intersect at the zero point of
renewal. Their views are synthesized with
Zasthe controlling factor. The majority of
Mondrian's essays after this "trialogue"
attempt to reach the layperson through in-
terpretive artistic principles branching out
to social, political, and religious ideas.

Future renewal through present destruc-

tion surfaces as a theme in several essays of
1924-38. Mondrian promotes the destruc-

tion ofnatural appearance as represented in
painting and as existing in trees and flowers
in the city. Architectural materials are to be

denaturalized, such as in the use ofpainted
bick. " J azz and Neo-Plastic" ( I 927) aligns
the two art forms as extreme destructive-
constructive activities producing a new

order. Mondrian suggests the setting for
this occurrence:the jazzbar, where "bottles

and glasses on the shelves stand still, yet

they move in color and sound and light. Are
they less beautiful than candles on the al-
tar?" The later essays retain an optimistic
outlook, despite the growing turmoil in
Europe in the mid-1930s. For Mondrian,
capitalism, intemational politics, religion,
and morality reinforced art to achieve pure

relationships in a world of unity.
The articles dating from his move to

London in 1938 to his final years in New
York from 1940 to 1944, written in his new

English language, reflect the tragedy ofthe
imminent war, and go so far as to relate

Nazi evils with the extreme, individual,
natural aspects of his aesthetic system of
opposites. In this period he also proposed a

pedagogical system of art instruction free

from the formal tradition. Words and simple

diagrams are used to display the evolution

of Neo-Plasticism as the teaching device he

wished to employ at the "New Bauhaus" in
the United States. In order to project Neo-

Plasticism into the future world, Mondrian

intended to leave a basis for its develop-
ment.

Mondrian lived and worked both in uni-
versal and individual modes. His life fo-
cused on the realization of synthesis be-

tween desffuctive and constructive systems

of thought and action. Although extreme in
its effort to achieve a utopian end, his ideo-
logical and formal conception of modern

art is still valued. As Mondrian stated in
1926: "It is of small importance whetherDe
Stijl still exists as'agroup,'anew style was

bom, a new aesthetic created; it needs only
to be understood-and cultivated."

DE STUL: THEFORMATIVE YEARS, 1917-1922,
Carel Blotkamp, et al., MIT Press, 1982, 284 pp.,

illus., $49.50

THEO VAN DOESBURG: PAINTING INTO
ARCHITECTURE, TTMORY INTO PRACTICE,
Allan Doig, Cambridge University Press, 1986, 260
pp., illus., $59.50

THE NEW ART-THE NEW LIFE: THE COL-
LECTED WRITINGS OF PIET MONDRIAN, Harry
Holtzman and Manin S. James, editors and translators,
G. K. Hall, 1986,488 pp., illus., $60.00.
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Design After
Modernism
By JOHN THACKARA
This thought-provoking new book lakes a
fresh look at the implications for design not
only of technical developments but also of
the broad cultural changes that provide
design with a context and mark out our era
as the postmodern. Providing insights from
diverse fields of study-architecture, art criti-
cism, philosophy, software theory, psychol-
ogy, craft, cultural history-Deslgn After
Modernism includes contributions from
Marshall Berman, Peter Fuller, Kenneth
Frampton, Jean Baudrillard and Peter Dor-
mer among others. 22 illustrations. $19.95

Textiles of the
Arts and Crafts
Movement
By LINDA PARRY
When the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society
held their first London show in 1888, they
sought to reestablish the links between artis-
tic invention and craftsmanship, and - for the
first time-gave equal attention to the work of
women in the decorative arts. This handsome
new book is the first to cover the subject
comprehensively, with invaluable noles on
designers, manufacturers and shops, as well
as carefully chosen and illustrated examples
that will delight and entrance just as they did
one hundred years ago. 150 illustrations,
50 in color. $19.95 paper

Architects
in Competition
I nte r n ati o n al Arch itectu ra I
Competitions of the
Last200 Years
By HILDE DE HAAN
and lDS HAAGSMA
With essays by Dennis Sharp
and Kenneth Frampton
The White House, the Eiffel Tower, London's
Houses of Parliament-these, like many of
the world's best-known buildings, were suc-
cessful entrants in important architectural
competitions. This highly original new book
presents the case histories of sixteen interna-
tionally famous buildings that were the result
of competitions and looks at some of the re-
jected plans, many of which are extremely
intriguing. Abundantly illustrated throughout
with many rarely seen plans and photo-
graphs. 300 color illustrations, drawings,
and plans. $65.00

Available al your bookstore
or call 800-233-4830.

Thames and
Hudson lnc.
500 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10110

Distributed by
WW Norton & Company
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CONTEMPORARY DESIGN AND THEORY

Liane Lefaivre and Alexander Tzonis

PLANNED ASSAULTS
LARS LERUP

There was a time when architecture was
silenced by functionalist modemism. Then
one day it was freed, allowed to speak out.
The art of poetics was allowed to retum to
the bosom of architecture alongside me-
chanics. This happy event occurred, some

historians of architecture say, in the mid-
sixties, with the emergence of architects
like Venturi and Moore.

Little more than a decade later, it ap-
peared that architecture was losing its newly
acquired rights, and now was at the mercy
not so much of totalitarian, functionalist
censors as of the very friends of freedom.
Architecture should not make assertions
about the world, it was argued, because to
assert something about the world is to make
claims to truth, and to make claims to truth
is to exclude other claims to truth, and thus
is tantamount to a totalitarian, "logocen-
tric" use of force. Conversely, it was de-
clared that not to speak was a condition for
freedom.

This version of architecture's recentpast
contains at least two dubious presupposi-
tions. The first is that functionalistarchitec-
ture was by nature mute. Of course, itmight
not say things one approves of. It might
support an exclusively operationalist, utili-
tarian point of view, and even do so under
the pretense of silence. Butcommunication
is not measured by the yard, and the lack of
verbosity implies neither muteness, as the
example of Mies illustrates, nor succinct-
ness, as the recent example of Lloyd's
offices in London makes clear.

The second presupposition is that archi-
tectural language, like language in general,
is representation alone, that the only kinds
of statements it makes about the world are
mimetic, and that it relates to the world in
what Jane Austen referred to as that privi-
leged way called being true or false. But
buildings are actually performatives or
"speech acts." In concert with other acts
they bring about a lebensform, to quote
Wittgenstein: a way of life, a mesh of social

"Nofamily House: View from Down Under," Lerup. (Courtesy of Lars Lerup.)

relations. It follows that the debates about
their truth value and the censorship oftheir
utterances are equally irrelevant. Buildings
should be judged in rerms of their felici-
tousness, conventionaliry, or legitimacy,
rather than their truth or falseness.

This is not to say that buildings have no
mimetic function. Different buildings are
to varying extents mimetic representations
of the world. Columns in a classical build-
ing, for instance, represent the tectonic
forces at work in the building. Buildings
can be mirrors or maps of reality, faithful or
distorting. Like statements in physics they
can describe the world. But, as Wittgen-
stein might say, the mimetic function is
only a "suburb" of architectural language.
Ifbuildings appear to be pictures ofreality,
this is only as part of a strategy within a
complex act of world making.Some archi-
tects use this strategy to create "as if,"
make-believe worlds. This is what we might
call conformist or coercive or co-opting
architecture. There is another strategy that
aims to distance the viewer from the estab-
lished order of things by disturbing it, re-
structuring it, roughening it up. This strat-
egy takes elements from "reality" and re-
combines them in a way that makes those
quotation marks become apparent and a
matter for reflection and active change (or
non-change). This we might call critical
architecfure.

Critical architecture goes back to the
first appearance of modern, "hot" socie-
ties-societies characterized by change and
the process of emancipation. The hotter the
society, the faster and more tumultuous the
change-and the more intense, disturbing,
and painful the critical acts ofarchitecture.
This is the context of Lars t erup's p lanned
Assaults. Although the object of his critical
examination is a narrowly circumscribed
area of architecture, it is a particularly "hot',
one: the single-family house, locus of the
violent mutations that have affected the
traditional bourgeois family.

The relation between men and women in
the bourgeois family has been approached
in a critical way by various artists and
architects. Next to the works of Flaubert,
Tolstoy,Ibsen, and Strindberg, we canplace
those of Loos, Ginsburg, Chareau, and Le
Corbusier. Every generation has its own
problems and redefines its own critical
outlook in accordance with them. This is
why the cririque of Ingemar Bergman and
Jean-Luc Godard differs from that of their
predecessors. What distinguishes lrrup
from his predecessors is not only the time-
liness of his problems, but also the special
"architecturalness" of his "assaults."

A house is not merely a collection of
architectural elements. It is a narrative that
seduces, coerces, and controls. No element
is innocent. In Lerup's assaulted houses,
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the perversion that goes into each one is

brought to the surface. He defamiliarizes

the ordinary context of the house: he se-

mantically overloads and jams it. His three

"assaults" can be read as allegories. Each

plot "reshuffles the deck" of semantic

dualities attending to character, situation,

and plot. The outcome is always the same:

domestic order is pulled apart; fictions of
domestic order are smashed.

In the first assault, the No-Family House

disrupts the symbolic free plan, and uses

the symbolic centrality of the hearth as a

fulcrum on which to twist and break the

ordinary order of the household. What fol-
lows is a slow unraveling of a once-cohe-

sive whole and the freeing of its constituent

parts.

In the second assault, LoveAlouse, the

domestic order is tighter, and its subse-

quent violation, through an interstice ofthe

house, is more fierce and cruel. That one

blow sets the house asunder. Without the

fiction of order, it loses its reason for being.

The structure disintegrates.

In Texas-Zero, the assault has already

occurred when the narrative begins. What

follows is a Foucaldian bricolage of frag-

ments, disassociated from their old mean-

ings and reassembled according to a new

set of rules.

Rather than dealing superficially with

the so-called problems of style, accepting

or rejecting "classical" or "modernist"

conventions, Lerup uses his narrative to

defamiliarize architectural routine. In the

process, he reaches the very heart of the

rhetoric of architecture . He shows how this

rhetoric interweaves with a particular exer-

cise of power. Using tripartition, symme-

try, rotation, repetition, parallelism, anal-

ogy, "splitting" (aposiopesis, as the classi-

cal canon would put it), and two new ex-

ploratory operations, erasure and "shadow-

ing," he lays bare the "new wilderness" that

has taken the place of the home, that ob-

scure object of desire.

PLANNED ASSAULTS, Lars l*rup, MIT Press,

1987, 106 pp., illus., $35.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.

Paul Rabinow

LARS LERUP: KING OF
INTIMATE SPACE

Lars Lerup has style. By style I mean what

Roland Barthes meant by it, that bodily
dimension vertical to prose, that individual
counterweight anchoring the impersonal-

ity of horizontal narrative. Lerup says-
critically-that the primary territory of the

plan is the American house and that "archi-

tecture has no place in this formula." His

book intends to remedy the situation. The

remedy is neither utopian nor practical.

Rather, Lerup proposes to substitute de-

sire-an oneiric freedom from the mort-

gage, plumbing, and the life-plan we

Americans never seem to tire of inventing

and imposing on each other-as a means of
imagining other lives, other intimacies.

These intimacies, these differences, these

spaces, remain on a bodily scale: L,erup is a

miniaturist and always personal, hence the

haunting familiarity of these rooms we have

never known. t.et the rest-stairs leading

nowhere, courtyards upon courtyards, inti-
mate functions misplaced and exposed-
lead us where they will.

The result: "the family is relieved, or

momentarily relieved, of its task as ulti-
mate referent." Momentarily, ultimate.

Lerup opens up a space, a pause. He defers

things just enough for a wonderful dis-

placement to take place. In between the

more frightening fleshy drippings of Francis

Bacon and the colder Princeton structural

variations, Lerup animates architecture

through his own style.

The in-between is the stylized technol-

ogy that transforms the elements of the

building into architecture. "The dream is

complete. The scaffold of waiting." Both

execution and expectation-the scaffold of
death and of history, which modernism

ignored, only to build it in time and time

again.

krup's drawings are not freed (entirely)

from reference, nor do they tum against

ordinary functions, like the Duchamp tre-

buchet. They are hinged ever so slightly to

a function, or yeam to be so, but the world

doesn't exist for them yet----only Lerup's

word. His houses dissolve into a future, one

we (or people slightly different from us)

might inhabit one day.

Change the forms andchange the norms:

change the norms and change the forms.

Waiting: "The body's gesture caught in

action."

"Nol'mily House: 'lhe Liberated Hmdrait, The Useless Dmr, The Frcsh Window md The Stair That Leads Nowhere," Lerup.
(Courtesy of Las trrup.)
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RaymondW. Gastil
..FUNCTION FOLLOWS
DEFORMATION"

Architects turned out in force for both the
Deconstructivist Architecture opening and
related symposium at the Museum of Mod-
em Art in New York. Nevertheless, many
have condemned the show-not the work
of Peter Eisenman, Frank O. Gehry,Zaha
M. Hadid, Rem llsolhaaq, Daniel Libe skind,
Bernard Tschumi, and the firm of Coop
Himmelblau, but the hubris of presenting
them as a group and giving them a name.
There were obvious questions. Do the seven

architects belong in one room? Are they
really related to Constructivism? Are they
really related to Deconstruction? Isn't the
neologism "Deconstructivist" just a mar-
keting label? Plus the presumably philis-
tine questions-why should architects
consciously try to provoke feelings ofinse-
curity and alienation? Aren't they supposed
to make life better?

Philip Johnson, curator of the exhibi-
tion, and Mark Wigley, associate curator,
have, for the most part, answered these
questions well. In the catalogue's preface,
Johnson establishes what Deconstructivist
architecture is not.' "However delicious it
would be to declare again a new style [as he

and Henry-Russell Hitchcock had 56 years

before at MOMA's "Inrernational Style"
exhibitl Deconstructivist architecture is not
a new style." If not an "ism," what is it? The
seven architects belong in the same room,
according to Johnson and Wigley, because

in all of their work the most potent belief of
the modemist movement-"the dream of
pure form . . . has been contaminated."
Wigley continues:

The deconstructivist architectputs the pure forms
of the architectural tradition on the couch and
identifies the symptoms of a repressed impurity.
The impurity is drawn to the surface by a com-
bination of gentle coaxing and violent tortures:
the form is interrogated.

Wigley's language-"threat," "contami-
nation," "scar," "wound," "nightmare,"
"violent torture," "interrogated," "reopened
wounds," "suppressed alien"-may seem

more suited to a

news account ofan
outbreak of the
plague in a police
state than to an

architectureexhibi-

tion supported by
Gerald D. Hines
Interests. Yet this
pileup of semantic

casualties is apt.

Those looking at

the exhibition, not-
ing the flying
beams and trusses,

the daring cantile-
vers, the showers of
glass, and the ab-

senceofanyhistori-
cal references earlierthan the 20th century,
may mistake this for the triumphant return
of modemism. Not true. That august entity
takes a bloody beating here.

How, then, does it relate to Constructiv-
ism, the Russian movement of the teens and
twenties, one of the defining moments of
modemism? Walking through the exhibit,
and leafing through the illustrated cata-
logue, there are obvious formal relation-
ships to the Constructivist past-warped
planes, skewed axes, diagonals, etc.-which
theexhibition, by placing an antegallery of
Constructivist drawings and paintings, al-
lows the viewer to see unhampered by
explanation. In his essay Wigley explains
the "de" in front of "consffuctivist": most
Constmctivist architecture actually seeks

balance and unity in a "dynamic relation-
ship between forms," but there was a brief
moment in which, say, Aleksandr Rodch-
enko "transformed dynamism into instabil-
ity," as in his Experimental Design for a

Radio Station ( I920). "De-Constructivism,"
as Wigley sees it, takes up the torch from
this brief moment, extending the aberration
in the Constructivist project, and "de"-ing
the bulk of it.

And "Deconstruction?" At the sympo-
sium Wigley bristled that this architecture
is not the application of post-strucfuralist
philosophy, but rather one of "objects which
pose a thleat" to all theory, which "chal-

Rmftop rcmodeling, Viema, Cmp Himmelblau (1985).
(Collmtion of the Mureum of Modem Arr, @1988; photo by Geratd Zugmann.)

lenge the platitudes." Nonetheless, Wigley,
whose doctoral dissertation is entitled "The
Deconstructive Possibilities of Architec-
tural Discourse," does consider this work
as a manifestation of serious issues in con-
temporary philosophy, which for conven-
ience fit well in the category of Decon-
struction, usually thought of as a movement
led by comparative literature professors at
Yale, especially Jacques Derrida, who now
teaches in Paris and Califomia. Whether
the architects have read orhave any interest
in recent literary-philosophical theory is
moot, because, according to Wigley, de-
construction is "a structural condition"
inherent in the work.

Several of the architects are interested
in contemporary philosophy, especially Eis-
enman and Tschumi. Much of the work is
grounded in a single principle of modernist
culture: that the Enlightenment (of which
modemist architecture was the final symp-
tom-rational and pure) is dead, and has
got to be replaced by a culture (and an

architecture) that accepts "contamination"
as part of its lifeblood. From the divine
wreckage of Coop Himmelblau to Gehry's
tumblingdice window boxes, this workhas
somehow reckoned with the demon within,
and at some point has been darkened by the
long shadow of Nietzsche, however light-
ened by Denida. Anyone who wonders
why Philip Johnson is involved with a show
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so seemingly at odds with once modernist

and then postmodernist convictions, and

supposes that it is only the result of a

passion for fashionability would do well to

recall thatJohnson, while pursuing an under-

graduate degee in philosophy, stayed awake

during the lectures on Nietzsche.

At the symposium, Anthony Vidler
summed up opposition to the show's title,
making a "plea for the absent architects,

architects who are absent even from the

models," and saying that while the show

might satisfy the 'Jaded palate," it was

really just another example of how culture

has lost "the art of reading the difference

between a column and a column." "Decon-

structivist," he argued, had become a "label

for marketing a concept of architecture."

Wigley agreed, yet argued that just because

"Deconstructivism" was a magazine editor's

catch phrase for varied work, it did not

undermine the seriousness of the work it-
self.

Which brings us to the work on view.

Vidler's comment about the models was

particularly apt. For some reason, the

models, many of them produced for the

show, had an oddly dull effect, despite their
size and handicraft. Coop Himmelblau's
cardboard models had the vigor of sharp

minds at work, Gehry's told the story well
enough, and much better than the stiff,
strange ink drawing he produced, but most

of the others were awkward set pieces.

Libeskind's had been worried too much,

and too many assistants had wrapped eve-

rything in shellacked paper; Tschumi 's large

piece lacked the dignity of his exquisite

little ones. There were definite curatorial

decisions here to unify the various

oeuvres-large models, similarly format-

ted line drawings, no photographs to show

which projects had and had not been built,
and no information on the projects them-

selves. These are all defensible (but occa-

sionally re$ettable) decisions. Eisenman

sans text is a hamburger without a patty, or
at least without ketchup, especially when

he is chiefly represented by a finicky model.

Wigley's comments on the projects in the

catalogue are good, and might have been

valuable in the exhibition itself. It shows an

admirable deference not to have them

mounted on the wall.
Regarding the charge of "marketing,"

not necessarily a wild comment about a

show dominated by the personality of Philip

Johnson, one has to feel that if this is
marketing, the salesperson is likely to go

hungry. The lack of color photographs is

striking. There have been much glossier

shows, and much glossier books.

At the symposium, the most compelling
question was whether the architecture re-

ally presented a "threat," as Wigley claimed.

Rosalind Krauss, scholar and editor of Oc-

tober, challenged the work as offering little
or no critique of the political and economic

realities of the architect's pathetic position

in late capitalism. These were simply

baubles ofart, cast up to distract the public

from the speculative business at hand. To

make her point she cited Gordon Matta-

Clark's "Threshole" (1973), seeing his act

of cutting into an abandoned Bronx tene-

ment building as directing us to an under-

standing of late capitalism's architecture of
waste, in which the homeostasis of human

consumption and evacuation has been

blocked.
Vidler argued that the work did offer

some threat, in that it showed the "slip-

page" of modemist confidence in the rela-

tionship between body and experience.

Krauss was unconvinced. "What is decen-

tered about the projects in the show?" she

asked. "Hadid's project is just Le
Corbusier's Carpenter Center done over by
Buck Rogers. I don't get this special post-

structuralist twist."
Wigley spoke upforthreat and slippage:

"the claim made by the show is that formal
maneuvers ore political maneuvers, ... that

architectural discourse is by definition
political and economic." "Threshole," he

implied, did not take into account the

"changed figure" of postmodem culture,

and was still an incident in which "the

subject acted upon the object." The work in
the show was different because in it "we are

not sure what the subject has done. It ap-

pears that the subject has lost control."
Krauss still seemed unconvinced, and the

evening turned into a debate between her, a

self-described "innocent abroad" on archi-

tecture, and the five men, for whom archi-

tectural criticism is a stock-in-trade. Krauss

noted that Coop Himmelblau's work was

interesting as sculpture, while Libeskind's
model was "completely boring." The oth-

ers quickly responded that the models , which

Jeffrey Kipnis described as "theoretical

objects," should be boring, apparently to

show their worth as architecture. Vidler
noted that something that "on the surface

looked much dumber," might actually be

more important in terms of "destabilizing
architectural codes." Kipnis added that

because of their quality of "repetition,"

architectural models are often boring. This

is a good thing, he indicated, because it
shows thatthese architects realize that archi-

tecture "sets the stage, is in a secondary

position."
These comments finally provoked a

reaction from the audience. A few com-

plained that the show was socially irrele-

vant because it dealt with clubs for rich
people (Zaha Hadid's design for a Hong

Kong nightclub was the punching bag of
the evening). Wigley answered that when

you reduce architecture to morality, you

"turn your back on culture."
And then it was over, almost. Where did

the absent architects, a few of whom were

actually in the audience, care to stand on

this ever-shifting ground? Apparently nei-

ther they nor their interpreter cared to stand

by the word "Deconstructivist." Wigley
endedthe evening by noting thatthey had at

least achieved one of the purposes of the

show and the symposium: "to kill the word

off."

DECONSTRUCTIVIST ARCHITECTURE EXHI-
BITION, Museum of Modern Art, New York, June

23-August 30, I 988, Philip Johnson and Mark Wigley,
curators

DECONSTRUCTIVIST ARCHTTECTURE EXHI-
Bm CATALOGUE, Philip Johnson and Mark Wigley,
Museum of Modem Art, 1988, 104 pp., illus., $17.95
paper.

DECONSTRUCTIVIST ARCHITECTURE SYM.
POSIUM, Museum of Modem Art, New York, June

30,1988.
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THE RIETVEID SCHRoDEN
HOUSE
Paul Overy
with Lenneke Bdiller, Frank den
Oudsten, and Bertus Mulder and
including an intcrview with
Mrs. Schrrider
The Rietveld Schrdder House incorpo-
rates a variety of perspectives to unite
the client, architect, and structure in a
rare complete document of a living land-
mark and icon of modern architecture.
Two remarkable series of photographs by
Frank de Oudsten form a clear compara-
tive record of the way in which the house
was changed to fullill the client's needs.
This delightful archive of the first open-
plan house captures Rietveld's mastery
of a fresh and still vital design syntax.
September 108 illus., 58 in color
$25.00

TIIE SKYWARD TREilD
OFTHOUGIIT
The Metaphysics of the
American Slgrscraper
ThomasA. P. van Leer.mren
This remarkable book on one of the few
supposedly native American building
types rejects the view put forth by
Sigfried Giedion, Nikolus Pevsner, and
others that the skyscraper was the pre-
cursor of the modern movement and
expressive of America's pragmatic val-
ues. lnstead it sets up a very different
argument, one that resurrects the power-
ful aesthetic and ideological values of the
skyscraper.

TakeAnother Look
at lModernism

BNUCE GOFF
Toward Absolute Architecture
David G. De Long
Foreword by Frank GehrY
" For my money, the hundred-percent pure, good-to-thelast'
drop, rolled-from-better-leaf , American architect is Bruce Goff."

-Reyner Banham
Distilled from years of research and friendship, this is the first

comprehensive study to capture the essential Goff -the idiosyn-
cratic and profoundly original designs, the novel use of found
materials, the erratic yet exuberant career that produced some of
the most challenging and inventive architecture of this century.

Architectural History Foundation American Monograph Series.
November 337 illus., 16 in color $50.00

A+,
GORDOil BUTSIIAFT
OF SKIDTORE,
OwlilGs & MERRILL

Carol Herselle Krinsky
Based on extensive interviews with
Bunshaft himself, Carol Herselle
Krinsky provides the first complete
study of this important and exact-
ing architect. Krinsky also dis-
cusses his pioneering works,
including the 24 story Lever House,
a building which ushered in a new
age of skyscraper design.

Architectural History Foundation
American Monograph Series.
January 320 illus., 17 in color
$s0.00

A+,

"Van Leeuwen, who has a deep affec-
tion for this country as wel/ as an extraor-
dinary familiarity with its monuments . . .

presents a refreshingly positive view of a
perlod of skyscraper history that had
become lost to view during the ascen-
d ancy of i nte rn atio n al f u n cti on alism."

-Helen Searing, Smith College
September 176 illus. $25.00

The tllT Press
55 Hayward Street, Cambridge, MA02142
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Stephen Leet

CARLO MOLLINO
GIOVANNI BRINO

The fumiture and interior designs of the
Turin architectCarlo Mollino (1905-1973)

are perhaps the most intriguing of the di-
verse work produced in Italy in the late 40s
and early 50s. Despite a feverish rise in the
value of Mollino's fumiture, his architec-
tural work remains largely unknown. Al-
though his career as an architect was some-
what sporadic, Mollino did produce several
notable buildings and projects that are

important to understanding modem archi-
tecture in postwar ltaly.

Mollino's obscurity as an architect is

due both to the current disdain for the
modem architecture of that period, and to
the lack of any history of the 20th-cenrury
architecture of Turin, Mollino's birthplace
and setting formostofhis work. AsRoberto
Gabetti, another Turin architect has said,

"Turin is not part of the culture market."
While the modern architecture of Milan
and Como is widely known outside of Italy,
Turin's is usually summarized by two build-
ings: Giacomo Matte Trucco's Lingotto
factory for Fiat (1915-1923), and Nervi's
Exposition Pavilion (1950). If architects

visit the city at all, it is to see the baroque

work of Guarini and perhaps of Juvarra.

Turin's second city status perhaps also

explains the cultural isolation of Mollino,
who worked there from the 30s until his
death in l9l3,biefly with his father, Eu-
genio Mollino, and then on his own.

Mollino seldom worked with others,

preferring to oversee and control as much
of the design process as possible. He was

similarly disengaged from the city itself, as

can be seen in his promotion of his version
of the myth of the bachelor, his designs for
private interiors, and his interest in rural,
suburban, and alpine buildings. This con-
sistently anti-urban bias is remarkable given

Turin's evocative urban settings. Turin is

after all the same city that so profoundly
affected Nietzsche, and which seems in-
separable from De Chirico's metaphysical
urban landscapes.

Architect's house, Mollino (1940). (FromCarlo Moltino.)

It was Turin's monuments ratherthan its
urban structure that interested Mollino. He
particularly admired the Mole Antonelli-
ana (1862-1889) for its structural virtuos-
ity. (This Turin landmark also intrigued
Aldo Rossi; who published an essay about
Antonelli's tower in 1957.) Many of his
designs forTurin were towers that look out
beyond the city to the distant alpine land-
scape. His Chamber of Commerce Build-
ing (1964), one of two remaining public
buildings by Mollino in Turin, is an asser-

tive, sculptural building which, with the

possible exception of its elevated parking
garuge, has little or no connection with the

city.
Mollino saw his work as a transgression

from orthodox modemism. His antagonis-

tic attitude toward the modern aesthetic and

its functional determinism, together with
his appropriations from art nouveau, futur-
ism, surrealism, andothermovements in art
and culture, provide the most intriguing
and problematic aspect of his work. He
borrowed from other sources as well, in-
cluding vernacular architecture and his
parallel careers as a designer and a photog-
rapher. While these influences and sources

were often in conflict, Mollino succeeded
in subjecting them to his own personal and
inventive structural and tectonic vision.

Mollino 's work challenged a central tenet

of modemism: the ideal state of perfected
abstraction and objective values that was
for many of its supporters an unequivo-
cable moral distinction. He saw this as no
more than a technique that one could learn

and then apply indiscriminately. By inten-
tionally disregarding it, he threatened the

established boundaries of an autonomous,

exclusivist expression. His use of kitsch,
eroticism, and disturbing baroque excesses

acted as disruptive irritants, similar in in-
tention to the surrealists' use ofarchaic and
natural elements.

The publication of this first monograph
on Mollino coincides with a reevaluation of
postwar Italian design, particularly furni-
ture. The book's subtitle, Architecture as
Autobiograpfty, is somewhat misleading.
Brino deals primarily with Mollino's fumi-
ture and interiors, and more accurately
describes the book in the text as a "cata-
logue of fumishings and designs" in which
"articles of fumiture are presented chrono-
logically, in the setting of the interiors to
which they belong, as chapters in a sort of
autobiographical novel that stretches from
the bedroom for a villa on Capri in 1928 to
the last garconnieres of the sixties and

seventies."While it is admirableof Brinoto
try to present Mollino's furniture and inte-
riors in context, this emphasis forces him to
discuss many of the architectural works
solely in terms of their interiors and fur-
nishings. There is some justification for
this, sinceMollino's greatest successes were

clearly his furniture and interior designs,

but the cursory attention paid to his build-
ings is the book's major disappointment.

Many of Mollino's architectural proj-
ects are mentioned in the text, and several

are illustrated, but only six include plan
drawings-an unfortunate omission. Brino
considers Mollino's sledJift lodge at Lago
Nero to be one of his two masterworks, for
example, yet there is no plan. Several build-
ings are illustrated by a perspective sketch,

when in fact they are realized projects.

Brino does present many previously

i
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louse on a Hill. Turin. Mollino ( I943).
.From Carlo Mollino.)

rnpublished buildings, and provides an

)xtensive bibliography, a brief biography
rf Mollino, and anecdotal commentary.
But unfortunately the book falls short of
reing a serious analysis and presentation of
.he work.

Roberto Gabetti, in a brief preface to the

book, raises some of the issues that Brino
ignores or deals with superficially. Gabetti
sonveys Mollino's personal isolation, his
irascibility, his energy, and his relationship
to Turin and to the debates about modern

architecture at that time in Italy.
With the exception of an exhibition

catalogue published in Turin in 1985 by
Galleria Fulvio Ferrari, Brino's is the only
book available on Mollino's diverse work.
Until amore comprehensive monographon
Mollino as architect is published, the curi-
ous readercan make use ofBrino's exhaus-

tive bibliography to locate Mollino's re-
markable architectural projects (and his
essays on a wide range of subjects) in their
original publications.

CARLO MOLLINO: ARCHITECTURE AS
AUTOBIOGRAPHY, Giovanni Brino, Rizzoli, I 987,
l6O pp., illus., $40.0O.

Amos Rapoport:

CREATING
ARCHITECTURAL
THEORY

JON LANG

While theory is accepted as the most impor-
tant product of science, in the design fields
it has always been marginal and for long
periods was totally neglected. Despite all
the recent talk about "theory" in design, I
maintain that there is no such thing, since

there is no explanatory theory of environ-
ment-behavior interaction that is based on

research.

Jon Lang addresses both these points in
what is the first explicit, book-length at-
tempt to make the case for a theory of
environmental design based on environ-
ment-behavior research. The book has four
parts. In the short first section, Lang exam-
ines the relation between the Modern
Movement, architectural theory, and the
behavioral sciences. He divides theory into
procedural, concerned with the practice of
design, and substantive, concerned with the
nature of the phenomena addressed by
design. These are further subdivided into
positive theory-concerned with under-
standing what is, and normative theory-
concerned with what should be.

In part two (by far the longest), Lang
examines positive architectural theory, both
procedural (design methods) and substan-
tive (various aspects of environment-be-
havior interaction). The third part addresses

normative theory, while the fourth presents

conclusions aboutthe role ofthe behavioral
sciences in environmental design theory.

Not only is this important book the first
of its kind, it is also very ambitious in its
coverage-possibly too ambitious; by
trying to do too much, it is sometimes
spread too thin. While the range of topics
covered is impressive, it also means that
some topics are covered only superhcially
(including creativity, problem solving, the
nature of designproblems, perceptions, and
models of human behavior). This short-
coming is compounded by a literature re-

view that sometimes neglects relevant fields
and more recent work. To give just one

example: in the area of the nature of sci-
ence, it is unacceptable to quote Kuhn 1965

as the sole reference on objectivity in sci-
ence, given the large literature on the sub-
ject since then.

Another result of trying to do too much
is that important topics are underempha-

sized. Theory as such is neglected, as is the
nature of explanatory theory, science, and

research. The focus is on the content of
theory, substantive findings, and specifics
rather than the role, nature, and structure of
theory and its construchon. Consequently,

one drowns in a mass of findings, some of
which may be problematic while others are

unclear or in need of qualification. Among
its other uses, theory makes it unnecessary

to remember masses of data. Exhaustive

sets of findings have no place in a work
such as this; findings change, and theory
mustbe ableto accommodate thesechanges.

Here the lack of recent work becomes criti-
cal. In particular, the material on cognition,
schemata, images, meaning, and so on is
modified significantly by recent work in
cognitive science and related areas. A book
on theory must avoid excessive specificity,
except in examples. The issue is the role of
knowledge in theory, not of specific pieces

of knowledge; the knowledge of topic ar-
eas, for example, perception or cognition,
not specific findings about those.

The organization of the book's findings
also presents problems. The schema

adopted-fundamental concepts of envi-
ronment-behavior relations, activity pat-

terns and the built environment, and aes-

thetic values and the built environment-
seems arbitrary, leaves out far too much,
and is not hierarchically organized. More-
over, any organization or structure should
relate to the structure of theory generally,
which, in any case, is not discussed ade-

quately.

The procedural theory section also has

several problems. The necessarily brief
treatment of a largely distinct literature is
distracting, although it does imply the

importance of linking environment-behav-
ior research with work in design methods.
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More serious, this section is far too uncriti-
cal of the way designers work. I would
argue that accepting cument values, ap-

proaches, and practices makes real theory
impossible and dooms the enterprise before
it begins. There needs to be a fundamental

analysis of how design should be done,

given an explanatory theory based on envi-
ronment-behavior research. Lang implic-
itly assumes that the purpose of such re-

search (wrongly called "environmental
psychology") is to improve the knowledge

base for design as it now exists. In my view,
such research should aim to build a theory

of environment-behavior interaction that
will change design totally. Even the order

of subsections in the book compounds the

problem: any design practice should be

informed by substantive theory, rather than

constrain theory development.

These comments are a sample of those

which fill my copy of the book and the first
very long draft of this review. My strong

reaction may be partly due to my deep

involvement with the topic for many years,

but it also demonstrates the book's impor-

tance. Lang clearly sets out the importance

of environmental design theory based on

environment-behavior research, and this

should be welcomed by everyone concemed

by the lack of any worthwhile theory in the

design professions. Any future work will
need to begin with this book, building on its
positive insights, of which there are many,

and developing others in reaction to more

questionable matters, of which there are

also many.

In the collective, cumulative effort that

characterizes real research, scholarship, anc

theory-building, Creating Architecturar

Theory is apioneering effort. We should be

grateful that Jon Lang had the courage to

venture into a virtual terra incognita. ll
future maps of this territory are more accu-

rate and more useful for navigation, it will
be because they have built on, and cor-

rected, this crucial first effort.

CREATING ARCHITECTURAL TIIEORY: TT{E

ROLE OF T}IE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES IN
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN, Jon Lang, Van

Nostrand Reinhold, 1987,278 pp., illus., $36.95

Paper.
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Abigail Van Slyck

TOWARD A SOCIAL
ARCHITECTURE
ANDREW SAINT

As architecture students in the 1930s, many
young Britons were stirred by Gropius's
vision of architecture and industry working
hand in hand. As army officers in the 1940s,

these young architects were given the op-
pornrnity to put these ideals into practice.

As design professionals in the years after
the war, many of them flocked to the offices
of county councils to test their practical
idealism in the service of reconstruction.
When the Blitz, the baby boom, and the

Butler Act of 1944 (which guaranteed a

secondary education to all) conspired to
make school building a top priority, the

result was an unprecedented number of
schools built in the spirit of prewar Euro-
pean modernism.

In the days when the superiority of
modemism went unquestioned, these

schools were largely ignored by architec-
tural historians. Henry-Russell Hitchcock
did include one postwar English school in
.Architecture: Nineteenth and Twentieth
Centuries, but it was one of the few de-

signed in the private sector. The vast major-
ity of schools, built by the hundreds to the

designs of state-employed architects, lacked

the glamour that usually attracts scholarly
attention. Now that neither the social ideal-
ism nor the architectural forms of modem-
ism are in vogue, scholars are even more
reluctant to study these schools. Andrew
Saint is a welcome exception.

As Saint points out, his book is not a

history of all English school building in the

postwar era. Rather it traces the rise and

spread of an approach pioneered in the

architectural office of the Hertfordshire

County Council. "The Herts ideal," as the

author calls it, was aimed at nothing less

than a reform of the design process to make

architecture more responsive to society at

large. Under the leadership of Stirrat
Johnson-Marshall (whose death in 1981

prompted his colleagues to commission the

book), the Herts architects sought to trans-

form architecture from an elite activity to
one in which users, manufacturers, and
policymakers would all have a say in how
society's scarce resources would be allo-
cated. The informally planned, prefabri-
cated primary schools that resulted were a

direct response both to the acute labor
shortage that threatened all areas of recon-

sffuction and to the demands of progressive

educators, who felt conventional schools

interfered with child-oriented education.

With Johnson-Marshall's move to the

Ministry of Education in 1948, the Herts

ideal reached national prominence. He not
only extended the Herts approach to struc-
turally and functionally complex secon-

dary schools, but also developed five sepa-

rate prefabricated systems, each of which
was demonstrated in a ministry-built sec-

ondary school.

Ironically, the advent of better times

marked the beginning of the end for the

Herts ideal. In 1954, ministry-imposed
building controls were lifted as the atmos-

phere of crisis dissipated. Johnson-Marshall

left the Ministry in 1956 to preach the Herts
gospel to architects in the private sector.

Although he was never wholly successful

in this mission, he did manage to bring the

Herts approach into that bastion of elitism,
the English university. Indeed, Saint re-

serves his discussion of Johnson-Marshall's
design for York University for the book's
fi nal substantive chapter, providing his story

with a triumphal ending.

Without the Ministry to undertake the

costly job of systems development, counfy
councils found prefabrication an expensive

altemative. Local authorities were forced
to band together into consortia to take

advantage of the economies of scale de-

manded by industrial production. The so-

cial ideals of the Herts approach were lost
in the search for a cost-effective system of
prefabrication.

The retum of Labour to power in 1964

temporarily revived innovative school

building. By the mid-1970s, however, vari-
ous factors combined to undercut the gov-

emmental support that school building had

so long enjoyed, including a reaction to
prefabrication, the rediscovered strength of
the private-sector architect, inflation, and

above all what Saint calls "the illusion of
affluence and peace."

While the faces that peer out of the many
period photographs are undeniably British,
the message is nonetheless universal-
Saint's ability to see the wider implications
of this subject makes his book much better
that Stuart Maclure's Educational Devel-
opment and School Building (1984). Saint

hopes that policymakers, architects, and

Wing of Dement College under construction. With the mf deck on at m ealy stage, the contractors cm proceed with
cfadding and other tasks unimpeded by bad weather. (Frcm Toward a Social Architecture; photo by Sir Andrcw Derbyshirc.)
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users of buildings will see in his narrative a

positive model for cooperation. Confident
that prefabrication can lead to a modern

"industrial vemacular" and that architects

can practice their profession with a social

conscience, he urges us to apply the Herts

ideal in our own time.
The self-effacing and humorous recol-

lections ofthe architects involved are sur-

prisingly free of modernist jargon. Woven

together with Saint's thorough and schol-

arly examination of the documents, these

snatches of oral history bringtolife the day-
in and day-out workings of these public-
sector offices. By allowing us to look
through the eyes of the participants, the

author shows us just how successful these

men and women were (at least for a time) at

translating their ideals into reality.
Saint's book is a wonderful demonstra-

tion of how architectural history can be

more than the story of buildings and their

architects. The reader who criticizes Saint

for relegating formal analysis and biogra-
phy to secondary positions has missed the

point. For Saint, these schools are notjust
exercises in the machine aesthetic, they are

evidence of their society's priorities, the

physical result of governmental policies,

educational innovation, and reconstruction

economics.

This is a part of the history of modern

architecture that has yet to be explored

adequately. Saint deserves full marks for
bringing this complex story to light, while
keeping intact its richness and humanity.
This book deserves a wide audience and a

long life on the shelves ofreaders interested

in both the future and the history of archi-
tecture.

TOWARD A SOCIAL ARCHTTECTLJRE: THE
ROLE OF SCHOOL BUILDING IN POST-WAR
ENGLAND, Andrew Saint, Yale, 1987, 267 pp.,

illus., $40.00.

Stephen Fox

LEWIS EDMUND
CROOK, JR.,
ARCHITECT, 1898_1967

WILLIAM ROBERT MITCHELL, JR.

WALLACE NEFF:
ARCHITECT OF
CALIFORNIA'S
GOLDEN AGE
ALSON CLARK

THE WORK OF WILLIAM
LAWRENCE BOTTOMLEY
WILLIAM B. O'NEAL AND
CHRISTOPI{ER WEEKS

The generation of American architects

whose practices spanned the period from
the 1910s to the 1950s was the last to work
in the academic tradition handed down from
RichardM. Hunt, McKim, Mead & White,
and D. H. Burnham. Although grounded in
the discipline ofclassical architecrure, the

work of this last generation was eclectic,
subject to both an insistence on clarity,
proportion, and order propounded by 19th-

century classicists, and an attentiveness to
materials, craftsmanship, situation, and

propriery that was the legacy of the Arts and

Crafts movement. The first generation

sought civic grandeur; the last tumed from
public glory to the cultivation of private

charm. It is an irony of history that this
charm has proved so resilient and enduring.
The "country house," the preferred term for
large suburban houses ofthe 1910s, 1920s,

and 1930s, remains the most sought-after
house in the garden suburbs of many U.S.

cities, an enviable record of real-estate

viability.
The best country houses managed an

exquisite accommodation between practi-
cality and ceremoniousness. Architectur-
ally, they embody an implied ritual conduct
of domestic life without actually imposing
on their occupants the burdens ofextrava-
gant size, ostentatious decor, or excessive

Revcaling a familiar architecnrre in an unexpccted setting-great
plantation homcs amid thc West African rain forests-.r{ I-aad and
Iift krunbd discusses and depicts the smrcturcs raised by black
Americans who emigrated to Liberia before the Civil War.

A Land and Life Remembered
Americo-Liberian Folk Architecture
60 dunnc, 74 hafurrr, ail 4fwr+olor phoagnphs
$35.00 cloth; $19.95 papcr
Published in conjunction with thc Brockton An MuscumlFullcr Mcmorial

The University of Georgra Press Athens 30602
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. The critical terminology of the
9l0s and 1920s----charm, livability, gra-

style-is maddeningly vague by
standards, yet accurately de-

the qualities with which the best of
houses resonate.

The loyalty still commanded by this
of counnry house architects is

in the monographs on individual archi-
that have been commissioned or sub-

by clients, descendants of clients,
present-day house owners. The first
Richard Pratt's book on the Chicago

David Adler (1970) and James

on the Atlanta architect Neal Reid
1973). Three recent books ofthis genre are

the work of the Pasadena (eventually

architect Wallace Neff
895-1982), the domestic work in Rich-

Virginia, of the New York architect
Bottomley (1883-195 I ),

the Atlanta architect Lewis Edmund
Jr. (1898-1967). Such partisan

may seem to historians to com-
critical autonomy. But if these

exhibit shortcomings, it is not due to
adulation. Rather it is the lack of

adequate structure that might facilitate
critical reflection and authoritative evalu-
ation.

Lewis Edmund Crook, Jr., Architect,
I 898-1967 : A Twentieth-Century Tradi-
tionalist in the Deep South is seriously
flawed, although for reasons other than its
commissioning by the architect's daughter,
L,ois Crook Crossley. In this I 47-page book,
there are a mere 26 pages of text, replete
with tiresome repetitions, yet lacking any
sustained analysis of the production of the
firm of Ivey & Crook. Although Crook's
work does not exhibit the bravura scale and
detailing of his contemporary Philip Tram-
mel Shutze, it does display his dexterity and

tact in adapting l8th-century English and
l8th- and early l9th-century American
(especially Southem) precedents to subur-
ban houses, school and university build-
rngs, small public buildings, and churches.
To its credit, the book contains good con-
temporary photographs of Ivey & Crook's
buildings by Van Jones Martin and a chrono-
logical listing of thefirm's work. Drawings

Regionalism and Landscape

Sidney C. Berg House, Pmadena, CA, Neff (1927). (Frcm Wallace Neff, photo by Louis Bruhnke.)

are included, but they function more as

graphic decoration than supporting docu-
mentation.

Filial devotion also motivated the pro-
duction of Wallace Neff, Architect of
C alifornia' s Golden Age,cornpiled by Wal-
lace Neff, Jr., with text by Alson Clark.
Wallace Neff's career was exceptionally
longJived. His first house was built in
1919, his last in 1975. His repurarion as a

country house architect was made with the
Bourne House ir San Marino ( 1925), one of
the most freque,rtly published California
houses of the 1920s, a neo-vernacular
mansion that demonstrated Neff's virnros-
ity in massing, composition, and texture,
which David Gebhard aptly describes in a
brief foreword as "painterly." It was with
the piquant appeal of a landscape painter
that Neff re-created architectural vignettes
of rural Andalusia, Lombardy, and Mexico
along the manicured streets of Pasadena

and San Marino and on the precipitous
slopes above Beverly Hills and Bel-Air.

Unlike the Crook monograph, this is a
work of scholarship. Alson Clark is at his
best in the introducrory essay, which clearly

details Neff's family background, his child-
hood in Pasadena and Europe, his training
and apprenticeship, and his swift rise to
professional recognition after beginning
practice in l922.In the notes of the 66
catalogue entries thatfollow, Clark's sense

of direction falters, facilitated by the curi-
ous iurangement of entries in neither chrono-
logical norany otherdeterminable sequence.

Clark does identify many of Neff's charac-
teristic architectural attributes, but never
focuses these observations to produce a

critical perspective in which Neff's work
might be evaluated, nor does he outline the
consistent pattems that marked Neff's build-
ings. As aresult, minordigressions assume

annoying prominence. One is left to specu-
late about the extent to which family devo-
tion resulted in the inclusion of so much
material about movie star clients, AIA-
chapter design awards, and instances of
publication in place of the critical analysis
and evaluation that Neff's work merits, a

process that Clark begins but does not bring
to a satisfactory conclusion. The book
contains an alphabetical listing by client of
Neff's buildings and a listing of published
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references to his work. The quality of photo

reproduction varies. Plan, section, and ele-

vation drawings are illustrated in many of
the catalogue entries, although one would
have welcomed even more.

William B. O'Neal and Christopher

Weeks organized The Work of William
Lawrence Bottomley in Richmond along

the same lines as the bookonWallaceNeff:
a foreword by Jaquelin T. Robertson, whose

parents built one of Bottomley's Richmond

houses, an inffoductory essay by the au-

thors on Bottomley's career, and catalogue

enffies on 15 houses, one residential addi-

tion, and one apartment building, followed
by notes on four non-residential or unexe-

cuted projects, a listing of Bottomley's
other work in Virginia, and a listing of
Bottomley's pattem books. Interspersed

among the catalogue enffies are several

short essays, including two on the residen-

tial districts where Bottomley's houses are

concentrated, the semi-urban Monument

Avenue corridor and the garden suburb of
Windsor Farms.

Bottomley worked in Richmond between

1915 and 1941. Most of these houses were

built during the 1920s and early 1930s and

represent the architect at the peak of his

career. O'Neal and Weeks precisely de-

scribe the houses, their planning, formal
and spatial composition, material detailing,

and often original interior decoration and

garden designs. This analytical specificity
is aided by retraced floor plans (although

almost always of the first floor only), site

plans, and superlative color photographs

by Richard Cheek. It would be difficult to
overstate how much Cheek's photographs

aid the reader not only in appreciating, but

in interpreting, Bottomley's houses. These

communicate with amazing clarity the

subtleties of detail, texture, and color of
which the best American eclectic architects

were masters, but which most architectural
photography fails to relay. Unfortunately,

they also reveal the blunted tastes of many

present-day occupants, which are blander,

more conventional, and less discriminating

than were those of the original occupants.

Only the spatial sensations thatBottomley's
beautifully proportioned interiors provide

escape Cheek's view.

What eludes O'Neal and Weeks are the

stylistic fluency and scholarly assurance

that Bottomley's works exude. And as keen

as the authors are to Bottomley's houses,

their historic sources (often Virginian in
origin), and theirclients, they acknowledge

but do not quite come to grips with the

prevailing attitudes andpractices of Ameri-
can country house architects in the l9l0s
and 1920s. Bottomley is described as a
compound of gentleman and Bohemian,

charmer and flafferer, exacting designer,

demanding supervisor, and disciplined
professional, yet O'Neal and Weeks do not

conclude that this was the personality type

of the eclectic master (to which, by Clark's
account, Wallace Neff must also have

conformed). In terms of architectural analy-

sis, Bottomley's predilection for intricate

spatial and visual sequences is described,

butno notice is taken of his quirky plans (he

repeatedly jammed rooms into building
shells in the most diagrammatically expe-

dient ways) and the extent to which he

achieved perceptual interest at the expense

of conceptual clarity.
Because exploration of this episode in

American architectural history has largely

proceeded through monographs on indi-
vidual architects, the shortcomings noted

in both the Neff and Bottomley books may

in part be attributed to the lack of a defini-
tive study of the entire period. Mark A.
Hewitt's forthcoming book on the Ameri-
can country house should provide future

authors with abroader understanding of the

presently ill-defined and still somewhat

mysterious conceptual universe in which

early 20th-century American eclectic archi-

tects worked.

LEWIS EDMI.]ND CROOK, JR., ARCHITECT,
1898-1967: A TWENTIETH-CENTURY
TRADITIONALIST IN THE DEEP SOUTH,
William Roben Mitchell, Jr., The History Business,

Inc., 1984, 147 pp., illus., $40.00.

WALLACE NEFF: ARCHITECT OF
CALIFORNIA'S GOLDEN AGE, Alson Clark,
Capra hess, 1987 , 24O pp., illus., $50.00.

THE WORK OF WILLIAM LAWRENCE
BOTTOMLEY IN RICHMOND, William B. O'Neal
and Christopher Weeks, University Press of Virginia,
286 pp., illus., $35.00.

Margaretta Darnall

THE ENGLISH GARDEN
IN OUR TIME
JANE BROWN

LANNING ROPER AND
HIS GARDENS

JANE BROWN

In these two recent books, Jane Brown

discusses the English garden since 1897.

The English Garden in Our Time svveys
the entire period, and Lanning Roper and

His Gardens focuses on one important

designer. Landscape architecture has un-

dergone drastic changes in England in the

last century, but the private garden remains

its most interesting product.

Subtitled From Gertrude Jekyll to

Geoffiey Jellicoe, The English Garden in

Our Time begins with an analysis of Miss

Jekyll's own garden at Munstead Wood.

Chapters on the gardens of the Arts and

Crafts movement, including work by Jekyll

and by the architect Edwin Lutyens, follow.
The all-too-brief description of the Italian
influence in the 20th century is followed by

a lengthier discussion of the Modem Move-

ment. Brown then turns to Vita Sackville-

West and Harold Nicolson's Sissinghurst

Castle, the preservation movement after

World War II, the "New Georgian" gar-

dens, and the social dilemma of landscape

architecture in the 20th century. She con-

cludes with two chapters on Geoffrey Jelli-
coe.

Brown argues that "too many history

books have taught us that the English land-

scape style was ourfinesthour." She favors

the intimate, personal scale of the Edwar-

dian gardeners over the broad, sweeping

landscapes of the l8th century, and traces

the evolution ofJekyll and Lutyens's ideas,

drawing heavily on her earlier books, Gar-

dens of a Golden Afternoon and Vita's
OtherWorld. There is material on popular

designers of the early 20th century, such as

Reginald Blomfield, Thomas Mawson,

Percy Cane, Harold Peto, Clough Williams-
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Ellis, and others whose n:rmes are nearly
forgotten now. In the chapter on the Mod-
ern Movement, she shows the 1930s work
of Christopher Tunnard, who was influ-
enced by modem European architects be-
fore he came to the United States and a

distinguished academic career at Harvard
and Yale. Other outside influences on the
English garden include the American de-
signer Beatrix Farrand's work at Darting-
ton Hall in Devon in the 1930s and the
publications of the Brazilian Roberto Burle
Marx and the Califomian Thomas Church
in the 1950s.

Geoffrey Jellicoe is unquestionably
England's most important 20th-century
landscape architect. His long and produc-
tive career began in the 1920s, when after
completing his courses at the Architectural
Association, he wenr to Italy with John
Shepherd and produced the magnificent
ItalianGardens of the Renaissance. Apro-
lific writer and designer, his major com-
missions in the 1980s include the Moody
Gardens in Galveston, Texas; parks for
Brescia and Modena in Italy; and an amiv-
ing request to design a garden of the past,

the present, and the future at Sutton Place,
a l6th-century manor house, formerly the
home ofPaul Getty. This review ofJellicoe's
work is worthwhile for his exquisite draw-
ings alone.

Brown herself is partial to those private
gardens which, in the manner of Jekyll and
Lutyens, are divided into a series of rooms,
each with a different theme and which
remain "a peaceful refuge" or a place for
"solace and refreshment of the spirit." But
much has happened to the English garden

socially and stylistically in the 20th cen-
tury, and the book as a whole does not
explain these changes. Brown ignores the
work of English designers in France and

Italy before World War II, as well as the
functional, low-maintenance gardens, both
public and private, which have been neces-

sary in the postwar era. Even so,The Eng-
lish Garden in Our Time is an excellent
review of the highlights and lesser known
treasures of the Edwardian tradition, which
is enjoying renewed popularity in England
and elsewhere.

In another recent book, Brown focuses
on Lanning Roper (1912-1983), a singular
character in modem British gardening.

Although not a landscape architect, he was
a better designer than most, so it would be

unfair to classify him as simply a horticul-
turist. Roper called himself a "garden con-
sultant" and designed on the site more often
than on paper.

An American, educated at Harvard, with
a year of architecture at Princeton, Roper
made England his home after World War II,
where he studied horticulfure at the Royal
Botanic Gardens at Kew and Edinburgh.
Roper was known both as a writer (for the
Royal H orticultural S oc iety J ournal, C oun-
try Ltfe, and the Sunday Times) and as a

designer; his most productive years were
between 1965 and 1980. As a designer he

was equally adept at restoring and adapting
historic gardens or designing a landscape to
harmonize with contemporary buildings by
leading architects.

In the l8th century, Horace Walpole
said that Capability Brown's best work
would be the least remembered, for it would
be mistaken for nature. The same could be

said of Lanning Roper in the 20th century.
In the restoration of l8th-century gardens
for the National Trust, in the adaptation for
the public of Winston Churchill's undistin-
guished garden at Chartwell, or the land-
scape surrounding Foster Associates' han-
gar-like Sainsbury Centre for the Visual
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Famsworth House, Plano, IL, wherc Roper worked at le6t one wek a yer on the setting, rc that the house ..should render up
its sercts gndually by a series of tantalizing glimpses." (Mies vm der Rohe, mhitet) (From tanning Roper.)
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Arts in Norwich, Roper's intervention was

never mannered or self-conscious. He was

always able to enhance the buildings and

their sites without calling attention to his

work.

One of Roper's most photographed but

least recognized commissions was the land-

scaping of Mies van der Rohe's Farnsworth

House in Plano, Illinois for the present

owner. Here Roper was responsible for
laying out the entrance road, opening up the

area around the famous glass house, and
judiciously placing trees in the clearing to

shade the house and focus the views to the

Fox River.

More biography than monograph, Lan-
nin g Roper and H i s G arde ns traces Roper's

family history, his early years in New Jer-

sey, and his life in England. Other chapters

are devoted to the garden he made with his

wife, Primrose, at Park House in London,

the gardens he workedonin lreland, his res-

toration of historic gardens, his work with

contemporary architects, and his work for
the royal families of Great Britain and Iran.

Brown falters occasionally when discuss-

ing the American connections, but she al-

ways manages to convey his personal charm

and sensitivity to each particular situation.

The book's most serious fault is the lack

of a bibliography of Roper's writings. Pas-

sages quoted in the text are identified in
Brown's notes, but this is not a complete

list. Altogether, however, the book is an

excellent assessment of Roper's life and

work. Roper either took the photographs

himself orthey were made underhis super-

vision, so they convey his composition,

views, and sense of space.

These two books, one general and the

other specific, portray the evolution of
English garden design since Gertrude Jekyll.

Although Brown is not sympathetic to
modem architecture, her critical eye is acute

when it comes to landscape design, and she

explains clearly the nuances and differ-
ences among modem practitioners. Both

books will interest garden enthusiasts and

professional designers alike.

T}IE ENGLISH GARDEN IN OUR TIME: FROM
GERTRUDE JEKYLL TO GEOFFREY JELLICOE,
Jane Brown, Antique Collectors Club, 1986,250 pp.,

illus., $39.50.

LANNING ROPER AND HIS GARDENS, JANE

Brown, Rizzoli, \987,224 pp., illus., $37.50.
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GRAPHIC DESIGN

Cervin Robinson

TTIE PHOTOGRAPHY OF
ARCHITECTI.]RE

AKIKO BUSCH

FRANK YERBURY:
ITINERANT
CAMERAMAN
FOREWORD BY ALVIN BOYARSKY,
TEXT BY ANDREW HIGGOTT AND
IT{N JEFFREY

"Most [architectural photographers] . . .

work with such profound respect for the

buildings they photograph and the archi-
tects who designed them, that the idea that
their photographs might confer their own
legitimacy [on buildings] is almost laugh-
able," writes Akiko Busch. "It is with almost

surprising modesty that most of these pho-

tographers work."
Ms. Busch should have noticed that

photographers work repeatedly forthe same

architects or magazine editors and cannot

bite the hand thatfeeds them. They notonly
are fans of architecture, they believe in
photographing buildings in certain espe-

cially desirable ways. And so the photo-
graphs in this book (reproduced in ink-
starved, single-impression offset, at least

one of them upside down) can contradict
their takers good intentions. For example,

Wolfgang Hoyt says he means to show

buildings in their environment, unlike
"[Ezra] Stoller [who], for the most part,

photographed modem architecture . . . which
didn't really pay attention to its context. . .
[and] had to be photographed in a vacuum."
Yet Stoller's pictures in this book generally
do show building in their contexts, whereas

Hoyt's, most of which are of modern build-
ings, generally do not.

The work of the twelve photographers

described in The Photography ofArchitec-
ture represents the different approaches of
several generations of photographers. The

degree offorelock tugging varies with each

generation. Three of the twelve, Julius
Shulman, Bill Hedrich (of Hedrich-Bless-

"Columns. New York, New York, 1979," Judith Tumer. (Frcm Pholography of Architecture.)

ing), and Ezra Stoller, started their careers

in the 1930s and are now in their seventies;

two, Nick Merrick and Paul Warchol, are

still in their thirties. The sly oldsters come

across as the most admiring of architects

and the most modest (with the exception of
Shulman, whose stated goal is "not to glam-
orize, but to glorify"). Stoller is even quoted,

as he was some years ago in Perspecta, as

saying that photography is "an exffemely
limited medium." Imagine a major archi-
tect making a comparable statement about
architecture! The youngest photographers

seem by contrast overly serious and self-
absorbed.

The twelfth photographer in the book is
Judith Turner, who photographs bits and
pieces of buildings. Although architects do
not hire her to document their newly com-
pleted buildings, they are often flattered to
have her photographs framed on their walls,
apparently with the thought that images
that are so low in documentary value must
be high in artistry. Indeed, many of the
photographers in the book seem to think
that artistry can conflict with documenta-
tion. Photographs, it seems, should be

artistic, but not too artistic.
Francis Rowland Yerbury, whose work

is the subject of Frank Yerbury: Itinerant
Cameraman, was another sort of architec-
rural photographer entirely. Busch's pho-

tographers are paid to photograph newly
completed (or even not quite completed)
buildings at the right instant under the most
articulate light. In contrast, Yerbury, a

longtime secretary of London's Architec-
tural Association, took pictures for which
there may have been no compelling need

and whenever he happened to get to a

building; these pictures thereafter formed
the content of a large miscellany of archi-
tectural books in the 1920s and 1930s.

Yerbury did have one enormous advan-

tage: the buildings he photographed are

seen inuse; fragments ofthe real worldnow
give a breath of life to many of these im-
ages. The Villa Stein and the Maison La-
Roche are filled with books, paintings, and
fumiture; hand baggage appears against a

parapet in the Stuttgart railway station; and

the inclusion ofperiod motorcan and cloth-
ing anchors photographs frmly in the I 920s.

But, as a reference tool, the Yerbury
book-the catalogue to an AA exhibition-
is not reliable. For instance, the Hotel Statler
(plate 43) that is identified as on 7th Ave-
nue in New York City, by McKim, Mead
and White, dated l9l 8, is actually on Niag-
ara Square in Buffalo, by George B. Post
and Sons, and ofabout 1922. The book also
contains two silly essays. Andrew Higgott,
AA's slide librarian, anguishes over the
evident fact that Yerbury did not have the
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orthodox taste of British modemists, but
liked embarrassingly traditional things as

well. In spite of this, Yerbury was instru-

mental in introducing modern architecture

to England. Ian Jeffrey fills his essay space

claiming that Yerbury could have been of
the same caliber as Eugene Atget, Walker
Evans, and Paul Strand, which he clearly

could not have been. Oddly, Jeffrey uses as

evidence not the plates in this catalogue but

those in a book of Yerbury's photographs

published in 1935.

Ifthe lesson ofthe first ofthese books is

that architectural photographers should be

more independent of the architects whose

buildings they take, the lessonofthe second

is that the modest noninvolvement of a

Yerbury is not enough.

THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF ARCHITECTURE:
TWELVE VIEWS, Akiko Busch, Van Nostrand
Reinhold, 1986,232 pp., illus., $39.95.

FRANK YERBURY: ITINERANT CAMERAMAN,
ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHS I92O_35,

foreword by Alvin Boyarsky, text by Andrew Higgott
and Ian Jeffrey, Architectural Association, 1987, 144

pp., illus., f27.00.

T

"Maison La Roche, Pris, Studio," Frmk Yerbury (1923); [r Corbusier and Piene Jemneret, uchitecls. (From Frank Yerbury.)
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Graphic Design

Alastair Johnston

THE LIBERATED PAGE
EDITED BY I{ERBERT SPENCER

Design books, like Horace's Maecenas,

often have the air of "promising much," but
prove to be the same collection of title
pages and famous illustrations, slightly
rearranged to confuse the prospective
purchaser. The Liberated Page is yet an-
other of this genre, intended for the neo-
phyte or dabbler with a general interest in
typography and desiga. Small, bite-sized
chunks of information are wrapped in pro-
fuse illustrations for effortless digestion.
Selected from the new series of Typograph-
ica published 25 years ago, these articles
were important when first published, but
today their information has been super-
ceded.

In the interim, major monographs have
come out on the work of most of the typo-
graphic practitioners covered here. David
Elliott's dark and gruny Rodchenko and
the Arts of Revolutionary Russia (New York,
1979), the catalogue of an exhibition at
Oxford, was followed by Rodchenko: The

Complete Workby S. O. Khan-Magome-
dov in 1986. John Hearrfield's work was
commemorated in an eponymous Berlin
publication issued by the Neue Gesellschaft
fiir bildende Kunst, in his brother Wieland
Herzfelde's three-volume Leben und Werk
(Dresden, l97l), in Photomontages of the
Nazi Period(New York, 1977, more acces-

sible in this counffy), and in a critical study
in English, John Heartfield: Art and Mass
MediabyDouglas Kahn (New York, 1985).
Herbert Bayer: Visual Communication,
Architecture, Painting (New York & Lon-
don, 1967) was followed inevirably by the
Complete Work, edited by Arthur Cohen
(MIT Press, 1984). Piet Zwart has still not
become the subject of a major study, but
three smaller publications show different
aspects ofhis creative output: a typographic
survey issued by Arthur Niggli in Switzer-
land (1966); a catalogue from the Haags
Gemeentemuseum (early 1970s), which
shows his fumiture, architecture, industrial
art, and other design; and Piet Zwart Retro-

spektive Fotografie (Dtisseldorf, 1981).

Soviet Constructivism has become the
subject of considerable discussion and re-
appraisal in the last decade. The British
Library catalogue, The World Backwards:
Russian Futurist Books, 1912-1916 by
Susan Compton (1978), was followed by
Christina Lod der' s Ru s s i a n C o ns tr uc t iv i sm
(Yale, 1983) a;nd Soviet Commercial De-
sign of the Twenties by M. Amkst (New
York, 1987). There have also been cata-
logues of the major shows of Russian and
Polish Constructivism, including the "New

interested readers would do well to check

out some of the otherbooks just mentioned.

A major omission is Hendrik Nicolaas
Werkman (1882-1945), the Dutch typo-
graphic printmaker who used the tools of
the printer, usually used to produce identi-
cal multiples, to create monoprints and
small runs that showed the potential for
variation within a theme. His technique of
"Hot Printing" parallels the innovations by
exponents of "le lazzHot" in Europe at the
same time. He was the direct inspiration for
Joshua Reichert, whose monotonous work
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Headings from E:ercices de Sryle, designed by Robert Mmsin (c. l960s). (FromThe Liberated Page.)

Perspectives" show on the Russian avant-
garde at the Los Angeles County Museum
in 1980.

The illustrations inThe Liberated Page
often duplicate those in Herbert Spencer's
similar work, Pioneers of Modern Typog-
raphy, but the layout is not as logical.
Hearrfield, Rodchenko, and the Polish Con-
structivists produced many interesting
works, but the same old chestnuts invari-
ably crop up as illustrations in this book.
Henryk Berlewi 's "Mechano-faktura" con-
struction of 1922 and the inevitable covers
for Novyi Lef and Pro Eto by Rodchenko
give the impression that there were only a
couple of Constructivist "masterpieces";

gets 15 pages to itself in The Liberated
P age. W erktran examined the possibilities
of relief printing from every angle-using
the brayer directly on the paper, stenciling,
frisketing, and even putting the paperon the
floor and pressing inked objects, such as a

doorlockorarubbercash-registermat, into
it. His influence is only now making an

impact on book arts.

I would also welcome some new light on
the career of Robert Massin, whose Bald
Soprano designs were revolutionary at the
time, although they have since lost their
shock value through overexposure. His
teacher, Pierre Faucheux, deserves more
than a one-line mention. [t's through
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neglectrather than modesty that Faucheux's

typography for J. J. Pauvert's Libertds se-

ries is often uncredited in design books that
show them (e.g., John Lewis, The Twenti-

eth Century Book).

Among the worthwhile pieces in The

Liberated Page are the article on Paul van

Ostaijen, aBelgian visual poet, and another

one by Anatol Stem, "Avant-Garde Graph-
ics inPolandBetween theTwo WorldWars"
(he was there and a part of the movement).

Stefan Themerson's "Kurt Schwitters on a

Time Chart" is good, as is his study of lyric
ideograms.

The book demonstrates the primacy

accorded to photography by graphic de-

signers in the 1920s. In the work of Piet

Zwart, Paul Schuitema, and Aleksandr Rod-

chenko, we find that each took up photog-

raphy in order to exert more control over

the finished design of their works. (In
Zwart's case, he was also often the copy-

writer.) The increased spatial dynamics

accorded the typographer who breaks

through the static gray plane of pure type

was explored by these great artists, along

with El Lissitsky, Jan Tschichold, Ladislav

Sutnar, and later practitioners. The "pio-
neers" preplanned the planes and the angles,

often posing themselves for the required

effect and to exertminute control overtheir
compositions in which the full gray range

ofphotography blends with the starker scale

of type and white space.

Glancing through the two runs of the

original magazine, one recognizes its im-
portance in the century-long tradition of
typographic journals. Typographica fol-
lowed on the heels of the modest Printing
and Graphic Arts, published in Vermont
from 1953 to 1965, and Robert Harling's
Alphabet and Image (1946 to 1948), the

successor to Typography, both printed by
the Shenval Press in London. These and

such joumals as I mpr int, D o lphin, F le uron,

andColophonvaried in content but had one

prime focus.

Typographica started out with practical

articles by John Tarr, Geoffrey Dowding,
W. J. H. B. Sandberg, Paul Rand, and Max
Bill on printing history, letterspacing, and

poster design. The new series featured more

whimsical, albeit
instructive, articles

on a wealth of
graphic-arts sub-
jects. From the first
series, I would cer-

tainly have included

the piece on Werk-
manwhichappeared

in #1 1, Patricia
Davey's piece on

"Locomotive Let-
tering," and the sa-

pid study of Dutch

chocolate leuering
byG. H. Ovink. The

selection included in
The Liberated Page

overlooks the catho-

licity of topics cov-

ered, from the pic-
torial essays such as

"Emphatic Fist, In-
formative Arrow,"
by Edward Wright;
"The Emergence of
the Printer's Stock
Block," by Charles

Hasler; "The Com-
pass Rose," by W.
E. May; to "Street Level" by Robert

Brownjohn and "Chance" by folklorist
Barbara Jones with Spencer's photos. The

original magazine also printed Donald Bell's
thorough study of forms of printing for the

blind, "Reading by Touch," and James

Mosley's insightful history of the sans serif
lefter, "The Nymph and the Grot."

In other respects, the weaknesses of the

book outweigh its merits. The article on

BCG (Brownjohn, Chermayeff and Geis-

mar) is totally out of place-there's enough

deadly corporate crap in the glossy design

monthlies. The article on Ian Hamilton
Finlay and concrete poetry by Dom Syvester

Houddard would have been a good substi-

tution. Dieter Rot's work is presented

murkily, since the reproduction is bad and

there are inking problems, which spoils an

otherwise interesting study of his "Boks."
The book's title begs the question: from

what is the page liberated? The predictable

"Montage," Kurt Schwitters ( 1920). (FrcmThe Liberated Page.)

answer, fromthenarrow formalism of l9th-
century typography, is belied by the work
of the "artistic printer" of the 1880s. Yet
there is no indication ofthese precursors of
the modem movements in this or any other

book on the major 20th-century designers.

Also, why is there a rehash of material that

is generally available? The audience for
books on typographic design is ready for
more sophisticatedmaterial. Lacking an in-
telligent introduction to tie together its
disparate threads, the book is too narrowly
focused to be considered even as a student

textbook. For whatever commercial or

shortsighted reasons, this repetitious com-
pendium diminishes the appeal of its sub-
ject and deprives its audience ofa potential

feast.

ANTHOLOGY, Herbert Spencer, editor, Bedford
Press, 1987, 243 pp., illus., $39.95 cloth, $19.95
paper.
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Dean Morris

THE GRAPHIC
LANGUAGE OF
NEVILLE BRODY
JON WOZENCROFT

To Americans The Graphic l,anguage of
Neville Brodymay look like anothergraphic

designer's careercapsule, but in Britain it is

part of a media event. Last April, at age 3 l,
Neville Brody also opened a ten-yearretro-

spective of his work at the Victoria and

Albert Museum, and was discussed in the

English financial press and on Italian tele-

vision. In the book, which appeared at the

same time, Brody explains the ideas and

experiences involved in creating his dis-

tinctive typographic experiments on record
jackets, logos, and magazines-most
notably, The Face, a seminal and influen-
tial British style magazineof theearly 1980s.

To the British design community Brody
is important as a stylish innovator whose

work mirrors their time. To the V & A, the

British business community, and the press,

Brody's work clearly depicts the British
economic principle of the early 1980s:

Youth + Style = Marketability. This prin-

ciple is exemplified by the "merger" of the

1980s economic boom with late 1970s punk

culture, although Brody might have called

this a "hostile takeover" rather than a

"merger." Brody and author Jon Wozen-

croft are feisty about the whole matter. For
them, the big issues shift between Brody's
manipulation of type andculture's manipu-

lation of Brody----or rather of his style and

ideas. Their ultimate, yet inadvertent,

message may be "exploit culture first," on

the grounds that if culture exploits you first
then you can't turn it around the way Brody

did. Wozencroft complains that

Brody's graphic work has been widely imitated
with scant regard for his original intentions. . . .

This book sets out to restate these intentions,
whilst staying conscious ofboth the advantages
and pitfalls of hindsight. . . . When style rather
than content is the driving force ofthe culture, as

it is today, it requires a keen eye to differentiate
the original from its countless simulations.

So reads the introduction, but even Brody

admits that the typography of PR-phobic

Barney Bubbles and Malcolm Garret pre-

figure his. If the author's purpose is to
delineate what Brody has done and what his

imitators have not, or to take a defensive

position about design and greed-and I
hope these are not the main purposes-then
their frequent scolding ofparasitic design-

ers and of steamrolling capitalists smacks

of self-flattery, but don't mind it. The book
satisfies on enough other levels, such as

design theory, cultural time capsule, style

source, and as a diary of creative
independence.

Brody has generally avoided mainstream

American clients, staying with what he

knows best-his town, his generation-
which explains why American graphic

design didn't feel the impact of Brody's
work in the early 1980s to the degree that
Britain felt it. Brody's record jackes vied

for attention on American record store

shelves, but British jackets were occasion-

ally redesigned for American audiences,

and some American jacket designs in fact

imitated and diluted his style before he

couldbecome widely known here.The Face

magazine, too, has only a small readership

in the United States, so we missed any

month-to-month immediacy and anticipa-
tion. The tradeoff is a volume of largely

unfamiliar recent work that strikes us as

fresh and provocative.

American typography in the early 1980s

continued to derive space and formal vo-

cabulary from architecture----classical,

constructivist, modemist, postmodernist.

American design schools continued to stew

in Swiss methodology and computers, and

Japanese design occupied the rest of our

attention. Amazingly, Brody's typography
wriggles past such architectural dogma. He

also avoids any influence from American

designerBobGill orthe British design firm
Pentagram, which energized British design

and advertising in the 1950s and 1960s,

drawing on Madison Avenue's bold, stark,

and funny approach. But Brody's work
isn't about funny. Nor is it about love, sex,

color, or even beaugr. It is about message,

form, texture, drama, music, death, con-
sumerism. And something resembling

passion-but for what? For Americans, the

look of Brody's work-so clunky yet charm-

ing, like your first encounter with Venturi
or Gehry, so energetic, so odd-is worth

close study by anyone remotely interested

in typography, communication theory, or
promotion for music, fashion, or
magazines.

All of which Brody managed to touch on

early, beginning with his generally frus-

trated time at the London School of Print-
ing. There, as an illustrator, he sought the

most rigorous technical graphic-design

curriculum, as an anti-Bauhaus, anti-com-
mercial act, to learn enough about itto rebel

against it more effectively (Brody rational-
izes everything). He then immersed him-
self in design for independent record com-
panies, but soon became disenchanted as

they restricted his creative freedom in an

attempt to expand their market. Brody made

his mark atThe Face; redesigned the l,on-
don entertainment guide City Limits; was

briefly at Tatler magazine; at The New

Socialist; and spent two months in New

York attempting afacelift for Mademoiselle.

He currenfly art directs the British men's

magazirlie Arena and runs his own studio.

Brody was fortunate to have that small
window in rime between the 1970s and

1980s when British youth culture's music,
fashion, and design escaped to the attic, to

dress up, dance, and talk loudly before the

grownups and the littlest kids came up the

stairs to see what all the racket was about.

The rowdies were soon brought down to the

living room, in front of the guests, and told
to create and entertain, which of course

stopped them from doing exactly that, out

of self-consciousness.

These social and creative struggles in
Brody's work are set off by, but also em-

balmed by, the book's conventional cover

and page layout. Still, the pages are chock-
full but never crowded, and are nicely
printed. Informative captions offer techni-

cal descriptions of the work, even social
contexts, and at times Brody suggests

improvements. Brody's inventive con-
densed letterforms-"EXPO," "LATINA,"
"PARIS"-shine most brightly in simply

composed pages with open letterspacing,
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Neville Brody's cover designs for Tie Face (1984-86).
(FromThe Graphic lnnguage of Neville Brody.)

where they aren't also trying to invent
composition. His typographic innovations
go beyond letterforms, easily integating
symbols as visual clues to enhance or mask

meaning. ForThe Face he sometimes chal-
lenged the traditional story by beginning
with a symbol rather than a capital letter. In
headlines, he challenged conventional read-

ing pattems, rotating letters and words like
a compass, or using "+" as a "t" in "con-
tents," as an odd motif over Warhol's "o,"
or to keep company with a few rules and

circles. In one instance, Brody stole his
own "M" from aMadonna story and used it
the next month, upside down, for Warhol's
"W," including a line of type and part of
Madonna's picture, also upside down. "The
girl can't help it," the line begins, which
becomes a campy jab at Warhol. In another
instance we're shown how, over several

months, the "Contents" and "Style" head-

ings slowly disintegrated into an illegible
but striking abstraction.

Brody's treatment of body text and

photography is rather straightforward and

alooffrom his typography, butthat's under-

standable given his intriguing description
of a production week for The Face:

In one building there's a typesetter, a small
editorial office, an arnvork departrnent, and all
the film organization for the printing plates. It
was a well worked out system, but it needed to
be: I had only I ll2 hours to design a four page
feature [explains Brody]. I didn't have to paste
up the artwork myself because [I used] layout
grids, but this had the drawback that I would
never see exactly how the photographs would
work with the Upe until the magazine was
printed. I'd probably have to draw up headline
typefaces which would be photocopied and lined
up very quickly.

The space and formal vocabulary of
Brody's work is theatrical rather than archi-
tectural or sculptural. When Brody desigtrs

an alphabet or lays out a page, he casts a
play, costumes characters, and places them
among props, furniture, and scenery to
perform, conflict, and perhaps resolve sifu-
ations-as much through dialogue as

through an interaction of forms. His graphic
gestures are also musical and painterly in
their rhythm and contrast, with the clever-
ness of Marcel Duchamp, Stewart Davis,

and Richard Artschwager but without their
humor. Brody's hand-derived detail and

ornament is strongly heraldic, Celtic, like
the Bookof Kells. Brody's rare weaknesses

seem to be with color, with magazine text
pages that follow a boffo opening spread,

and oddly, posters. Everything about

Brody's work points to him as today's
preeminentposterdesigner. Eitherhe wasn't
getting the commissions or the right solu-
tions weren't coming to him.

In early 1987, for the third issue of
Arena, Brody once again shifted gears,

choosing to compose Helvetica type in a

restrained manner, "rather than creating a

design that could easily become 'the new
thing.'. . . I thought it was time to stop, to
take stock. . . . Some of the hysteria should
be taken out of contemporary design."

As early as 1985, in Blueprint,Brody
said of style pickpockets,

At the root of it, graphic design is a complete
language, like French, and somepeoplearebom
to it and understand it fluently, can talk slang if
necessary, and there are those who just use
phrase books. They don't understand the words
they're saying but the phrase book solves their
questions. At the moment, The Face is the
perfect phrase book to a lot of designers.

Brody began workon the museum show

and this book after his stylistic about-face,

which may explain the book's bitter tone.
Does thisrenunciation weakenhis ability to
comment on his early work? Brody has

been consistent at least in his flexible atti-
tude to problem solving. From his stand-
point, constant change could also be
stagnation.

A Victoria & Albert retrospective and
this mildly belligerent book might signal
the end of the "Brody style" for Britain and
for Brody, but it also indicates his attempt
to enter the American mainstream. By the
time his influence reaches our investment
brochures, insurance logos, and television
sports graphics, we'll have found the next
career capsule to swallow.

THE GRAPHIC LANGUAGE OF NEVILLE
BRODY, Jon Wozencroft, Rizzoli, 1988, 160 pp.,
illus., $4O.00.
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Lance Hidy

HERMANN ZAPF AND
HIS DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

HERMANNZAPF

Hermann Zapf rose to prominence in the
world of letterforms after the appearances

of his two best-known typefaces, Palatino
(1948-51) and Optima (1952-55). This
book was compiled by Zapf himself, and
presents the highlights ofhis life's work (he

was born in 1918) in the form he wants the
world to see. Zapf's tone throughout is
modest, for he subordinates himself to the
traditions, and often gives credit to his
teachers and colleagues. As we would expect
from a typographic genius, the book itself is
a masterpiece of design and production.

The text begins with an elegant, four-
page introduction by Carl Zahn, a designer
with the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. The
twenty essays by Zapf are primarily about
type, with four on calligraphy, and one on
"Public Lettering and Visual Pollution,"
addressed primarily to architects, city plan-
ners, and others involved with environ-
mental graphics. The essays on type are of
considerable historical importance because

they document two technological revolu-
tions that occurred during his career: pho-
tocomposition and digital type.

Zapf's youthful ambition to be an elec-
trical engineer served him well in later
years as type technology migrated from
mechanical systems to computers. He was
always among the first to try to get the best
quality out of new technology. As early as

1964, he spoke publicly about the emerging
role of computers, and fully half of the
essays here deal with electronic type. His
positive attitude toward technological
change has definitely attracted other callig-
raphers to high technology, helping to bridge
older traditions and the cutting edge.

Three former Zapf students have be-
come leading pioneers in digital type de-
sign in the United States. Chuck Bigelow
and Kris Holmes took Zapf's summer
workshop at Rochester Institute of Tech-
nology. Bigelow laterreceived aMacArthur
Foundation Fellowship for his work in

digital type generation, and their firm,
Bigelow & Holmes, has become prominent
for its work in digital type design. Sumner

Stone, now type director at Adobe Systems,

briefly worked at Hallmark cards to be near
Zapf, who was their advisor and lettering
tutor.

Bigelow, Holmes, and Stone got their
start as calligraphers in Lloyd Reynolds's
classes at Reed College in Portland, Ore-
gon, where Stone remembers seeing the
fflm,The Art of Hermann Zapf, produced

by Hallmark. This led to a closer study of
Zapf's calligraphy and type design, ulti-
mately leading to digital type design. Al-
though Bigelow, Holmes, and Stone may
all have come to the new technology with-
out Zapf's leadership, it is important to
remember that his espousal of computers
was not a popular view. The normal re-
sponse to the arrival ofphototype and then
digital type was mistrust and a longing for
the good old days. We can see from these

essays that Zapf had the wisdom to take the
long view, knowing that any new technol-
ogy needed to mature, and the first clumsy
steps were a necessary

stage. He also knew that if
skilled letter-artists did not
step in, the engineers could
make costly mistakes,
which might delay the

arrival of quality typeset-

ting. Zapf helped to legiti-
mize the technological
future for calligraphers and

typographers who were

often spellbound by the
past.

His role in calligraphy
deserves further mention.
I believe that there is no
one alive who surpasses

Zapf's virnrosity with the
pen, and his work speaks

for itself through the
book's many plates. The
fouropening essays on cal-
ligraphy total only seven

pages, buthe makes itclear
that calligraphy is the foun-
dation for his work in type

design. Calligraphy is

the critical confrontation with historic forms of
a great tradition, a tradition that, if it is to
survive, must be carried on within the condi-
tions of ourtime. The many great inspirations of
the past must serve as a starting point for prac-
tical applications in today's society. . . .

Freedom and discipline are the black and
white counterparts in calligraphy, and it is in the
hands of the calligrapher, matured by years of
experience and training, to unite this freedom
and discipline into harmony.

Zapf's "dance of the pen," rather than
his more formal type design, is easiest to
appreciate. His calligraphy expresses,

through its gestures alone, a joy and mas-
tery that thrills much as hearing a virtuoso
musician or seeing a great dancer.

The masterpieces of the book, in my
opinion, are five of the color calligraphy
plates (done between 1969 and 1971) in
sgraffito oil and tempera technique on pre-
pared panels (plates 148-9,161-2, 168).
They each contain a geometric drawing
plus calligraphy or lettering, rendered
against mottled backgrounds in rich, subtle
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colors, roughly two feet high. The words
are from diverse sources: Lao-tzu,Goethe,
Plato, Josef Albers, and the American cal-
ligrapher, Paul Standard. Each of these

panels is a distillation of Zapf's best, dem-

onsffating his unequaled ability to "unite
freedom and discipline into harmony."

Many of the rypefaces Zapf has de-

signed are very calligraphic, including the

little-known proprietary alphabets for Hall-
mark Cards: Firenze, Uncial, Winchester,

Charlemagne, Stratford, and Scriptura, all
displayed in the book's "Complete List of
Type Designs." A special surprise for me

was Linofilm Venture, based partly on
Zapf's own informal handwriting and first
sketched with a Japanese felt pen. While
most ofZapf's cursive types are dressed up

as if for a dinner parfy, Venture is in blue
jeans and sneakers. Its informality stands

out strongly against Zapf's usual elegance.

A more substantial typeface, shown here

for the first time, is Zapf Renaissance Roman

and Italic (plus Bold and Light versions.)

The italic has many swash variants and

ligatures, rivaling Jan Van Krimpen's
Cancelleresca Bastarda for variety. This is

a virtuoso design. The delicate serifs and

thin strokes indicate thatitwas not intended

as a utilitarian textface, but rather for dis-
play or short texts in larger sizes.

A recurring theme inZapf's essays is the

lack of copyright protection for typeface

designs. Except for Germany and France,

intemational copyright law does not cover

typefaces. As a result, piracy is legal,

depriving designers not only of income but

also of conffol against unauthorized changes

in the designs. Zapf laments that his efforts

and those of his colleagues to influence

copyright law have failed in the United

States. One explanation that I hear from
time to time is that Congress feared that

allowing individuals to copyright alpha-

bets could endanger freedom of the press.

The logic ofthatis as faulty as the copyright

law.
Zapf may have inadvertently hurt the

cause by citing three lawsuits where the

courts ruled in favor of the pirates: Ameri-
can Type Founders against Damon & Peets

for making electrotype copies of ATF

"Zapf Renaissance ltalic," Zapf . (From Hermnn Zapf.)

Cheltenham in I 905; Keystone Type Foun-

dry against Portland Publishing Company;
and in 1917, Frederick W. Goudy, then

America's most prominent type designer,

against a copyist named Hansen. In one

decision, Zapftells us unhappily, the court
wrote, "Type has no other characteristics

except utility." No legal precedent is cited
in support of Zapf's position.

Zapf praises the Intemational Typeface

Corporation (ITC) for devising methods of
trade that encourage legitimate licensing of
theirtypefaces toothervendors. As aresult,
ITC has been largely successful in prevent-

ing unauthorized copying of its typefaces,

including ITC Zapf Chancery, ITC Zapf
Book, and ITC Zapf Intemational.

Subsequent to the publication of this

book, Zapf has lent his support to the new

Typeface Design Coalition. The TDC is

supporting the Industrial Innovation and

Technology Act (S. 791 and H.R. 379),

which provides some protection for de-

signs of "useful articles," including type-
faces.

There have been other developments in
the past few years, again not cited in the

book, which demonstrate atrend within the

type industry to act in accord with Zapf's
ideas. In the absence of legal protection,

segments of the industry have been self-

regulating-believing ethical guidelines to
be good business.

A key dispute has been whether type-

faces should be licensed as a standard prac-

tice, or whether licenses should be granted

selectively at the discretion ofthe rypeface

company. Zapf is a spokesman for the de-
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signers who want the licenses to be sold to

any firm willing tomeetthe standardterms
(they are willing to grant a two-year period

of exclusivity to allow the company to
recover its development costs).

This stand has brought Zapf into confl ict
with Linotype, the ownerof three of Zapf's
best typefaces: Palatino, Optima, and Me-
lior. Ithas been suggested that Linotype, by
refusing licenses to several companies, may
have inadvertently encouraged design pi-
racy. When denied a license for popular

designs like Zapf's, some vendors have

taken the last resort (legal nevertheless) of
making unauthorized copies and giving
them new names.

In response to this disagreement, the

Association Typographique Internationale
(ATypI) proposed a moral code regarding

the copying of typefaces, with interesting
results for 7,apf. The code stated that any

company denied a license could ethically
copy the design of typefaces at least 15

years old. The I 5 years was later softened to
"an appropriate space of time."

The ironic consequence for Zapf was

that when Bitstream, a digital type com-
pany in Massachusetts, was denied licenses

to Linotype Palatino, Melior, and Optima
(all more than thirty years old), Zapf worked
as a paid consultant to Bitstream, person-

ally supervising the copying ofthese faces.

Renamed Zapf Calligraphic, Zapf Ellip-
tical, and Zapf Humanist, each received

significant minor design adjustments.

Bitstream reports that Zapf now prefers his

unlicensed, digital versions to the original
metal designs he made for Linotype.

Matthew Carter, the creative director at

Bitstream and a superb type designer him-
self, is very sensitive to the ethical issues

surrounding typeface copying. Perhaps

Bitstream's alliance with Zapf will help to

free up the licensing process, or else en-

courage companies to work directly with
the designers when making typeface copies

under the ATypI ethical guidelines.
Z.apf's ideas on typeface licensing have

also had considerable influence on Adobe
Systems of Mountain View, Califomia.
Adobe is the largest vendor of digital type-
faces for use with desktop computers, and

its type division, like Bitstream, is under

the creative direction of a leading type

designer: Sumner Stone.

Consistent with Zapf's advice, Stone

has voluntarily brought Adobe into licens-
ing arrangements with ITC, Linotype, and

other major type companies. As a result,

designers and vendors have received their
fair share of the sales, and have been reas-

sured about the integrity of the designs.

Stone in tum has earned the trust of the type

designers with whom he is now working to

develop totally new typefaces.

At Bitstream, Carter too has eamed the

confidence of his colleagues, and is bring-
ing out a series ofnew typefaces, including
Bitstream Carmina, designed by Zapf's
wife, Gudrun Zapf von Hesse, and Bitstream

Amerigo, by the Dutch designer Gerard

Unger.

This story of design protection demon-

strates that these essays by Zapf have had

an enorrnous impact on their audience, and

have helped to shape business practice

during these times of rapid change. Al-
though he has yet to see true copyright
protection, Zapf has helped the industry
find other forms of protection, and has

clarified the issues so that we can discuss

them more productively.

lnZapf's closing essay, "Public Letter-
ing and Visual Pollution," he contemplates

the jungle of signs and advertisements in
public places, where

everything is too large and brutal looking; bad
letterforms predominate. . . . Unfortunately, it
seems everything that increases business dis-
turbs the good image of a city.

Zapf proposes restrictions, such as lim-
iting certain colors for use only in traffic
signs, and praises Dayton, Ohio; Kansas

City, Missouri; and Rothenburg and

Dinkelsbiihl, West Germany, for success-

fully regulating street signs.

He then entreats architects to improve
the quality of letters on buildings. "Some

architects think that if they use a sans serif
typeface everything will look modern."
Since very little about the history of letter-
forms is taught in schools of architecture,

Zapf suggests that the architect find a graphic

designer to choose the lettering for the

building. He mentions the excellent letter-

forms created by John E. Benson of New-
port, Rhode Island, for the Vietnam Veter-
ans Memorial. Benson, who carves letters

in stone, has done many important com-
missions, including the East Wing of the

National Gallery and the Boston Public
Library. In San Francisco, Christopher
Stinehour is emerging as another master

carver of letters for buildings.
Zapf also examines subway lettering,

praising Edward Johnston's 1916 alpha-

bets for the London Underground, and de-

ploring Milan's use of tightly spaced capi-
tals, which are hard to read from a moving
train. Not one to make idle complaints,
Zapf is full of suggestions, and even refers

us to organizations (ICOGRADA, AIGA,
and AGI) that offer advice to architects and

public planners.

In addition to the plates and essays, this
wonderful book lists the publications, films,
and articles by Zapf, his complete type
designs (including illustrations and annota-

tions), and extensive comments on the

plates. Zapf's brilliance with letterforms,
his thoughtfulness, and his enthusiasm for
grappling with the challenges of technol-
ogy and commerce are well documented

here. This is, in my opinion, a book deserv-

ing careful study by anyone who works
with letterforms, or who just wants to feast

his or her eyes on sublime designs.

HERMANN ZAPF AND HIS DESIGN PHI-
LOSOPHY: SELECTED ARTICLES AND LEC-
TURES ON CALLIGRAPHY AND CONTEM-
PORARY DEVELOPMENTS IN TYPE DESIGN,
Hermann Zapf, introduction by Carl Zahn, Society of
Typographic Arts, I 987, 254 pp., illus., $50.00.
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LETTER FROMARGENTINA

Maria Zulema Amadei, the editor of Revista del
Taller , is an architect and educator living in Rosario,
Argentina.

We have an expression here: "Do you know
where I'm talking from?" and perhaps the

best way for me to begin is to explain that
Rosario is 298 kilometers upstream from
Buenos Aires, onthe RioParani. Withnine
hundred thousand residents it is the

country's second largest city (though Cor-
doba claims to be larger). Rosario is often
called the "Chicago of Argentina," both for
its importance as the distribution center to
the interior and its position as the home of
the mafia. It is the cify of several important
historical figures (Lisandro de la Torre and

Che Guevarra), and of merchants, musi-
cians, prostitutes, and smugglers. It is the

seat both ofthe Legion ofDecency and the

foulest graffiti believable; disheveled but
calm, austere but disorganized, Rosario sits

on the river but denies this through the

siting of her buildings.
Rosario's School of Architecture was

founded in 1925 and has approximately

seventeen hundred students. Ingeneral, Ar-
gentine universities are distinguished by
their "universalist" attitude, and the cur-
riculum of the school demands extensive

reading and encourages bookworms. When
they graduate, the students enter a profes-

sion that has been profoundly affected by

the turmoil our country has endured for
over fifteen years. Few architects have been

able to practice independently; most work
for the state or for large offices; those who

desire a different destiny emigrate. As a
result, the potential audience for publica-

tions on architectural design and criticism
has dramatically diminished. Argentine

architects "were" great readers and con-
sumers ofprofessional literature; they "used

to be" faithful subscribers to magazines-
all of this is in the past tense.

Not all booksellers will explain it in the

same way. Some believe that the low in-
come of professionals is the only factor in

The city of Rosaio, on the Rio Parani (to the right in the above photo).

the decline of sales. Others, however, feel
there are strictly personal factors, and insist
that those who read continue to do so in
spite of other more urgent expenses. But
they all agree on one thing: books are not
selling. On my trips to Buenos Aires, and in
long conversations with friends or distribu-
tors of my magazirre,I hear the same thing:
there is excellent potential in the readers

who languidly browse through the book-
stores (in Buenos Aires they stay open all
night long), and who, as melancholic as the

tango itself, pine for better times gone by. It
is not that architects have become "bad,"
but that they are too busy eaming a living
and their salaries prevent them from buying
the latest material. A relatively good salary

for an architect is approximately $400 a

month. A magazine costs $40, and a book

$80 or more. One visible consequence of
this is what in educational circles is called
"the age of the photocopy . " In spite of being
against the law, everything absolutely
needed for research gets photocopied be-

cause the difference in price is substantial.

Rosario receives five national publica-

tions from Buenos Aires and La Plata:

S umma,Trama, D os P unto s, Ambie nte, and

Rosaio's location in Argentina.

Casas. There is also a locally published

magazine, Revista delTqller, which I have

edited for the past five years, and which
sells no more than ten copies per issue in
each of the two specialized bookstores in
the city. It would be optimistic to think that
three hundred copies are sold nationally. Of
the foreigl magazines, we receive Global
Architecture, L' Arc hitecture d' ajuourd' hui,
A&V (from Spain), and Architectural Rec-

ord.Half thecopies received are sold. Cur-
rently Architectural Record sells the most

copies because of its special promotion. Its
organization by subject makes it useful for
immediate research. The local publications

cover t}te work of a few important archi-
tects, mainly from Buenos Aires. Several

notable Argentinian publishers (Espacio,

Infinito, Tecnica, Nueva Vision) put out
books on architecture, criticism, and de-

sign, and some foreign publishers (Blume,

Gilli, Limusa) bring the new trends to
Argentina quickly and with very good

translations.

In the lastfew years a great influencehas
been exercised by the designers and critics
from the "peninsula of the renaissance"
(fafuri, Rossi, Quaroni, Portoghessi, Botta)
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and from Spain (Bohigas, Bofill, Xust,
Pinon, etc.). The United States is repre-
sented by publications on Venturi, Moore,
the Five, and I. M. Pei.

Evidently image counts more than words.
Soccer cards sell more than critical essays.
The appearance in print (even though little
is being built) of forms derived from the
multiple pos modem tendencies (the avant-
garde of the crab?) is quite common. This
work ignores the local vernacular, such as
the casa chorizo, the Argentinian equiva-
lent of the railroad flat. This type of house
comprises a series of rooms lined up with a
lateral patio, and was common at the end of
the l9th and the beginning of the 2fth
century. Rather than being an expression of
cultural dependency, it evolved from the
styles brought to Rosario from the place of
origin of the builder or the inhabitant, and
soon acquired its own identity. In contrast,
the plain emulation of foreign styles and
forms now seen in magazines and books
makes anotable cultural dependency all too
evident. This is not to say that I believe that
local ideas are good and foreign ones are
not; but for an architect in Rosario to use
forms indiscriminately from the work of,
say, Aldo Rossi, and on top of that to use
them on a parking lot replacing one of the
city's few historical relics, is both formally
ridiculous and conceptually sad. I believe
we need an attitude toward work that al-
lows us to understand and choose or reject
ideas instead of borrowing forms.

The situation in the rest of the country is
not much different. Argentina has always
felt like a piece of Europe, but it is not. Its
notorious economic dependency on the
United States and its French educational
tradition collide in a way that makes the
present situation highly dramatic. Coun-
tries are categorized as developed and those
on their way. I would add another category
to which Argentina belongs: those coun-
tries on their way to underdevelopment.
This classification does not yet exist in
sociology or in economic politics, only in
reality.

Fine Quality
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PUBLICATIONS
RECEIVED FROM
ABROAD

Archeologia Museo Architerrxra, Francesco

Nuvolari and Vincenzo Pavan, eds., Arsenale

Editrice (Venice), 1987,134 pp., illus.

Architectuur in Nederlonds: Iaarboek 87-881

Architecture in the Netherlands: Yearbook 87-

88, HansvanDijk, ed., VanL,oghum Slaterus bv

(Deventer), 1988, 128 pp., illus.

Architekten Behnisch & Partner: Arbeiten aus

den Jahren 1952-l987lArchitetti Behnisch &

Partner: l,avori deg,li anni 1952-1987, Edition

Cantz (Stungart), 1987,288 pp., illus.

Archithese : Zeitschrift und Schrifienreihe fiir
ArchitekturlRevue th4ratique d' architecture,

Anthony Tischhauser, ed., 12 issues per year,

SFr. I 12 from Verlag Arthur Niggli AG, Post-

fach 973,CH-9001 St. Gallen, Switzerland.

A&V ( M onografias de Arquite c tura y V ivie nda),

Luis Femdndez-Galiano, ed. , I 2 issues per year,

$100 from AYISA, Casado del Alisal, 5' 28014

Madrid, Spain.

Biblioteca di Architettura e Urbanistica 2:

Architettura Monumento Memoria, Vincenzo

Pavan, ed., Arsenale Editrice (Venice), I 987, I 86

pp., illus.

Biblioteca di Architettura e Urbanistica 3:

Architetture di Pietra, Vincenzo Pavan, ed.,

Arsenale Editrice (Venice), I 987,1 72 pp', illus.

Biblioteca di Architettura e Urbanistica 4: Ul-

time Dimore, Vincenzo Pavan, ed., Arsenale

Editrice (Venice), 1987,128 pp., illus.

Biblioteca di Architettura e Urbanistica 5: La

Nuova Scuola di Roma,Heiwich Klou and Vin-

cenzo Pavan, eds., Arsenale Editrice (Venice),

1987,208 pp., illus.

Casabella, Vittorio Gregoni, ed., l2 issues per

year, $130 from Electa SpA, via D. Trentacoste

7,20134 Milan, Italy.

Cities of Childhood: Italian Colonies of the

19-10s, Stefano di Martino and Alex Wall, eds.'

Architectural Association (London), 1988' 88

pp., illus.

Le Corbusier: La progettazione come mu-

tamento,Cesare Blasi and Gabriella Padovano,

Nuove Edizioni Gabriele Mazzotta (Milan)'

1986,264 pp., illus.

Czech Functionalism: 1918-1938, text by Gus-

tav Peichl and Vladimir Slapeta, Architectural

Association (London), 1987, 176pp., illus.

l* Due Regole della Prospettiva Practica,

Jiacomo Barozzi da Vignola [Rome, 1583],

Archival Facsimiles Ltd. (England), 1987, 150

pp., illus.

Icon: Design & Architecture,Kiyoshi Akimoto'

ed., 6 issues per year, Y12,0fi) from Super Icon

Pub. Co., Ltd., 503 Yotsuya New Mansion, l2
Honshio-cho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, Iapan.

Iournal of Design History, Christopher Bailey,

ed.,4 issues per year,$72 from Journals Sub's.

Dept., Oxford Univ. hess, Walton St., Oxford

OX26DP, UK.

The Killing M oon I Folio XII],Shin Takamatsu,

Architectural Association (London), 1988, 44

pp. plus 20 plates, illus.

Lyons Israel Ellis Gray: Buildings and Projects

1932-1983 [Wor,ts IVl, Alan Forsyth and David

Gray, eds., Architectural Association (London),

1988,216 pp., illus.

Metropolis: New British Architecture and the

Ciry, Linda Brown and Deyan Sudjic, eds., lnsti-

tute of Contemporary Arts (London), 1988, 64

pp., illus.

The M odern C hair, textby Deyan Sudjic, Insti-

tute of Contemporary Arts (London), 1988, 64

pp., illus.

Le Musie d'Architecture, Wemer Szambien'

Picard Editeur (Paris), 1988, 190 pp., illus.

R. M. Schindler, Architekt 1887-1953, August

Sarnitz, Christian Brandstltter Verlag & Edi-

tion (Vienna), 1986,208 pp., illus.

A Surrey of Building Regulations Worldwide,

2nd ed., BYGGDOIVThe Swedish [nstitute of
Building Documentation (Stockholm), 1988,

22Opp.

Taide Rakennetussa Ympdristdssii, Anne

Valkonen, Rakentajain Kusstannus Oy

(Helsinki), 1986, I l8 pp., illus.

Telescope: the Printed Ciry, Akira Suzuki and

Kayoko Ota, eds.,4 issues per year, $ l8 surface/

$24 airmail from Workshop for Architecture

and Urbanism, Rm. 203, l-33-19 Hakusan,

Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo I 13, Japan.

Tools Design Journal, Per Mollerup, ed., 12

issues per year, $55 surface/$75 airmail from

Designlab ApS, Maglekildevej l, DK-1853

Frederiksberg C, Denmark.

Bookstore specializing in
Architecture, Urbanism and
rclaled subjects since 1944.

Subscription agency and disributors for
architecture books and magazines,

catalogue on request.

D EDALO
BEST STOCK IN EUROPE

Libreria Dedalo
Viale G. Rossini 20
0O198 Roma, Italy

Open the Whole daY from 9 am to

6 pm Monday through Friday, Saturday

from 9 to 13.

Closed the month of August.

American Express card and Visa

welcomed.

Art and Science
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Contem pora ry Eu ropea n Arch itectu re
an important new series, exclusively from GRAYBOOKS

Cruz/Ortlz

Francesco Venezia

Livio Vacchini

Focusing on work of the 1970's and 1980's by the newly emergent
'4th generation' of modern architects, this series concentrates on
what have become shared concerns for architects of this new
period---an almost constantly ambivalent relationship with historic
tradition, and a basic desire to extend the vocabulary and scope of
contemporary design. Each volume offers an introductory essay by an
architectural scholar (Norberg-Schultz, Massimo Scolari, Raiael
Moneo, et al.) and presents a formal analysis of each project in the
architect's own words.

{,
q:,

{

Gustav Peichl

Garc6s/S6ria

Bach/Mora

d
<l:.;l.L

''"/z,/,,,

GUSTAV PICHfs high-tech designs for radio and TVstations, industrial
plants, and technology centers display an unusually fine blend of
whimsy, rationality and architectural collage: structure and service
are subordinated to picturesque effect, regardless of the architec-
tonic implications. LIVIO VACCHINI's schools, residences and office
buildings are modern buildings, but they have a more defined and
stable.order than the products of functionalism. Compositions are de-
fined by traditional symmetries, rhythms and superimpositions but
Vacchini's Classicism is more abstract and dematerialized, more
"phantastic" than substantial; it is Alpine rather than Mediter-
ranean. GARCES/SORIA's designs for museums, art galleries, resi-
dences, a cemetery schools, and urban centers investigate the inter-
play between the Reductionist or Minimalist approaih to modern
design and the heritage of Dada, delving into irony, suggestion and
"dematerialization" as the sources of new interpietations. The of-
fices of BACH/MORA and CRUZORTTZ have designed town squares,
city halls, residences, museums, railway stations, in agricultural com-
plex, schools and more. lnspired by centuries-old Spanish and Roman
prototypes, their pure, elemental masonry forms are enlivened or
transformed by elegant Modernist tensile interventions governed by
exacting, crisply detailed compositions.

MEDITERRANEAN HOUSES
Xavier GUell, 1986.

The only available look at the newvaca-
tion and resort design along Spain!
scenic Costa Brava-22 spectacularly
sited Villas, Townhouses and Pavilions,
from the simple to the grand. ln their
materials and design allusions, the
works are richly traditional, but also im-
bued throughout with elegant investi-
gations into the Modernist and Post-
Modernist idioms, and enhanced by
dramatic juxtapositions with the land-
scape. Designs by Ricardo Bofill, Sold-
Morales, J.A. Coderch, Garc6s/S6ria
and many more.

144pp,256 Color/B&W illustrations in a
format that is 85% visual material with
lntroductory Essay and Formal Analyses
of each house.

Published thus far:
GUSTAV PICHL Austria
LIVIO VACCHINI Switzerland
CRUZORTIZ Spain
BACH/MORA Spain
FRAN$ESCO VENEZTA ltaly
GARCES/SORIA Spain

Each Volume: 96pp, 150-175 Photos and
Architectural Drawings, 9"x91/2" in a
format that is 85% visual material. Bib-
liographies, Exhibitions, Biographies,
Lists of Works, lntroductory Essays and
Formal Analyses of each project. Sturdy,
laminated paperback, sewn binding.
Normal List $19.95
GRAYBOOKS Price $15.9s

Normal List:

GRAYBOOKS Price

$34.9s

$27.s0

GRAYBOOKS
1695 38th Street, No. 107

Boulder CO 80301

303-444-5655

NOTE: Selling through mail-order en-
ables us to pass on to our customers the
discounts that would normally go to
the trade-you must order 

-directly

from us, however, and prepayment is
required. lf you like this policy, tellyour
friends-more orders will mean more
titles and better discounts. Librarians:
lf. your policy precludes prepayment,
please notify us.
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Design Book Review

ABOUT THE
CONTRIBUTORS

ANTHONY ALOFSIN is the Sid W. Richardson Centennial Fellow in

Architecture at the University of Texas, Austin, where he teaches design

and architectural history. He edited the recently published five-volume

Frank LloydWright: An lndex to the Taliesin Correspondence (Garland,

r988).

MARIA ZULEMA AMADEI, the editor of Revista delTaller, is an archi-

tect and educator living in Rosario, Argentina.

THOMAS BENDER is University Professorof the Humanities and profes-

sor of History at New York University. His most recent book, from which

some of the material in his essay is drawn, is New York Intellect (Knopfl

r 987).

ROBERT BRUEGMANN is an associate professor in the History of
Architecture & Art Department at the University of Illinois at Chicago

Circle. He is editor of a three-volume catalogue (forthcoming) and a two-
volume set of essays on Holabird & Roche/Holabird & Root.

MARGARETTA DARNALL has taught the history of architecture and

landscape architecture at several universities, and is completing an anthol-

ogy of literary gardens.

ROBERTA FELDMAN is an architect and an environmental psychologist

who teaches design at the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle. A prin-

ciple in Feldman Consultants/Architectural Design Research, Chicago,

she is also co-editorofthe,Ioarnal ofArchitecture and Planning Research.

STEPHEN FOX is a Fellow of the Anchorage Foundation of Texas

RAYMOND GASTIL writes frequently for Blueprint, Metropolis, and

Progressive Architecture. He collaborated with Robert Stem on Modern

C las s ic i sm (forthcoming from Rizzoli).

TERRANCE GOODE is Assistant Professorof Architecture at the Univer-

sity of Oregon. He is currently working on an essay on the architecture of
Louis Sullivan.

LANCE HIDY is a poster and book designer who teaches design at Boston

University. He is a consultant to Adobe Systems.

ALASTAIR JOHNSTON is a partner in Berkeley's Poltroon hess. His

latest book is Musings on the Vernacular, a collection of illustrated essays

on folk typography, published by Visual Studies Workshop, Rochester.

STEPHEN LEET is an architect and partner in the firm of Bower Leet

Architects, New York City. He is currently organizing a traveling exhibi-
tion on the work of Franco Albini, partially funded by the Graham

Foundation.

ACANTHUS
BOOKS

Rare and out-of-print
books on

DECORATIVE ARTS
ANTTQLTES

ARCHITECTLIRE
ORNAMENT

Catalogues Issued

48 W.22nd St., No.4
N.Y., N.Y.10010

212463-0750

ARCHITECTURE
DESIGN

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT
MODERNISM

FINE ART & RARE BOOKS

MICHAEL FAGAN
12OO AURORA

BOULDER, CO 80302
303 447-2621

CATALOGUES ISSUED
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.IANE LEFAIVRE has been working onproblems of cultural history and
:riticism.In collaboration with AlexanderTzonis, she has published many
rrticles in architectural magazines.

)EAN MORRIS heads the graphic design firm, Stylism, teaches ar the
)ooperUnion School ofArt, is aboardmemberof AIGA-N.y., and writes
n graphic and product design.

)ALIL RABINOW is a professor of Anthropology at the University of
lalifomia, Berkeley, and the author of No,ns and Forms: French Labo_
'atories of Social Moderniry (forthcoming).

\MOS RAPOPORT is Distinguished professor of Architecture at the
Jniversity of wisconsin-Milwaukee. one of the founders of environment-
rchavior studies, he is the author of llozs e Form and Culnre, Human
lspects of Urban Form, andThe Meaning of the Built Environnunt.

IERVIN ROBINSON, a well-known architectural photographer, is co_
ruthor of Architecture Transformed (Mlf press, l9g7).

VORRIS KELLY SM[H, Professor Emeritus of Art and Architectural
:Iistory at Washingon University, is the author of Frank LloydWright: A
itu.dy in Architectural Content (Prentice Hall, 1966).

,IARK STANKARD is an architect with venturi, Rauch and scott Brown.
{e is currently completing a master's thesis on Theo van Doesburg at
Jomell Universiry.

\LEXANDER TZONIS is Crown professor of Architectural Theory at the
fechnische Hogeschool Delft. His latest book, co-authored with Liane
-efaivre, is Classical Architecture: The poetics of Order (MIT press,

r986).

\BIGAIL VAN SLYCK is a Ph.D. candidate in architectural history at the
Jniversity of califomia, Berkeley. Her dissertation is on camegie librar-

}ORDON WTITENBERG, whosefield is building technology, is associ_
rte professor and acting director of the school of Architecture, Rice
Jniversity.

IALLY B. WOODBRIDGE is the Northem California conespondent for
Drogressive Architecture. She is editor or co-author ofg ay Area Houses
.Gibbs Smith, 1988), California Architecture: The Historic American
9uildings Sumey Catalogue (Chronicle Books, lggg), and several guide_
rooks.

Do You Know The Seqet Dining Place?

'Art, Architecture and Fine Cuisine"
-Jlm 

rl/ood, Food Editor, SF Chronicle and Examiner

Dinner Tires-Sun . Lunch Tires-Fri
2160 UniversityAve.,Berkeley . Res: b4O-7b14
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Design Book Reuteut
would like to thank

Williams & Foltz
for their generous support

of this special issue.

1 303 SIXTY-SIXTH STREET
EMERYVILLE, CALIFORNIA 94608

Quality Solid Wood Furniture and Design
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Stubbs Books
& Prints, Inc.
Fine Architectural
Books & Drawings

ztl East r8th Street, _1rd floor
New York New York rooo3

2t2.982.8r,68

lBnvWorp

lunchr R E S T A U RA N T r dinner
3853 Piedmont Ave., Oakland, CA
415-655-6004

l
ART Al{D ARCHITECTURE EXHIBITIOI{ SPAGE

sHowtNG: MORPHOSIS (rxom MAvNE & MIcHAEL RoroNDr) UNTIL Nov 17, 1988

ffi KAWAMATA CAMERON MCNALL NEIL DENARI

2AES is a non-profit organization dedicated to presenting provocative and innovative ideas about art and architecture.
lts intent is to help establish continued exposure to alternative and experimental approaches to the built environment.
2AES has thus lar been funded by and wishes to thank individuals and fims in the design and building prolessions who
have generously contributed their time and resources. Your tax-deductable donations are important to the continued
presentation ol work that will encourago discussion and provoke the mind.

340 BRYAI{T STREET 2ND FLOOR SAN FRAilCTSGO 94107 4151974.6762
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We've Alwavs Believed An Airline
Should Not Qlty Provide Non-Stop Service,

It Should RbviOe ServiceNoniStop.

For over 50 years, UTA French Airlines has believed in making
every fl€ht as enjoyable as possible. From start to flnish.

Our experience flying the
world's longest and most exotic
routes has taught us that
it's the little things that make
passengers feel relaxed and
comfortable.

0f course we have 3 classes
of service, roomy seats and
gourmet meals with flne wines.
But the difference is attentive
service with special touches
when you need them. 0r undisturbed rest when you dont.

So the next time Paris calls, call your travel agent or

O 1988 UTA French

(800) 2-FRAI{CE. ffier all, if
you're going to Paris, dont let
anything stop you. =UTAFfrEIICH ilNUilES

Partner in travel with lrsAirls
Frequent Tlaveler Pnrgram.

Non-stop to Paris
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